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ABSTRACT
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Functional Speech and Language TrAining Program. The target group are
persons who need a mode of communication but who have poor speech,
and poor hand and finger control. A description of the communication
boards and symbols includes an explanation of the pointing mode and
the way the symbols are grouped grammatically on the board to allow
construction of a sentence. Procedures are outlined to use with
students who rarely make any Sounds; students who may make many
sounds but who rarely make different sounds, or who rarely sound as
if they are saying words; and students who have poor articulation of
their speech and who require only a few signing cues to make
themselves understood. For the focal area of "persons and things,"
nine training steps are presented that are designed to introduce the
student to the concept of language and its uses. Each step includes a
description of the training goal for the step, a list of training
items needed, a description of procedures to be used, training
instructions, and a set of instructions used in programing for
generalization. The training steps also include two types of scoring
forms for recording the student's responses in each session and
summary forms to record progress across sessions within the step.
Criterion performance is addressed, aong with the training'procedures
of shaping, prompting, and putting-through (e.g., moving hand to
point to the correct object). Videotapes are also part of the
training packet. (SEW)
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ATTENTION READERS

Thi's program manual is a part of an entire training packet for
nonspeech training with severely multiply handicapped students. The

packet includes a total of 6 video tapes and one other training manual.

Thetraining manual which accompanies this one is entitled: Functional

Signing Training for the Severely Multiply Handicapped.

The video tapes are listed below:

*A CHOICE WITH SEVERELY MULTIPLY HANDICAPPED:
BOARDS

A CHOICE WITH SEVERELY g6T720 HANDICAPPED:
*A CHOICE WITH SEVERELY MULTIPLY HANDICAPPED:

WITH NONSPEECH TRAINING
*A CHOICE WITH SEVERELY MULTIPLY HANDICAPPED:

COMMUNWATION BOARDS AND SIGNING
A CHOICE WITH SEVERELY MULTIPLY HANDICAPPED:

TRAINING
A CHOICE WITH SEVERELY MULTIPLY HANDICAPPED:

COMMUNICATION BOARD TRAINING

BASIC COMMUNICATION

BASIC MANUAL SIGNING
BEHAVIORAL TECHNIQUES

TEACHING SPEECH WITH

NINE STEPS FOR'SIGN

NINE STEPS FOR

If you are interested in renting or buying one or more of these tapes

write to:

Media Services
Bureau of Child Research
2601 Gabriel
Parsons$A4S 67357

If you would like a copy of the signing manual or additional copies of

this manual, write:

Lois Whldo
Kansas Neurological Institute
3107 West 21st Street
Topeka, KS 66604

There will be a minimal charge for duplicating and mailing tapes and

manuals.

*Handouts which accompany these tapes can be found in this manual's Appendices.
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OVERVIEW

°BACKGROUND

.

Peter, Dick, and Jane. Peter is.10 years old, severely retarded,
physically.handicapped, and rarely makes any.sounds. Dick is 12 years

old,.and severely handidapped. He makes.sounds and words he hears

other people say, but ,has never spoken a word on his own:. Jane is-one

year old and is beginning to learn to speak. She will be a normal

language user and her language skills wilI bring her mOre information

about the,world in one year than either Petet%or Dick have acquired in

their 10 and 12 yearst With special training; Dick will leArn to talk..
This manual is for Peter. _Peter will need the added help of a communi-

cation board to communicate. Both Jane and Dick help us to understand .

how.to teach Peter to use'language.

One of the first things Jane learns is that certain sounds represent

certain objects.- The sound-"balt," for example, represents an object

Jane likea, and the sound "stove" represents one she does mit like.

This illustrates a function of language called. reference.

Soon after Jane learns that words (referent) represent objects or

actions, she learns that she can often get what she wants by sayIng the

name for it. Thus if Jane wants a ball but cannot reach it, she can say

"bally and an adult will get it for her. This is called control.

After learning that she can control her environment (to a certain

extent) through the uie of referents, Jane soon learns that she cannot

control it as much as she-Would like because she does not know enough

referents. Her next step is obvious. She begins to ask "What's that?"

This process is called self-extended control.

Jane soon learns concepts such as color, size and possessions. Then

she begin$ to put all her skills together to produce a simple but effective

language structure with which she carries on simple conversations. She

also begins to remember the answers to her questions and to supply the

correct referents from-memory rather than continually asking,-"What's

that?" This process is called integration.

These concepts ustial,y concern speaking or expressive abilities. For

expressive skills to be acquired, however, there are corresponding skills'

which are receptive rather than expressive or productive. Receptive

skills allow the understanding of statements heard and questions asked,

such as "come here"'and "you want to....?"

Although this process may not represent exactly how normal children

learn to speak, itis one we follow in teaching language-delayed students

to use langu4e. Dick will learn to talk after receiving training.in a

program using the concepts of reference, control, self-extended Control,



'integration and reception as its basic organizational structu e. This
program is entitled Functional Speech and Language Training f r the
Severely Handicapped, Part 1 (available from H & H Enterprise Box 3342,
Lawrence, Kansas 66044). The program was written by Doug Gue s, Wayne
Sailor, and Donald Baer.

However, some children, like Peter, may never learn to t lk well
enough to make themselves understood% Neither does Peter hav the ---
motor skills necessary for using sign language. By adapting the
program used with Dick, Peter will still,be able to learn a f nctional
way to communicate by using a communicaiion board. The program presented
in this manual was adapted from the Functidnal Speech and Language Training.
Program. It was developed primarily for persons who not only lack language
skills, butoalso lack refined motor and speech-skills.

Communication boards are used primarily.by persons who ha
they need a way to communicate but who have poor speech, and p
and finger control. Communication boards vary widely in their
and use. Basically, all boards involve some type of graphic s
such as,photographs or'printed words, which the user eitber po
indicates to in some other way. The photographs or printed wo
for the spoken words which this person is unable to use.

e shown
or hand .

donstrudtion
tbol display
nti to or
ds substitute

,

This manual eliminates the need, for specialized facilities, equipment
or specially trained tedOers. It Can be used in settings ranging from
institutions to the home. The only prior knowledge required i some
understanding of behavior management techniques. The prOgram las been
made as specific as possible while still retaining the flexibi ity
necessary to ineet the needs of individual students.

This program was developed from three years of research. It has
been used with over a dozen severely handicapped individuals ar0 found
to be effective.

PERSONS AND THINGS

There are nine training Steps in the Persons and Things category
for communication boards. They ate constructed in accordance w th the
dimensions of language discussed in the Background-and are desi ned to
introduce the student to the concept of language and its uses.

Most students will learn, although there are students whose progress
is so slow that extensive training is not justifiable. It is difficult
to explain why some students fail. In,many cases, lack of progress is
clearly due to weak reinforcers. In other cases, a modification in the .

training procedure may improve the student's performance. Changes in
procedure should be made with caution, lest the integrity of the progFam
be violated. The present training procedures are,appropriate to most
severely handicapped persons, but some students do show highly i dividu-
alized behavior which warrants changing the written instruction.
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Problems the trainer may encounter include students who have achieved
criterion performance on a Phase or Step of training in terms of intel-
ligibility, but who are showing continuing refinement of their'speech
for that particular Step's response. These students are usually using a
good pointing response, and are being required to use particular vocal-
izations with specific symbols or perhaps word approximations for certain

symbols. In this case, it is possible to continue training on that Phase
or Step for a short time with close monitoring of the speech-responses.

Finally, some students will not reach criterion on some Steps. This

does not mean that the program should be discontinued. Some children will
fail to reach criterion performance on a certain Step, yet will easily
achieve criterion on the next Step. As a rule of thumb,-a student should
have at least 25 training sessions on a particular Step (or phase Within
a Step) before moving tb the next Step. If, however, the student is
showing steady improvement toward criterion performance, the trainer
should continue training beyond,25 sessions. However, no Step (or phase
within a Step) should be *sued for more than 40 sessions.

Table 1 presents an oiitline of the Steps for the Persons and Things
categorY-for Communication Boards.

Prerequisites to the, Communication Board Program

There are several general prerequisite skills for students entering
this program. They include yisual discrimination skills, some type of
pointing ability, and a setof behaviors which can be termed "communication
readiness" skills.

The visual discrimination skills required include acuity, scanning,
and matching. The program b6 never been used with a blind student. If

the students are visually 4aired, their glasses should afford them
normal or near-normal vision4 The student should be able to look discrim-
inately at a wide set.of symbols displayed across a board of approximately
18 x 20 inches and select the Appropriate stimulus or stimuli from this
array. The most prognostic Niisual skill is the ability to match an object
'to a picture of that object. That is, when the trainer holds up an object
such as a ball, the student _Should point to the matching picture from a;
set of at least two other piOtures. The pictures need not be abstract.
They need only vary in dimenSio; the object being three dimensional, the
picture being two.

The pointing skills required can initially be quite gross. However,

in order to use the target board display, the student must be judged .
capable ultimately of using a'refined point with good control and range.
This is, if the student's inability to point is primarily a behavioral
problem (studerkt doesn't knoW what is expected) the response could probably
be acqtired with training. Zf the problem is primarily physical (student
is motorically unable to do what is expected); either an alternate program
or an alternate board displayahould be selected for this student.
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Tablo 1 '
P4notional Comiunication Board Training,

for Sevorily ilandicopped Students

STEP I TRAINER'S mums
board / "spoech"

ruNT's RESPONSE-
hoard / "speech"

la

lb

lo

paired
speach
and board

sptech
alone

board
adonis

(Shows. objects-syrabolited on board)

asks,
whtt (points to object) / "What's
that?"

(Shows objects symbolized on beard)

askt,
"What's that?"

(Shows object. symbolized on board)

_,aike,
what (points to object)

, (label) / "(Variab10)"

(labol) / "(varioble)*"

(label) / "(variable)"

Za

Zb

Za

pairod
epeech
and board

,

speech
alone

board
alOne

(Shoos object.) instructs,
show 11.4 (label) / "Shows. (label)"

(Shows object/) instructs,
"Show me (libel)"

(Showl object.) instructs,
show me (libel)

,

(points to Object)

(points to object) '

(points-to obloct)

3a

at

30

,

pairod,
spoton
snd board ,

speeds .,

alone

...

board
alone

(Shows objeots not symbolized .

board) asks,
lage(points to object) / . ".

that?"

(Shows objeota not symboliz on

board) oaks,
"What,* that?"

(Shows objects. not symboli ed on

board) sag, /

what (points to object) )

no cordl 0. "(variable)"

no card / "(Variable)"

no card 0 "(variable)"

4b

4o

paired
speech
awl board

speech
alone

board
alone

i

(Shows objects sysbolisol on board

asks,
Alkwant / "What wont?"

(Show. objects Symbolized on'hoard)
asks, ,

"What want?"

(Shows objects ysbolizsd on board)
ask*,
what want,'

want (label) 0 "(variable)"

mat (1021) / "(variable)"

atilt (411) 0 "(variable)"

5a

5b

5c

paired
speech
and board

speech
alone

board
alone

(Shows objects not symbolizod on

board) asks
what want /,,,What want?'

(Shows object. not sysbolized on

board) asks,
"What want?"

(Shows object. not symbolized on
board) arks,
what vont

want (points to objoct)2 /

9Zriable)"

want (points to object) /
IN/Triable)"

want (points to object) /

INiiiitols)"

64,b,a CommEs VMS 4 AND 5 FOR B0711 STIMULI AND RESPONSES

7.

7b

70

paired
speech
and board

speech
alone

board

alone

(Shows objects) amks
7 (label) 0 "Is thi.,(labol)?"

.
.

in / "(variable)" OR
so / "(Variable)"

WI / "(variable)" OR
no,/ "(variable)"-,
Eli "(variable)" OR
no / "(varioble)"

(Shows object.) asks,
"Is this (Itbel)?"

(Shows objects) asks,

Z (14i111)
.......... I..

8a Paired (Chows both symbolized awl non- I vont (label)/ "(variable)"OR

Oh

speech
and board

speech

symboliaed objects) oaks,
what wont / "What want?"

T want (Farm td object) /
1170Table)"

I want (labek)/"(variable)"OR(Chown both symbolizod and non.
alone symbolised objects) asks,

"What want?"
T want (points to object) /

IWZIable)"

Ea board (Shows both sysbolisod end non.. I vont (labol)19"(variable)"OR
alone , symbolized object.) asks,

what want
iirwst (points to objeot) /

(Tillable)"

.

-.L.

94,150 COMBINES STEP 8 WITH STEPS 1 AND 3 tOR BOTH sumpu OD RESPO1SIS3

IStudent ia taught a relponse strategy for Use when asked to label an object which ha* no
symbol carti on the board.

2Student is taught a strategy tor reqUosting,dsairod objects Which say ndt bo symbolizOd
oft the board.

%top strOlises disorisiniting botuten gneationsitaked aWl, also teaohas reoponse Chaining.
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The final set of prerequisite behaViors, the "communication readiness"
skillS are not as easily defined. These are the skills any student enrolled
in la language program wOuld hopefully show. Communication readiness
concerns ondsstudent's,response to the environment, and thd student's inter.

action with the environment. Often communication readiness can be affected
by another variable which can't be defined as a student's skill. :That
variable is the degree of stimulation to communicate that the student
receives from the environment.

The student who exhibits refined skills in all of these areas has 4-.
good prognosis when placed,in this programl Any stOdOnt'who does hot have'
rdfined skills in all- the areas may be placed in the program. However,

one would expect training to go more slowly, at least initially.

Most students receiving"training in this program had normal or dear-
normal hearing. a student is hearing impaired, this program MO be
used sutcessfully simply by the trainer including the use of manual signing
in any'communitation with-the student. That.is, the student uses the-
commun cation board for expression, and learns:to understand signs for
recep ion.

Total Communication.

This program stresses "total" communication. "TOtal",COmmunicatiOn

as used in this:program is when both the student and the teacher use as

many senses as possible to get'the message across. For example, a
student may.use facial exPression and a gesture to tell someone'that he
needs a drink of.water. Another student may use the sign for water and--
say "wah" to tell someone that-he needs a drink of water. A student
who-uses a comlOhication board may point Co a symbol or picture of
water and say "dahn eo say that he wants a drink. A teacher may simply-
use facial expression, voice intonation, and speech while saying "GOOD
WORK." Or the teacher.may routinely sign everything he/she says
'throughout theday.

When teething total communication it is important'that both the
teacher's use of total communication and the student's use of totals, .

communicatiOn be dIrectly considered. The addition of these,other
sensory modalities can be very helpful-in teaching severely handicapped
Students t0Ise and understand communication.

in order to incorporate total communiCation into-the prbgram, both
the trainerand the student use communitatiOkboards during the training
of the SteAtikof the program. Additionally, theStepaof this program
are taughtto each student in three different ways. The Step:4s first
taught with the trainer bOth talking and pointing to the,trainer'S
board. The Step is then retaught with the trainer talking but hot Using
the board This "speech alone" training is dotwhotause the student will
need to understand other people who do not use a'hoardto.cbmmunicate.
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Finally, the Step is taught with the trainer using the board but ndt -

talking. This "board alone" training is Important for two reasons. One
is.that the student be able td understand other students who use a
communication board but do not talk., The other ie8 that his "board alone"
training.allowsthe student to.more-.completely uqderstand the symbolic,
or referent, function of the graphic symbols Used in the program.

Training like that described above helps the student tp understand
the total-communication used by others. However, most students must
also be taught to use total communication to make themselves better
understood when-communicating to other people.

Severely Multiply handicapped students have_a wide variety of
speech Skills. Some students.may never make speech sounds; others May.
-voealize, but their:vocalizations may be gross approximations; and
(*hers may talk, but their .speech is very difficult to understand. With
Students who try to talk, but have speech that is hard to understand,
a graphic symbol may, make their message easier to understand. The spoken
-word is supported by.the symbol card.

This Program includes procedures used to record, reinforce, and
-cOrrect the speech of all of these vocally limited,students, while at
the same time stressing the. pointing responses. Depending on the
speech skills of the individual student, the trainer must be prepared
to-deal with-a wide variety of combined,speech and pointing responses.
Although the basic:procedures included in the manual inVolve shaping, .

prompting and putting through, the trainer is offered guidelines on
how to use these procedures to simultaneously improve both the student's
speech and pointing. '

Description of the Manual

The program on which this manual is based consists of four series
of individual traiping steps based on the concepts of reference, control,
self-extended control, integration, and reception discussed earlier. The
program for training Persons and Things was Part 1 of this series. This
manual represents an adaptation of six,of the nine Steps of the original
Part I manual. No adaptation has currently been attempted on subsequent
manuals of this series.

The three Steps of the Original Part 1 manual which have been
omitted from the communication board manual are those which involve the
processes of self.extended control and integration; that is, thelse
involving the student asking "What's that?" and learning new referents
from this process. Several adaptations were researched which would have
allowed these Steps, to remain a part of the board program. However,
none-of the procedures tried were satisfactory. Communication boards,
unlike speaking or signing, confine by their size the number of
referents any one student may see-and use at one time. In order to
teach new referents through a questionsand answer routine, an infinite

25



array of'symbols would have had to be present. Perhaps Inture research

will solve this.dilemma.

Description of the Boards and Symbols

This.program uses boards constructed inexpensively of illustratien
board, cotton flannel, and heavy, clear vinyl. The boards ate developed

to use the following systew

Response Mode -- Pointing
Board Display -- Direct Selection, "Sloe Filler"
Symbols Variable, according to student's needs

The pointing mode may be a fist, ltand, elbow, foot, or stylus response.
The board display requires the User to indicate directly the symbol, or

symbols needed to-code the messages. The symbols are:grouped grammatically
on the board in a "slot filler" display a/lowing for the basic (subject +

verb +object) sentences structure. Generally, this allows the user to
point to a symbol on the left third of the board for a sentence subject;
then the center third for the sentence verb; and finally the right,third
for the sentence object. The board's upper and Lower margins are used to,
display affirmation/negationterms, modifiers, and question asking symbols.
The symbold used on the boards can vary in size, general placement, and
pattern depending on each student's skills.

Student's Boards. Each student must have his/her own-board. The size
of the board is not believed to be an important variable. Use one which
4can be easily handled by the student Witkhis/her,individual handicapping
conditions in his/her learning environment. Generally, a board no larger
than 15 inChes by 18 inches is needed.

The color of the board is also not iMportant, although a dark color
is recommended (dark red, dark blue, etc.)".- Covering a sturdy illustration
board with flannel cloth is a recommended technique. The:dark background
alloWs the white symbol cards to be more visible* The cloth allows the
symbols to be on a muted, duli background, and'allows easyapplication.of,
new symbol displays. Heavy pliable, clear plastic covers may'bissewn'tO
envelope each board to protect the symbol cards, or the board may be
covered with clear adhesive paper, with new dmmbols being added after
they have also been covered With ehe adhesive paper. ,

Figure 1 shows an example board displayfor a student who is on
Step 9 (the final Step of this program). The board SiZe- in this example
'is 15 inches by 20 inches. The symbol size is 1" by.1". The symbol P

cards are white, placed on a,red background. This student began in the

program using a board with only two symbols. As he learned more and more
skills on the board, more and more symbols were added. This student is
ambulatory. He has not yet learn d. to Carry or care for his beard
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independently. Therefore, the trainer has made several board's for,him to
use.. One board stay's in his classroom,,one in the school's cafeteria:,
and several in key areas of his home.

Figure 2 shows*1 example hoard diSplaY,,for-a student,whoJis in
Step 7 of the programi but.,whotdoes'carry'her. board with her',at all times.
The hoard has'heen Cut in half and placed in a folding p0uCh which:has
handles, much like a Shoulder beg. To;use the bOard it is placed open
oft a flat surface. To oarry,-the bOard . is folded and.held bithe straps

The board in Figure 3 ls'an exaMplesof hoW *board is attaChed"as
a lap traTto the arMs of a 'wheelchair,:fOr nOtembulatOry stUdentS. The
symbol cardS are atteched to the underside of a sheet ofplexigleSt
using cleat adhesive paper, and the plexiglass Sheet is slid'Onto the
lap tray.

The type of $oard.that e,student uses in this program,iS limited
only,by that student's motOr and cognitive Skills-. The trainer should
feel free to construct the board' to fit each individual's needs.

Trainers' Boards. The trainer's'board'is constructed ,just as the
student's board shown in Figure 1. If the ,student is,using an alternate.-
board display, the trainer'S board should mat& the student's however.
The symbol type should also be identical to those the student uses. It
is Suggested, though; that all symbols be 1 inch by 1 inch in size on the
trainer's board to allow for a larger vocabulary.

The display of the symbols on the regular trainer's-board is in
Figure 4. The actual objects symbolized are optional. :The trainer's
object vocebulary must parallel the student's. However, because the'
trainer's board is probably used with more than one student, it is not
always posSible to directly match all of,the symbol's locations:

Additional verb symbols may be placed in the center third of the
board.

Additional training and correction symbols may benplaced in the
upper portion of the center third.

Additional sentence subjects (e.g., pictures or names Of the students),
may be placed in the middle of the far left third of the board.'

The placeMent of the symbols on the trainer's board should be
planned 'Carefully iikadVance of'any training. Few changes in-the.
'Symbol's plaCement should occur once training begins. When the trainer's
board is used in training, the teacher emploYs simultaneous pointing and
speech whenever pOssible.

,Table 2 presents an outline of the symbols needed,to accompany each
Step s,instkuction or gueStion. The speech used can vary in. complexity

. ,
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Figure 3: Example Lap Tray giudent Board
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Figure 4

Symbol Display for Trainer's Board

1. yes 19. give 37. how

2. no 20. show 38. When

3. no card 21. do 39. back'

4. don't know 22. want 4Q. 44 front

5. correct 23. Isit

6. good 24. (stand 42.j é side

7. wrong 25. jump 43. up

8. me 26. 1 44. what

9. her 27. my 45. whote

10. him' 284 is 461 Where

11. them 294, all otherverbs 47. -Which

12. red 30. all other nouns 48.

13. blue 31. you under

14. yellow 32. .your 50. in

15. green 33. dm 51. .out

16. orange .34. are 52. A641.

17. big 35.: question 53. size

-18. little 36. who 54. color



Table 2

Graphic Symbols Needed to Accompany the
Trainer's Stimuli

Speech Board Symbols

STEP 1
STEP 2

STEP 3
STEP 4
STEP 5
STEP 6
STEP ,7

STEP 8

STEP 9

WHAT'S THAT *
POINT TO (LABEL), or
SHOWME .(LABEL), or
GIVE ME (LABEL)
WHAT'S THAT *
WHAT WANT
WHAT WANT
WHAT WANT
IS THIS A (LABEL) *
WHAT DO YOu-WANT?,

WHAT IS THIi? *-
WHAT DO'YOU WANT?

What
Point (object -syMboi)
Show me (objeCt symbol)'
Give me (objeCt symbol)
What
'What want
What want
What want °

? (oblect symbol)
-What want, or
What you want
What
What you want

* Whenever the speech instruction includes the word's "this" or "that"
the trainer points to the actual training object; NO symbois on the
board represent these words.
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(e.g., WHATIZANT? versus WHAT DO YOU WART?, Or WHAT'S THAT? versus WHAT

ISIHIS?), but the symbols reMain simple-throughout iraining.

Symbols are available on the trainees board for limited correction,

praise and training words. These should be used spontaneously'by the

trainer whenever appropriate. The trainer should not attempt to use

the board for all communication during,the session. Most coMmunication

during--the session (praise, attending instructions, general ceinverSation,

etc.) may be speech slime.

During training the traineee board should be placed beside the

student's board in easy view for the student.

Symbol, Systems; Any tYpe of symbol system which_the student is
cognitively capable of underStanding may be used in thid program. Thel'

symbol systems which are:Currently being used on communication boards

include printed words, Biissymbolics,TeabodY RebuSes, hand-drawn rebuses,

and photographs or other reprOductions. All studentS participating in

the development stages of this program used either.Peahody Rebus or

hand-drawn rebus graphics for their symbol system. None had yet learned

to read, and Blibsymbolics were Judged to be too cOnceptually dlfficult

for both their present skills and needs. 'Photographs were not used ,

because some of the students were able to recognize drawn images more

easily, and because drawn symbols were less expensive. Further-information

regarding the Blissymbolics may be obtained by ordering Oul Handbook Of

Blissymbolics by Silverrian, Maaughton, and Irates from Blissymbolics

Communication Foundation, 862 Eglinton Avenue, East, Toronto, Ontario,

Canada, M46 2L1. Further information regarding the Peabody Rebuses may

be obtained by ordering the Standard Rebus Glossary by Clark, Davies, and

Woodcock, from American Guidance 'Services, Publishers Building, Circle

Pines, Minnesota 55014.

Neither the Peabody nor hand-drawn rebuses used in the program were

colored. The use of colors on the symbols is discouraged because this

'makes the symbols more expensive 4nd time consuming to reproduce, and

because the student miy not learn the overall symbolic function of the

rebus if he/she attends to the color on the symbol. That is, if the symbol

card shows a blue striped ball, the student may have difficulty learning

that symbol may also represent yelloW spotted, or solid green balls.

It is strongly recommended that all symbol cards used intthis program

(other than printed word cards) have the word that the card represents

either typed or written in the lower right-hand corner. This will allow

persons not familiar with the exact meaning of that sYmbol to understand

that symbol. The addition of this iJord to the symbol card is not meant
to be used to teach,the Student to read, but simply to make messages

eaSier for a, listener to understand. Figure 5 shows eXamples of two of

the hand-drawn rebuses used in the program. Notice that there are three

sizes of each symbol. This allows the trainer some flexibility for the
students whose visual or motor skills do not allow using the smaller cards.

C.!

3 2
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Descrintion of the Training Sessions

Length of Training Session. The length of a training session for

use of this program should vary according to each individual student's

skills. If the student is new to the Step, or is.having a difficult

time learning the Step, sessions with repeated trials twice a day are

recommended. If the student is bored, tired, or especially inaitentive

at any time, the trainer shOuld stop the session and try again at

another time. As the student's correct responses approach criterion
performance, the trainer may want to distribute the trials into smaller

groups and run them several times during the day. ,The trainer should

never feel bound to complete the exact number of trials per session

that are shown'on the scoring forme.

Training tnvironment. The training Sessions should always be

relaxed, enjoyable, and natural. They should be conducted inr a setting

where the student would most likely be required and need to use the

comminication skill he/she is being taught. The trainer ihould avoid

conducting the sessions in a,room which is only useefor one-to-one

training. Use instead a part of a classroom, bedroom, dining room,

play area, or kitchen. It is also not important for the trainer and
student to be seated at 'Noble. .If the student is not confined to a

wheelchair, training may conducted with both the trainer and student

seated on the floor.

Several Steps of this program involve the student asking to receive

an object. It is extremely important that the student'be given the

opportun ty to be involved with the requested object right during the

session. For example, if the student has requested a game or toy, all

props ne essaryto use it'should be available (record and record player ?

crayon a d coloring book, etc.).

Rei forcement. For each trial in a session, the trainer provides
the stud nt with a stimulus, which may be a question, a command, or the

presentation of an object or action. Vhen the student gives an acceptable

response, the response should be reinforced. The trainer selects the tpes

and &taunts of reinforcers to give for correct, Shaped, or prompted re-

sponses. The Steps are designed so that a correct response produces a
natural reinfOrcement contingency for the student, especially in the

higher-level Steps. The trainer should reduce the use of tangible
reinforcers as the student advances through t4 programr,misibly re-
placing them with tokens, then praise, and finally, complimaptary
statements appropriate to the student's performance. How rapidly each
student comes under the control of naturally occurring social reinforcers
depends on each student's rd.:action to reinforcement and on the skill of

the trainer.

Total Communication Stimulus Condition. Students who use communi-
.

cation boards as their primary way to expressively communicate can benefit

3 4
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from seeing adults Sn their environment modeling-the -use oi a board-as
they talk. In all_probability, the stbdent will also encounter.peers
who use a)board, but are not able to-talk, They will undoubtedly
encountek-140th "peers and adulta-who talk but'do not use bOards. _In'
order to insure that the student_has a functional understanding' of all
three of these conditiOns, the Steps of tlds program include direct
training with each.

Additionally, learning the referent"function of a graphic symbol
involVes different cognitive skills than learning the referent-function
of-a spoken:symbol ot-werd. Students ShOuld be taught to Use and Under-
stand the symbolic function of a rebds symbol (for use on a tomMunication
board)Much as a.student would be taught to read printed words. ,In Order
to completely understand ehe graphic sYmbol, the student should de-least
be able to select tbe symbol when shown theobjeot,"select-the objeet when
told the spoken word, and select the-object When shoWn.the symbol,. If

(-the student is able to perform-all three of-these activities, thetrainer
May feel comfortable that the student "understands" that graphiddiaplay
symbolizes that object.

In

k,

order to teach the student these three symbolicfunctions and to ,

helpthem understand the conditions described earlier in this section,
the Steps iwnthis proiram are each taught in three different ways
consecutively, with the trainer asking the question (or giving the

, instruction) in a different way each time <see Table 2).

es

'liable 3
4.

'consecutive Conditions for
Training the Program's Steps

Step Stimulus Condition

a
.b
,o

,

Speech,and Board together
Speech. alone. ----
Board alone,

_

>

,

Total Communication Training and Correction Procedure. Students will
not respond correctly on every trial. A long period of training may be

. needed for sortie students before correek responses, or even partially .

correctresponses, are produced. The trainer. must be prepared to deal
with partially correct response,,incorrect responsei,or no#response
situations. Students who accompany their pointing With sOme type of
speedh response require the trainer to le prepared to deal With a much
broader array of.combined responses. The trainer must be able to simul-
taneously teach improved speachlind pointing behaviors.

The speech skills of severely handicapped students who are taught to
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use communication boards vary widely. Simultaneously improving such varied
skills requires the trainer to se different procedures with different

students. This manual includes Oecific procedures to use with students
whoSe speech skills fall into twqvgeneral Categories. Most vocally limited
students may be comfortably taught using one of these two training and
correction procedures (accordingto their particular speech skills). .This
manual discusses the procedures 40 Levels. Any one student may be taught
in this program using either of the two Level's training and correction

procedure. The Level A procedureis used with students who rarely make
any sounds. The Level B procedurlis used with students who do make sounds
or words. This thay mean the student6 make many sounds, but rarely make
different sounds, or it may mean the,students who make many different sounds
but rarely say words. Finally, Level B may be used with students who attempt
to use spoken words to accompany their communication board, but who cannot
say their'words clearly enough to 'Ake themselves understood.

The basic procedures used in 1àth of the Levels include slming, prompting,
and putting-through. Shaping is the process of reinforcing partially cor-
rect responses to help the student totfard the completely correct response.
Total responses that are more near14 correct than previous efforts are rein-

forced. Responses that are less accOrate than previous effo5ts are treated
as incorrect. Prompting congists of! providing the student with additional
clues to assist a correct response. Putting-through consists of helping the

student make the correct response (&.g., moving arm and hand to point)..
Prompting and putting-through should'te used with extreme caution because
the student may become totally dependent on them.*

a

Criterion Performance. Criterion performance is the level of success a
student must attain to be competent in the skill the Step is training. Unless

otherwise specified, a student can exit from any Step in the program or from
any of several phases within the Step, by either of two criteria:

1. Achieving 80 percent or ion 6orrect responses within a
training session. (Training sessions are defined as the
completion of all trials included on a scoring sheet for
a particular Step.)

2. Producing 12 consecutive correCt responses within a series of
trials in a training session.

0
Guidelines for Individual Training Steps

Each Step includes a description of the Training Goal,for the Step,
a list of Training Items needed, a description of the Commdnication Board
Display and Procedures to be used, Training Instructionsl including Use
of the Trainer's Board, and a set of suggestions used in ProgramminlOor
Generalization. The training Steps also include two types of Scoring Forms
and one type of Summary Forms for recording the student's responses in each
session and progress across sessions within the Step.



Training Goal. This section describes the specific skills or concepts
to be trained in the'Step and tells how the Step is integrated with a
previous Step.

Training Items. Suggestlons for selecting stimulus materials are
included for each training Step. The actual materialsand,props heeded
for the-procedures in this manual should always, be selected with each,-
individual student's preferences, age and'needs in mind. We strongly
disCourage substitutinglActutes for the actual items because this
decreases the authenticity Of thetraining environment, reduces the
probabilitY that students will apply their new learning elsewhere, and
may confuse students using picture symbol cards on their boards.

The prepared scoring forms soMetiMes list items appropriate for that
Step. However, even in these cases the'trainer -should Only uSe those items
if they are appropriate'for that individual student.- Things the trainer
should take into account when selecting items to be trained are the student's
ability to recognize-and use the object or action, and the possible tein-
forcing and functional qualities of the object. Remember, coMmunication
boards have limited space. Choose-the objects carefully!

The following list of Suggested trainirig items will assist trainers
in selecting items for the initial Steps.in the program:

MOD:
cookie, pop, apple, candy, gum, juice, crackers, chips,
peanuts, milk

CLOTHING:
pants, dress, shoe, shirt, sock, coat, cap, pajamas, mittens,
hat, watch

TOYS:
ball, car, top,doll, puzzle, block, drum, gun, ring

BODY PARTS:
nose, tummy,

MISCELLANEOUS:
chair, table
comb, brush,

eye, eax, mouth, foot, chest, arm, leg, knee

TV,'spoon, pan, cup, soap, toothpaste, towel,
paper, pencil

Communication Board Disnlav. As the student progresses through any
steps of the program, the board becomes Mire and more complex. The board's
display has been specifically planned to allow for the student's growing
language needs. Therefore, instruction's are, given in each Step to_show
where the new symbols should be displayed on the student's board.

Using the Trainees Board. Each new Step,Tequires the trainer to use
additiOnal syMbol cards for giving instructions"and asking_qUestions in the
"Speech plus Board" and "Board Alone",stimulus coditions. This section
gives instructionS on how tOeffectivelruse thp trainer's board during the
Stapls training.
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4Prdcedures. This section incl;instructions for giving the Skill
Test-(if the StepItas one) and the prOper correction procedure to follow.
This section also includes a flow chart indicating the order of training
to ptoteed through*for that Step.

. Training Instructions. This section gives specific instructions for
training the skill which is the goal for the particular Step. It gives
he order in which items.are to be presented, what to say to-the student,
d the response to expect for atl three parts (a, b, and c) okthe Step.

The graphic symbol instructions the trainer gives to the,student are
a ways'printed in small underscored letters'(what). The spokeninstructions
a e always printed in capital letters (e.g., WHAT IS THAT?). Instructions
wh eh are to be given in speech and board together ate printed one after the
ot er with a slash mark between ("What/WHAT?). The desired respdnse is ptinted
ju t like the trainer's (ball/BAH).

- Where appropriate, this sectton explains how the training items are
arranged.

Programming for Generalization. Many Steps include a generalization
section with instructions for extending a newly_leatIned"skill or concept
to the student's whole environment. This is necessary because many students
will use language only in the triining environment' or with the trainer. It
is further necessary because many environments are,not aware of,the use of

communication boards and must be taught to understand the system just as the .

students dO. Ordinarily, these generalization procedures are administeted
by the student's parents, parent-surrogates, teachers, or other significant
persons who have daily contact. Their purpose is to increase use of the
newly taught skill with persons other than the trainer and in environments
other than the training area. Additionally, the generalization procedures
help keep other persons aware of-the student's p ogreis, This makes them
more aware of the student's skills, so that those skills can be properly
recognized and reinforced. Past training has shown that this part of a
student's programming may be the most important. In order to achieve

-spontaneous cOommunication, emphasis must be placed on this section of
training. Generalization.programming for one Step may be completed at the
same time in-session training isbeing initiated on the next Step.

Without the use of the suggested special efforts to prOmote the handi.:
capped child's use of newly acquired language skills outside the training
setting, it is quite likely that generalization will not occur. Mere
are a number of different gtrategies one may implement to promote general-
ization from training to functional use of language to communicate in
everyday life settings. Some of these are discussed below.

Selecting Appropriate Content. It is important to choose words and
word combinations that 1011"be needed by the student in his everyday
.environment. Words that are functional for the child are most likely to
be used and-reinforced. An attempt has been made to develop a functional
program tn some.Steps, the specific words to be taught are to be selected

3 0
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by the teacher. They should include words relating to activities or objects
of interest to the student. They should also be objects which he can use
frequently. --0

Using Sufficient Eiamples. If teaching a noun label it is important
to US8 several stidulus objecA during training. For example, if teaching
the symbol dhoe, one should use a.number of different shoes in the training
sessions. This wifl make it more likely that the child will be able to
correctly use shoe with other shoes he sees in other places. When teaching
a grammatical form such as "I want ", it is important to teach the child
to use "I want" with a nimber of items. As his vocabulary grows, he will
have a sentence form he can use to request new items.

Varying the Verbal Stimuli. Ultimately, the child should be able to
respond to a variety of different verbal stimuliyhiCh may sound different,
but which have the same meaning (e.g. "Show. me " or "Point to ").

Care must be taken with some students not to do this too early. /n most
cases it will be advidable to begin training with a consistent verbal
stimulus and begin varying it only after the response has been aiquired.

Using Multiple Trainers. Having more than one person train a particular
skill can aid generalization greatly. This might mean a teacher and a
teacher aide taking turns running a program on alternate sessions; it could
mean having a parent run sessions at home while the teacher runs them at
tchool during the day; it could mean having the student learn the task to
ariterion with one trainer, then working on We task to criterion with
another person before it is considered-acquired.

Varying Settings. ,Students should learn to use a skill in more than
one environment. For example, a student may be taught to point on their
communication board for "I want object" in the classroom, the lunch room
or the home. Some noun labels are appropriate to the llathroom, others to
dining areas, others to the classroom. The child should be trained to use
them there, either initially, or as soon as they are acquired in the first
training setting.

Train for sufficient durdtion. It is important not to discontinue
training too soon after a skill is acquired. In general, we feel mote
comfortable with a criterion performance which is spread over two or three
days rather than a single day at a high level of accuracy. We do not
recommend continuing on and on with a boring task which the child has
already acquired, however. Thus the trdiner will want to work to criterion,
but then continue some maintenance trials while training other things. The
trainer may also build the acquired skill into some new task and work on
it ineonjunction with the new liask. The general point is that skills
taught and never used are likely to be forgotten. They need to be taught
long enough to be Well learned, and then put into useso that they will be
remembered.

SChedule of reinforcement. Behaviors taught under a continuous
schedule of reinforcement will be acquired more quickly. It may be
necessary to use extrinsic reinforcers to Tmovide adequate motivation to



learn. We wonld encourage the trainer to use continuous reinforcement

initially-ant-to be sure that they are providing some consequence which

is reinforcing to the student. Once the skill is acquired, we recommend

gradual fading of the extrinsic reinforcers and a shift to the natural

consequences of the behavior.

Examples of specific ways of producing generalization will be

provided with each trainingstep,

Scoring Forms. Each Step includes two types.of scoring forms designed

specifically for the training sequence in the Step. The scoring forms are

labeled Type 1 and Type 2. Type I forms are designed similarly to:those -

used in the original speech manual. One formis used per session. Eabh

page of the Type 2 fdrms is designed to be used fOr several consecutive

days, however.

The student's responses are recorded in the same way on both Type:1,

and Type 2 forms. .A special scoring grid is used which allows the poilting

part of the response, and the spoken part of the responee to be scored

individually for each trial. VOTE: The scoring grid has one additional

area which is not used in ails program. The top of the grid is used inithe

signing adaptation of this program, but is not used for die board prograel.
40

Figure 6

Example Scoring Grid

Point Speech

The scoring'forms provided for each Step and for phases within tbe

Step are workingaids as well as data records. rem eliampIe some Steps

require that the etiMulus (SD)-presentations WrandomiZed." For these
Steps, the numbers are arranged on the Scoring form in random orderi TO

use the form, simply assign one number on the storing fOrm tO each *tem

to be trained and present them in the orcler'that the-numbers Appear on,

We scoring form.

On certain other Steps, a particular order,oflWesentationOf the S

(stimulus) mAkes it easier for th student tO grasp"the toncept inVOlvet.
Here again, the scoring form,servesas a working aid.

The Type 1 Scoring Forms are quite simple tollse, and are self-

exPlanatory. This type of form may be,best to use if the trainer is new
to the program, or Step, as it provides tore detailed infordation about how

to conduct each trial. The Type 2 Forms may need'to be studied in mere
detail before the trainer can use them.

40
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The following instructions are given for using the Type 2 multi-
session Self-graphing scoring forms,

1. Select the scoring form for the Step to be trained.

2. Write the student's and trainer's names On the-blankb
provided at ,the top of the page.

3. Number the page. If the student requires more sessions
than the form provides to*achieve criterion, number each .

successive page accordingly for each Phase or Step.

4. If applicable, circle the appropriate Phase on the form's
title line.

5. Record the Speech-Level used with the student.

6. List any items uSed in the training.

7. Notice the-description of the trainer's stimuli (listedr
first, -in Upper case'letters) and'the student's expected
respOnse (listed secondl in lowercade-letters and quote
marks). If the'Step uses a twoopart_task, theIirst
stimulus/response set is liSted'as"a" and the second
set as "b."- Ifths student,ts required to answer with
one of several response's to.either taSk, each: reSponse is
assigned a code letter or number.

8. One column of scoring grids (i.e., represent one
session's data. GO to the bottom of the first column of
grids and write the'session's date in the first blank.

9. Notice whether the form has session "DATE" blanka for each
column or for each two columns. 'If two columns are Used,
check to see if the first column, "a," is connected by an
Arrow to column "b." If so, this indicates that the
column "b" task always follOws the column "a" task and
that -both tasks are considered one.comoleted trial. That
is, the task in column "a" is comPleted first followed
immediately by the cOmpletion of the task in column "b."

10. Notice the presence or absence of a Vertical column toward
the left side of a form entitled "STIMULU.S PRESENTATION."

If the column'is absent, the student is ftlwaytgiven the
same stimulus and is always expected to give the 'same response
for any one data column.

If the,column is present, this indicates the student is given
a scrambled stimulus presentation and is expected to respond
according to that,scrambled order within the same data column.
The column uses the codes assigned earlier (see instruction
number 7). The trainer must refer to these codes before each
trial to determine whatItems' to use and/or what instruction
or question to present.

4
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to

11. Training is initiated by.presenting the trial indicated by
the first (lowest) set,of scoring lines ,(..:711.) on the .

column and recordingthe responses on thst first set of'

lines. It is also,possible to begin the'first trial at
the top of the coAmn and progress down, or to begin at
some other section of the column:7-

12. Trainibg continues by presenting the trials consecutively

up-or down,the cblumn, recbrding each trial in turn.

13. At the completion of the training session,count 'the total
number of responses which would coubt toward criterion.,

14. Referring to the'far-left vertical.column entitled "NUMBER-
CORRECT," select the number to be graphed (from instruction
13) and circle the scoring grid corresponding to this number.
As successive sessiont are graphed, connect each of'the

'session's circled data points. ft the "Number Correct" is
zero circle the "X" under the appropriate column. If the

student must have both responses in a chained response
correct to count toward criterion, the trainer may circle

'the area between the columns of data for,that session.

15. The trainer may want to-graph each part of the grid's data
separately (speech and pointing). In that case,
the use of colored pens, or separate graph symbols 'may aid-
in interpreting the graph's data.

16. Write and date any relevant comments on the back'or bottom
of the form.

17. Begin the next sessio wittt the same page by dating the nqrt

column and repeating thelorocedure explained above. Figures

7, 8, and 9 indicate exampie data recorded on Type 1-and 2

scoring forms.
)

,Summary,Formsw Summaty forms are provided to chart progress across

sessions: Data from either Type 1 or Type 2,forms may be recorded On the

summary forms. Fot students who are receiving training using the Level A
Total Communication Procedure, only the percent Of correct pointing responses

are recorded. For Level B students, space is provided to suMinarize the type
of speech responses the student used .during that Step. Space is provided for

recording the date when training was started for that part of the Step, the

date when criterion performance was reached, and the total number of sessions ,

needed to achieve criterion performance. Use a new summit); form to record

the three parts (a, b, and c) of the Stepls training. te sute to always
write under "Trainer's Stimulus Condition" which of the parts is represented

(i.e., speech plus board, speech alone, or board alone).
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TOTAL COMMNUICATION TRAINING AND CORRECTION PROCEDURES

LEVEL A --- NONSPEECH ONLY-

The goal of this Level of training is to establish functional com-
munication through a communication board. Level A students seldom utter
speech sounds. Communication for-these students will.depend entirely on
their communication board. The trainer will directly train the student's
nonspeech skills and need not work on speech at all.

Placement

The students,who are placed in this Level are usually thode who fall
.

under one or more of the categories listed below:

1. Have a severe or profound hearing loss;

2; Are over the age of,16;

3. Make no sounds voluntarily;

4. Make zio sounds during vocal stimulation;

5. Have severe MOtor-handicaps such as ,paralysis or spasticity in-
volving their speech mechaniSms (lips, jaw, chest muscles, etc.);

6. Can produce speech sounds only with great difficulty because of
spasticity, athetosis, or paralysis.

. Data Collection

Recording is completed on the communication board responses (or pointing
responses) for each trial only. The pointing nonspeech response is scored
on the lower left of the grid (OD and all other grid areas remain blank.
A trial should be recorded on the data sheet each time the student is.pro-
vided with a stimulus (question, command, or object). The trainer may
indicate the topography of the response by recording a (+) for correct,
a (-) for incorrect, or a (0) when the student does not respond. If a .

prompted or partially correct response was reinforced, an (S) may be recorded.

More specifically, the different symbols for this Level mean the
following:

(+) :- The student pointed to the correct'symbOls
clearly enough so a listener not familiar with the student's
skills would understand the response out of context. The
student should respond within 5 to 10 seconds of the trainer'S
stimulUs without having received any prompts or cues from ihe
trainer.

45
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(S): This score is recorded any time the trainer reinforces a

.
partially correct response:or if.the tasponse'was-prompted

or cued...- For example, the student pay have requited some

help (additional cue or prompt) to cOMplete a 'Partially

correct response or he may have required physical help

,froia the trainer to compiete the correct response. This

score may be.used also if the student'independently gava,

a better response than had been given before, bui it was

still not clear or quick.

<-): -Within 5 to 10 secondsthe student-pointed incOrrect1Y.

The student may-have pointed to an out of context symbol

card;-pointed to more than the_cards needed; given another

type Of response' such as pointing to an object Instead of the

symbol card; given 1 sloppy, unintelligible point; resisted

some type of prompt; or did any-of the above after being

given a cue or prompt. 'This adore, is also-recorded any time

-the trainer judgeS that a previously shaped,,(reinforced)

response.is no longer acceptable and a slightly "mOte correct"

) response will be required in the future (response shaping),

(0): The student did not attempt to point to anything; or responded

after 5 to 10 seconds, 'Five to ten secondd is a rulewpf-thumb

measure to use, For some students, you may want to wait a

little\longer. For example, -it may take a motorically Impaired

student 15 seconds to respond. If at the end .of 5 or 10 seconds,

the student has nOt begun to respond; a -(0) should be scored.

Training and Correction

Students will not respond correctly-on every trial. A long Perio&of

training may be needed with !Me students before correct responses, or even

partially correct responses, are 'produced. The trainer' must,be prepared

to deal with partially cOrrect response, incorrect response-, and no-respOnse

situations..

.
The basic procedures' used in this manual-were described briefly imthe

original manual (Guess, Sailor, and Baer, Functional Speech and Language

Training, 1977). Unless the trainer is familiar with.shaping behavior, and

is able to apply the techniques to the student's responding on every.triale,

it is unlikely that much success will occur. When used correctly, shaping

and prompting allow some students to learn responses they would not have

been able to otherVise. One reference which should be a helpful resource

to a person unfamiliar with these procedures is Hall, R. V.; Managing -

Behavior, Volume 2, BehaviOr Modification: Ba'Slc Principles,' Lawrence,

KS: H & H Enterprises, Inc., 1971.

Figure 10 shows' how training proceeds in the Steps of this manual for

studentsIn Level A. _Generally, the trainer should reinforce all correct

Or imprOVed responses.(if shaping ot prompting is,being used), And not

reinforca indorrect or no,responses. If the student does not tespond,-or

4
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responds incorrectly, the trainet should show him/her the right, answer and

then ask the question (or give the inStruction) again (stated as "re-present

SD" on Ae Figure).

Criterion Performance

Criterion performance, as discussed, is the level of cc:Street responding

which indidates that the student has successfully learned the new skill.

Criterion for Level A training is identical to that of the speech program.'
That is, unless otherwise specified, a student can exit from any Step in
the program, or from any of several phases within the Step, by either of
two criteria:

1. Achieving 80 percent or higher coriect pointing responses inde-
.

pendently; (i.e., without prompting) within a training session.

Crraining sessions are defined as the completion of all trials

included on &Type 1 sCoring sheet or one coluMn for a Type 2

scoring sheet.)
1

2. Producing 12 consecutive correct pointing responses within a

series of trials in a training session.

The Student does not move from one Level to another as he/she completes
Steps or Phases of the program. If the trainer has taken the time to appro-

priately assess the student's vocal skills before selecting thesLevel to be

used, he/she will probably femain in the same Level through several ot all

Steps of the language program. -

LEVELS ENCOURAGE SPEECH

The goal of this training Level is to establish functional communica-
tion through a communication board when the student accompanies each point

with some type of vocalization or verbalization. Students placed in this

Level'are-those who make some speech sounds, but WhOse pain Source pf
intelligibility Will rely on their communication boar& Their limited

speech may merely serve aa a signal that they are cOMmunicating. Although

they May exhibit a variety of Vocal skills, their prognosis for.independent
or intelligible verbal speech is either poor or very long term. Each'title.

the student gives a poili ng reSponse he or she will be either encouraged,

or.reqUired tovocalite

LSee an earlier page of this4manual for ,a discuision of the two types

of scoring sheets.

40
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The type of vocalizations used by the students may vary widely. For
example, some students will make the same sound(s)., like "bah," for each
symbol card they use. If they were pointing to the sentence, "I want
crayon," they may say "bah bah bahbah," or perhaps only "bah." Other
students may use some specific sounds to mean certain words. For example,
one student always said "puhpuh" when pointing to-the puzzle symbol, and
never used that two-syllable vocalization.when pointing to any other symbol.
Other students will have a standard group of sounds and syllables they use
randomly regardless of what sign or symbol card they; art responding to.

Although the emphasis of this training is on the pointing response,
the trainer should attempt to concurrently develop the student's speech
and pointing through prompting and shaping.

Placement

The trainer may use Level B procedures for students exhibiting
behaviors like those listed below.

1. Vocalizes at a fairly high rate spontaneously during free play

and/or structured activities.

2. Vocalizes more frequently or more clearly during vocal stimulation

activities.

3. Spontaneously vocalizes when talked to.

4. Spontaneously vocalizes while pointing to i symbol card during

training or. assessment.

5. Has shown slow progress in vocal imitation or speech articulation

training.

6. Talks, but can't make their speech understood.

Deciding Target Speech Responses

The girst seSsion(s) of each new task or Step whould be Spent with
the trainer paying particular attention to, but. Only observing, the student's
speech responses. During this time,the trainer maY wish to reinforce
responses contingent on only the pointing responses. After observing how
the student uses speech with this particular responsel ,ehe trainer will know
better *hat may be required and what should probably be encouraged.

"Required" speech for Levdl B students means that he/she must my
something each'time they point sometime during an utterance in order to
be reinforced. Some students can be required to say something for each



symbol-card they use in a sentente, others can be required to say only one

sound fora sentence. SoMe students will be required to use specific
syllables with certain symbol cards, (6aying "yuh" while pointing to

"yes"); others-will be required sipply to make any sound while they

point to any symbol card. deneraIly, a trainer may require (i.e., make
"reinforcement contingent on) paired vocalizations ;ken a student is spon-
taneously using a vocalization with the symbol card(s)Auring at least
-2'5% of the trials for that card, provided the trainer continues to provide
a high rate of vocal'stimulation for that response.

"Encouraged" speech for Level B studentsmeans that, although it would
be nice to.have a vocal response, reinforcement for that trial is not
contingent (dependent) on a vocalization accompanying the point. However,

through vocal stimulation (to be described later) the student is encouraged

to eventually pair a vocalization to that'point. Generally, a trainer
shOuld encourage vocalizations for all pointing responses that are not
currently accompanied by a sound.

Most Level B student3will have a mixture of required and encouraged

vocalizations.

Many Level g students will also have a mixture of specific and non-

specific paired vocalizationsthey use with their cards. Like the student

above who said "yuh" as'she pointed to "yes," specific vocalizations are

those which are used by that student to "mean" that word. This-student

will- use that syllable consistently when she points to yes'and will rarely

say "yuh" for any other word. Because "yuh" is a required, specific
vocalization, this student would not be reinforced if she pointed to "yes"

and said "oh."

.r?

3-1

Trainers are cautioned to take care in assigning specific vocalizations

to their students' cards. Be sure to rely heavily on what the 'student's

present skills are. For example, do, not require a student to use the
vocalization "ka" for candy if you have only heard him say it once with
the symbol card. Encourage him to use it during vocal stimulation, but
do not require it daring a trial until he is.pairIng it on his own more

frequently.

Vocal Stimulation

Vocal stimulation activities,are extremely important for Level B

students. These actiVities arelised to encourage new or proMpt better
speech from the student during training sessionss The stimulation
activities may occur before, after Or periodically during the session,
Amit must occur-at some time during each session. Take cues from the

student as to when this should take place., The studentoiy indicate
stimulability by producing a better vocal-response during ehe correction
procedure. If this occurs, the trainer may wish to continue workingon
the speech (paired with the nonspeech, whenever possible) for a few
minutes before beginning the next trial.

The actual activities used to stimulate vocalizations will vary

51
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depending on thWage and skills of each student. Students who only have
a few symbol c14-ds they pair with vocalizations should be 'stimulated to
vocalize with/the other cards as well.- Students who use very.gross
,vocaliiations/shouldlm encouraged to use clearer syllables or perhaps
to vocalize with the number of-Syllables contained in a,word, or tte
numberof words in a sentenCe. Even students WIN) use,speciflo vocali-
zations or Word approximations can be stimnlated to use better articulated
sOundS. /

The trainer may use vocal,play, live "speech and pointing modele
for imitation, or perhaps,just play with a: deiired object to stimulate
vocalization. Some, students will be stipulated to makemally Sound even
without ointing. Other students may 1?-0givena speedh model paired ,

with a onspeech_model repeatedly for /mitation.

R inforce all vocalizations during this activity. Especially
reinfo cevocalizations during this activity Which are paired with a
pointiig reSponse. Do'not, however, pressure the student, to vocalize,
or pu ish him or her for remaining quiet. These stimulation activities
should be a.pleasant- motivating time for the student.

Ile stimulation should- probably last no more than a minute at a
time, but may occur several times during a session.

The trainer need not collect any data during these stimulation
activities.

Data Collection

During Level B training, recording is completed for both response
categories for'each trial. The pointing.somponent of the respOnse is
scored on the lower left of the grid (A.A..)% and the sPeech component
is scored on the lower riiht of the grid (.11:3). The top line on the

.grid may remain blank.
.

The pointing responses for each trial are recorded as defined earlier
in the first Level:

(+): The student pointed correctly to the symbols clearly enough
so a listener not familiar with the studea's skills wpuld
understand the response out of context. The student shbuld
respond within 5 to 10 seconds of.the trainer's stimulns
without having received any prompts or cues from the trainer.

(S): This score is recorded any time the student gives a partially
correct response, which is as good or better than earlier
responses, or if-the student responded correctly to"a.prompt
or cue. For example, the student may have required some help
(additional cue or prompt) to coraplete a partia4y. dortect ,

response, or may have requited physical help from the trainer,
to complete the correct response. This adore may be used also'
if the student independently gave a clearer respOnse than had
been given before, butlit was still not intelligible:

.
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(-):. Within 5 to 10 sedonds; the student pointed incorrectly. The

student may have given an out of centext symbol card; pointed
to more than the symbol cards needed; giVen another type of

response such as pointing to in_object instead of naming
given a4sloppy unintelligible point; resisted some type of
prompt; oi--did any of the above after'being given a cue or

prompt. This score is also recorded aty time the:trainer
judges that a previously shaped (reinforced) response is no
longer acceptable and'a slightly "more correct" response
mill be required in the future (response shaping),

(0) The student did not Attempt to point to anything; or responded

after 5 or 10 seconds.

The speech responses for each trial during Level B Are-recorded using
basically the same type of defititione;

N\ (4): This score is rarely used to record a speech response in Level B.

Hemever, it would be used any time the student'said a word
clearly enough that a novice listener would understand. The
student must have responded independently within 5 to 10 seconds
of the trainei's stimulus.

,

(S): This score is the most frequently used speech same in Level B.
It may tepresent any of ihe following: a speech approximation
which Is as good_or better than earlier responses; an imitated
speech response; a prompted speech response; any unintelligible,
nonconflicting vocalization which accompanies a point, assuming
it is the student's best attempt; or a specific but unintelligible
vocalization which accompanies a point, again assuming it is a'

"best attempt." .

(-):. Within 5 to.10 seconds the student said something incorrectly.
In Level B, an incorrect speedh-response is usually one of
three responses. First, a (-) may be recorded any time the
trainer judges that the.vocal res OlySe given wee not as clear

_some used earlier. Or a (4) zny be recorded when 4 student
Iled to use.a required .specific.vocalization with a certain

'point. Finally, a (-) is recorded any time a student uses a
speech approximation to accompany a point which sounds very
much like another word,'that is, a conflicting vocalization.

(6): The student did not say anything or did respond but after
10 seconds.

Because two response categories are recorded, there Are 16 different
possibilities ef'respensecombitatiets the student may giveIn this Level
of training (see Table 4). EXAmples of this Level might be that after haVitg
been shown a-ball, .the student might point clearly to the ball symba-card
while using the speech appteximatiot, "buh.0 This reSponse would be recorded

n Or the student, Might point clearly to the shoe symbol card (when shown

a a ) and uSe no speech resporiee. Thie trial-would be scored As

For studetto in Level Bo the (712) apeech score wilt probably reflect

the likely tatget-tesperied to be sttAngthened fOt most training. _The trainer
Lit '
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must be constantly,aware of how the ciMS.) score is applied to each student's
responses from session to session. Once each week Orjeo, the trainer should'
record exactly what the student Said for eaCh symbOleard., Written notes-
should be kept on.the student's summary sheets inditating what the (S) Score-
represents for each task and how the respense has improved during training.
The trainer will learn through observing and wOrking with each student What
the studeAt is capable of producing.

Training and Correction Procedure

Follow the procedure shown in Figure 11 when training students in both
the speech and nonspee0 modes concurrently. The use of this correction
procedure allows for development of both the speech and nonspeech responses
within the same training session.

The far left-hind box of Figure 11 indicates the presentation of a .

discriminative seimulus (SD) which might be a question (e.g., WHAT IS THAT?),
a command (e.g., POINT TO THE CAR), or the display ofan object or action
(eating, pasting). It is possible that a student irkthis Level will speak
and point intelligibly for a few words. If this occurs, the trainer should
reinforce (OR+) the student and score (271E.1.) indicating correct remponses

took place in both modes. The trainer'than obserVes whether the correct
responses completed the criterion level of performance for the Step, or,
for a Phase within the Step. If it did, the student is advanced to the
next Phases within the Step, or is moved to the next Step in training. If

not, the trainer moves to the next trial on the scoring sheet and presents
the next SD

On many ocdasions,,the student mayjuse intelligible and correct
pointing response, but Elie speech response L. judged to be only partially
correct. For example, a student may clarlY point to the popcorn symbol
card while saying "puh" or "puhpuh." Or, a student may point to ehe shoe
symbol card perfectly; and say "uh.:' These responses should also be rein-
forced, and may also count toward criterion. The trainer should score

(Lts) on the data sheet for these responses.

Conversely, the student may give a partially correct pointing response
simultaneously with some type of a partially correct speech response or
(although unlikely) with a clearly articulated speech response. Here the
trainermust decide whether the partial.* correct nonspeech response is-
an improvement ovet.preVious attempts;or whether it is the same or worse .

than the previous efforts. If the partially correct pointing response is
dn improvement, the traintr,reinforces and praises the.student, thus shaping
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' the student toward a more correct response. In this case, the trainer
scores-10a) (for "shaping" of the point), and either (=1.) or
(=I) to note-the speebh response which occurred with it. Thus, a
completed interval appears as (S +)or (fa). These responses would
not count toward-criterion.

Depending on the speech skills of a student, he/she may use a correct,
or approximatedpoint, without saying anirthing, or a speech response that
is worse than previous attempts. In these cases, the trainer must judge
if the responses should be reinforced. Whether or not these responses are
reinforced is dependent on the skills and past responses for each student.
If the student-has taken a long time to finally point,correctly, or show
even modest improvement, the trainer may wish to reinfOrce the response
even though the speech compone nt was not acceptable. Other students will
vocaliZe with most of their pointing responses, but they wdll use one or
two symbol cards which are never accompanied with a sound. If these
pointing responses are no t. reinforced, the studen'ts are likely to stop
using the nonspeech part of the response as well. When the trainer chooses
to reinfdrce these responses, they are scored as (031), (0(1), (fa
and ((la) respectively. If, however, a student has always used speech
with a particular symbol card, or has recently begun to use better speech
attempts with the card, the trainer may want to reinforce the occasional
trial where to speech response occurred. If the responses are not reinfdrced
the trainer, scores (IT_0 ) and (01) as shown before, or (fa and (tAl)
to indicate these trials may not count toward criterion. The correction
procedure is then initiated.

NOTE: The slash through the honspeech score is a cue to the
trainer to not count.this trial when tallying.the sessions
number correct at the completion of the session.

All other types of responses shown in.Figure 11 should mot be reinfOrced.
These responses involve combinations which include either an incorrect or
no pointingrresponse. A response with an incorrect or missing pointing
component is not reinforced, regardless of the speech produced. Incorrect
responses may include mislabeling an object or action, using an incorrect
pronoun, adjective, preposition, using improper syntax in the more lengthy
responses, pointing to the wrong object"(in the case of certain receptive
training skills), or giving a patially correct.pointing response which
is not better, or ,is worse than the previous responses.

No-response is scored (for either response mode) if the student does
not respond within 10 seconds of the SD presentation in that mode.

When incorrect or no-responses occur, the trainer must say something to
the student, indicating that the response is not correct. Such verbal
statements as WRONG, LET'S TRY IT AGAIN, are encouraged. Loud, punitive
or derogatory statementS (e.g., NO) should not be used. Usually, a flat,
matter-of-fact tone of voice, clearly different from the delight and
excitement-the trainer conveys after correct or partially correct responses
is sufficient.
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As shown in Figure 11, the trainer scores minus (-)-for an incorrect
response and .(0) for a no response on the left,of.the grid for thek
pointing compOnents.

. :Following the re-presentation of the SD, the trainer should praise
the student (and give tangible reidorcers if necessary) if LvmOte
appropriate response follows the correction; then proceed to_the next
trial on the scoring sheet. If the,student still produces: an incorrect
or no-response following the correction, the trainer says nothing and
goes on to the next trial.

NOTE-: Only the Student's first response'needs to be recorded on
the data sheet1. Responges following the correction pro-
cedure do not count toward Criterion and need not be
scored. If the trainer wishes'to note that the student
did the second tegponse correctly, a box may be placed
arOund the corrected component; ) for corrected
points or ( for corrected eç

Whatever the speech skills of the student, the trainer will need to
monitor theseresponses constantly, and contitually upgrade the required
responses as the student's skills allow. It is recommended that the
,trainer routinely Eranscribe the student's speech during the training '
trials (Once per week for some students; once per month for other,students).
This will allow the trainer to gather,specific data that will he useful
in analyzing the student's progress. This analysis may help to determine
if the speech is improving, what contingencies need to be added or changed,
and whether specific vocalizations are being-paired with specific symbol
cards.

The reinforcement contingencies for this training are Shown in outline
form on Table 5. This Table describes also what the student's actual
responses might be, and whether that response combination should count
toward criterion. The trainer has options in groups III and IV because
reinforcement contingencies vary from student to student and from one
response to another. In general, an intelligible, correct pointing

response is still reinforced.

Group III responses represent special reinforcement consideration for
students for one reason .or another. It is unlikely that a severely retarded
student will understand the sentence, "You pointed to the right card, but
your speech is wrong," therefore, a reinforcer delivered for the correct
point mayreinforce the incorrect speech as well. In order to avoid this
problem, the trainer must look at the two responses working together as a
unit to determine whether to reinforce. FOT some students, this Will cause
no problems because they say the same gross approximation for all responses.

In some cases, a student may occasionally use a clearly articulated
speech word out of context with a pointing response. ror example, when
the trainer presents a shoe for labeling, the student may sign or point
to "shoe" but say "cookie:" Because these responses may confuse a
listener they Are recorded (.171) and should not be reinforced or counted
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GROUP RESPONSE

Table,5

Besponse Contingencies inlLevel B

SCORE CONTINGENCY , CRITERION
_

.

Correct understandable point used with
correct understandable speech ,

Correct understandable point used with
correct but unclear (or prompted) speech

JAL

.:j ..

Reinforce-

Reinforce

. Counts

Counts*

IT Correct but undiear (or prompted) point
used with correct understandable speech

Correct but unclear (or prompt.ed) responses
in both.modes

,

...1L/UL

slAt

Reinforce

Reinforce

Does not
Count

Does not
Count

III Correct understandable point used
without any speech

Correct understandable point used with
incorrect speech attempt

-

+ 0

_±.A.,

May Reinforce
or Correct*it

May Reinforce
or Correct

May count
only if
reinforced
May CoUnt
only if
reinforced

IV

,

Correct but unclear (or prompted) point
used without any speech

-,
Correct but unclear (or prompted) point
6sed with incorrect speech attempt _...7C.....

May-Reinforce
or Correct

May Reinforce
or Correct

Does not-
Count

Does not
Count -

V

,

Incorrect point used with correct
understandable speech

Incorrect point used with 6orrect
but unclear (or prompted) speech

Incorrect point used with incorrect
speech attempt

Incorrect point used without any speech
attempt

No point response but correct
understandable speech

No point response but unclear (or
prompted) correct speech

,

No point reSPonse but an incorrect
,

speech attempt

No response in either mode

Correct

Correct

Correct

.

Correct

Correct

Correct

Correct

Correct

Does not
Count

Does not
Count

Does not
Count

.

Does not
Count

Does not
Count

Does not
Count

Does not
,. Count

Does not
Count

,

----AL

..:-.-7\.5..

..:.:T.:...

-7-7.1.1

SAL

422cL_

SAL

.5.17c9...

*If prompted, this score mayvnOt count toward-criterion

***correct, means the trainer initiates the Correction Procedure discussed in the manual
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toward criterion. The trainer should show (on the scoring form) that a
response with a (+) nonspeech score is not counted toward criterion by
making a slash through the nonspeech score (i.e., (171).).

In other cases a student may pair a specific vocalization with a
particular word such as the student who always said "puhpuh" for puzzle.
Even thOugh these vocalizations sound very little like the correct articu-
lation of the word, they should be encouraged and reinforced. If the -

trainer judges this specific vocalization is in fact that student's "word;6
the s,tudent may be required to use that word with the point to the symbol
card for each trial in order to be reinforced. If the student did say
"puhpuh" and point correctly for puzzle, the response would be,scored as

(2171:Dand reinforced. If, however, the student said nothing, or said

"gue,"-while pointing correctly for puzzle, the responses could be scored
as 1721 and(g1), reipectively, and neither would be reinforced. Again

if the trainer chose not to reinforce the responses, a slash, (DUI) or

(i1171), should be drawn through the nonspeech score to indicate those scores
cannot ebunt toward criterion.

There are instances where students.wilf begin to show steady progress
in the speech approximations given for a certain word because of the shaping
or vocal stimulation procedures used by the trainer. When this occurs, the
trainer will need to record any speech which is worse than previous attempts
but accompanying a good nonspeech response, as (4' -). Again, use the slash
to remove that correct nonspeech from the tally 6f umber correct" for
criterion purposes (EA::).

Finally, the trainer should be aware that students who have paired
vocalizations or verbalizations consistently with their pointing during noun
labeling and/or requesting objects, may not use any speech during "yes"/"no"
training. A good rule of thumb in this case is to reinforce the nonspeech
response if (+) or (S) and use some type of vocal stimulation to encourage
future vocalizations with those words,. Remember, Level B students do not
need to accompany every point with a vocalization.

Group IV responses present reinforcement problems similar to those for
Group III. None of these responses, however, count toward criterion because
of the (S) pointing score;

Criterion Performance

It is important to remember-that criterion-to-exit-fromha-Step-or-PhaSe
can be based on the nonspeech( T) score alone. The trainer may wish,
however, to include speech-in TEi-Eriterion for some students. When speech
is to be included as part of criterion,-the student's performance should be:*

1. Achieving 80 percent or higher intelligible independently

correct responses, where the pointing was accompanied by

vocalizations, within a training session; or,

01-
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2. Producing 12 consecutive intelligible, correct responses where

the.-pointing was paired with a vocalization, within.a aeries of-

trials in a training session.

The trainer may wish to:prolong training on a particular step, if the
student's speech has shown a large recent gain. This'is done to obtain
the best "total" response possible. With some students,however, the
added pressure,to perform in the speech mode may cause either the speech,
or the pointing, to become worse.

The trainer must become familiar with this Levelle Trainink and Car.
rection Procedure before beginning to train students in this program.,*The
sucoets of the system depends largely owthe trainer's skille in observing
ihe student and in applying effective conseggences to both Modes operating
together. .The trainer should have a good graspof Shaping, fading, prompting,
and putting.through techniques and have an_ overall understanding Of how to
.identify appropriate consequences. If the trainer is nOt emierienced with-
the! use of the behavioral techniques, we suggest consultation with a perpon
who is knowledgeable of these techniques. Possibly the trainer may wish to
refer to a basic text on the techniques of operant,conditioning, The trainer
should practice with another adult in using the Training and Correction
Procedure before beginning the program with a student.

6' 0
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STEP 1

(Object' Naming)

GENERAL INSTRUCTIONS

Training Goal'

The training goal is to teach expressive labeling (by pointing and
speech as possible) of 16 items. This Step is the student's introduction

,

to the concept of reference (attaching a word-label to an object; or event).

Training Items

Select 16 items which are familiar to the stUdent. It is most
important to choose items the student encounters every day and would
likely enjoy using. This will inctease the student's contact with the
items, reinforce the formal training, and allow the'lame items to be
used'in snbsequent training. Remember that the symbols used'w111 remain
on the student's board throughout training on further Steps. In order to
conserve the space on the board, the trainer should be aware of what
items may be needed-in later Steps and train these_labels in this first
Step. Plan to get as much "mileage" as you can from the space and
symbols you have. In Step 4, the student will be taught the phrase
"want (label)." It is,important that he/she haye symbols for functional,
desired items so that he/she really does want the item he/she requests.

Communication iBoard Display'
.

The symbols uSed for Step 1 vary in size according to the individual
student's visual and motor skills. A student with popr vision and/or
fine motor problems may start with symbols drawn on,3" x 5" cards. If
the student points and sees well, 1" x 1" symbols maybe used. Some
students may have their symbols decreased in size as they progress
thtough the program and their motor and visual discrimination skills
improve.

Table 6 shows the synoI placement on the board for various stages,
of Step 1. When adding neW symbols during training, previouslytrained
symbols should remain it the same order, though they,May be moved Closer
together. When planning sYmbol placeMent for Ste 1 an .att
bemad up e sym o s _categorically; that is, foded symbOls in one
area, clothing, in another, toys in another, etc.

Ise of the Trainer's,Board for Step:1

The trainer will have'a'board constructed ofthe sante materials as
the student's board. The trainer's board contains a/1 symbols needed to
train Steps 1 through 9 of, the program, not just the symbols'necessary
for this Step. Each trainer needs to have ehe 'same obiect (and verb)
symbols as each of the Students. Remember, because a trainer may be
seeing more than one student,'the positions of these symbols will not
be able to match exactly thoSe of the-stUdent's-symbols.

00.
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Table 6

Step 1
STUDENT BOARD DISPLAYS

Skill test

E:I

0010
00131:1
DODO

1st and 2nd symbols

0 0

3rd and 4th symbols

5th and 6th symbols

ED
ELEL.,a

4

7th and Sth,,symbols

9th and 10th symbols

llth and 12th symbols

13th and 14th symbols

15th and 16th symbols

01:100
DAN OD

ODD
ODD
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A diagram of the symbol position on a trainer's board is shown in

Figure 12. 'The symbols neededto train Step.1 have been shaded. Employ

simultaneous speech and pointing whenever possible. RemeMbet when saying

the word "that" or "this" in the StimuiuS question, point to the actual .

. object, not'a board symbol, Besure to position the trainer's board

within. vieW of the student but do not coVer the student.'s board.

Procedures

Training. Use the general Total Communication Procedures presented

earlier. The deta.collection and correctiomprocedures you'use Will
depend on the speech skills (Level) of the individual student receiving
training (-see pages 26 through 40 describing the total communication
Levels). The other training instructions (stimulus,presentation, training
order, etc.) remain the same regardless of what the student's speech skills'

are. The-specific application of the Total COmMunication Procedure for

Step 1 follows.

Figure 13 presents a flow chart indicating the order of training to

proceed through this Step. All Level.A and g students progress through

the Step in the ..same Order. The Step is begun by,administering the Skill
Test and training,,if necessary, With the trainer askimthe question
"What's that?" in speech and board simultanedusly. This training is

called Step.la. The Step is then retested (and retaught if needed) with
the trhiner uSing speechalone (Trainer's board.is not used) to ask "What's

that?". This training is called Step lb: 8tep ic is then probed (and
taught)4with the trainer using only the board tel ask the questiom- The
expectaeions for the student's responses remain the same thre all

1,

three parts of the Step.

Criterion. Move the student through Step 1 (see the Figure 13 low

Chart) when criterion performance is met. Criterion performance is 8 4

or more correct responses, or 12 Consecutive correct respenees, in one

session. When a student responds at this level on a Skill Test, he/sh
may move on to the next Skill Test (la, lb, lc, or 2ei). When he/she
responds at criterion during training, he/she may move on to either a

new werr0 group or a'Skill Test.

If the-student is severely hearing'impaired, speech alone (Step lb)

is not trained. Training with this student should go from Step-la to.

Step lc.

Remember that even though the trainer may be using speech alone
(lb) or board alone (1c), the student is always expected to use his board
accompanied by the best vocalizations he/she can produce.

Percentage tables may be found in Appendix A. If a student makes
12 consecutive correct responses, it is unnecessary to complete the rest
of the trials liated on the scoring form either for a test Or training.
When this occurs, compute the percentage by counting the number of
correct respondes, divide that number by the total number.of trials

presented, and multiply by 100.

133
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Figure 12

Trainer'S Board for Step 1*

'poopDollopop -DO
11 DODop

EID 0 1 1DjL
Don ID offitiooDOD Da clop

6. good
7. wrong

30. nouns
44. What

* See Figure 4 for full discription of the Trainer's Symbols.
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Figure 13: Order of Training for Step 1
of the Communication Board Program
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SPECIFIC INSTRUCTIONS.

STEP 1A: TRAINER USES,SPEECH AND BOARD-

Skill. Teit Instructions

This step has a Skill Test to be given before.beginning training and
after training on (ma set Of four -*tems. When: thoSkill TeStA.S being
given, all 16 symbol cards must be on the board as deStribe&in Table 6..
Later in training, this may,necessitate repIA4hg the syMbols between,
the last training session and the Skill Test administiation. The trainer
may also want to use smaller symbols during administration of the Skill
Test than those used during trainifig.

Mien giving the-SkiWTest, present all 16'iteMs, one at a time. Only
, the item being tested should be in view. The remainingitems should be .

placed nearby, out'of the student's sight. Ea& item is preSeMted twice,
making a total of 32. trials. No item is presented twice' in a,.row. For
eech trial, the trainer May either hold the item or place it im view of
the student.. The trainer points to the symbol for what on the trainer's
board When saying "WHAT," then pointd to the object (not a symbel card)
while saying "THAT."

NOTE: Use the Total Communication Procedures when giving the Skill
Test.- This means thit if the student does not respond or
responds incorrectly, he should be corrected as desdribed in
the Levels. *The trial is re-presented, giving the student

. the opportunity to make a correct response. Example tkials
from the Skill Test la are shown in Tables 7 and 8 (Figures
14 and 15) for the two Levels. Pay particular attention to
the Level which is used with your student.

Scoring Responses for the Skill Test

After the trainer has given the Skill Test, using both speech and
board together (Step la), the number of correct (.0, correct point with
a conflicting vocalization (I), incorrect (-), shaped or prompted (S),
and no respense (0) scores are-counted for board responses (x 7A7 ). For
students on Level B,.the speech responses are counted, too.'!-ThEY are .

scored as correct (+),-incorrect (a), shaped or prompted (5); or fio

response (0) on the lower right hand area of the scoring grid

The percentages are derived by dividing each score by-the total number
and multiplying that number by 100. To assist in figuring the. percentages,
conversion tables are presented in Appendix A for all total trial combine--
tions found in-the nine Steps of the Communication Board manual.

The Skill Teet Scoring Form for Step 1 has 32 trials. The Level A
student, Ralph, (Figura 14) responded to 22% of ehe trials correctly. He
does not vocalize and his board' responses were scored as 7 (+), 12 (-),
3 (S) and 10 (0).
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Snare
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Figur6 IL

.
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Table 8

Example Trials* for Step la Skill Test
level B Student

Communication Board

Trainer-. $tudent :

'
board / SFEEGH board / SPEECIT-

(Holds up brush.) .
what (points to brush) /WHAT'S THAT?

brush; / GOOD JOB! IT'S A pgusg!

GOOD TALKING; TOO!

(Scores -EA] on Skill lest Scoling

Form.) .

brush. BUH

Trial 1

(Holds up perfume.)
Ntat (points to perfume),/ WHAT'S THAI? water / UH'

ittmg/ WRONG. IT'S PERFUME. (points
toperfame symbol on studentle'board.

[Fa] on Skill Test Scoring

Form.)

hand.ready / HANDS READY. (Student-plades hande in lap.) p

Nhat:(points to perfume) / WHAT'S THAT.? perfume /,pg

OKAY! HIGHT THAT TIME.

Taal 10

(Holds up puzzle.)

what (point's to puzzle) / WHAT'S THAT? puzzle / (no response)

THAT'S RIGHT! IT'S A PUZZLE!

(Scores [1.:A2] on:Skill Test Scoring Form.)

CAN YOU SAY "PUZZLE" (points to student's
symbol for plizzle.)

°HEY! THAT'S GREAT! '

(Lets student play with puzzle.)

4(The student did not vocalize on her first
response. The trainer reinforced the poin'ting
response but went,directly into vocal stimal&-
tion. Eventual1Y, it is assumed the student
will vocalize for this symbol without the

atimulation.)

puzzle. / PUH FUR

49
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Trial 16

(Haas up shirt.)
what (points to shirt) / WHAT'S THAT?

alms 'pm. pa SHIRT (points' to shirt

symbol onitudentle board. Emphasize the

.word SURF. Score% 1-jeN:.] on Skill Test. <pointt With trainer to shirt
symbol) / SH

Scoring Ftrm.).

OKAYIHANDS akar.

shirt / COAT

what (points to shirt) / WHAT'S THAT?

WWI THAT VAS AJOT BETTER! '

,

(Notide t'hat the trainer.recorded a slaPil
..thrOggg the plua:nonapeech tegre. This

*Iowa the stUdentweed!conflicttngre-
spotisee and wiilnót snow thatrtiiil to' '

be tognted to ot Oteridn.) '

*ExampIe-trialS for this Table torre0Pond to those With aetericks (*) on uut.

Ex4mpIe,Ski4le5 t,Scoringftrm,,Figure 15.

(Student- placeshands it lap.)

shirt / SH
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.
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Ann, on Level B,.gave 38% correct responses (Figure 15). Her board
responses were scored as 12 (+), 1 (/), 0 (S) and 7 (0). Trial 16 on
Figlite 15 all Table 8 shows a (1). Thi ows that Ann pointed to the
correct sym3b1 (shirt) but gave a conflictiig vocalization ("coat").

-

Begin (or continue),training on Step la if the student's score on
the Step la Skill Test was below 80% correct or if 'fewer than 12 consetu-
tive correct responses were scored. If criterion was reached on the
Step la Skill Test, move on to Step lb of the program.

Training Instructions

1. .Place the fifst two symbole on the student'seboard as described in
Table 6. Place the trainer's board in full view of the student.. The

. first two(iteml selected for training should be particularly motivating
to the _student.

N0TE4: +Objects labeled correctly on both trials during the first
administrationlof the Skill Test should be symbolized on
the board without formal training.. That is, these symbol
cards need not be removed from the display during training.
This is likely to occur during later Skill Tests, but not
necessarily after the first.

2. Put both sYmbolized items in front of the student, blit not on the
trainer's board or the student's board. ..

3. Point to the "what" symbol on the trainer's board while saying "WHAT,"
then to the object, w#ile saying "THAT." The student must give the cor ec
label for the item to.be given credit for a correct response (see the
response definitions given earlier in the Total Communication section).
Present the items in the order dhown for that session on the Scoring F rm

\ thfor Step 1 . Remember hat you may use-eier Type 1 ak Type 2 Scoring Forms,
The example trials, Tab s 9 and 10, illustrate what to do during trials
when the student does not respond correctly.

P

Table 9, Figure.16 (Type. 1 Scoring Form) and Figure 17 (Type 2 Scoring
Form) ehow example trials for Step la training for a Level'A student. For
illustration purposes examples are shown on both Type 1 and Type 2 scoring
forms. Since the trial numbers do not always match on the two types of ,

forms, the first number shown'will be the trial number for a Type 1 Form
and the.second number corresponds to Type 2 Form. The examples show how .

to handle trials that are incorrect (trial 1/1), no-response (trial 3/6),
prompted (trial 3/8) and correct (trial 4/10). In real life, you will
never use both types of Scoring Forms to record data for the same session.
Both Forms are shown here simply for the treiner to see-how they are used.

-

Figures la and 19 and Table 10 show Step la training-data for a Level B
student. Example trial 1/1 s at happens when a student points
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54 Table:11D'

Example Trials* fur Step la TrainIng
.

Level B Student
Communication 8uard

Trainer Student
board / SPEECH board / SPEECH

Type 1 Type 2'
, Trial 1 Trial 1

(Holds up shii.t.)
what (points to shirt) / WHATiS THAT?

Has& / WRONG, ANN, SHIRT
(points to shirt symbol on student's
boardand emphasizes SHIRT.

Scores [i< on Step 1 Scoring Form.)

LET'S TBY AGAIN.
what (points-to shirt) / WHAT'S THAT?

ASays nothing. Goes to the next trial). ,

(Note: This example shows a student
using a conflicting speech response..
This resulted in a slash being drawn
through the plus score. The trial will
not count to criterion.)

shirt / COAT

shirt / COAT

Type 1 e 2
Trial 2 rial 6

,(Holds up radio.)
what (points to radio) / WHAT'S THAT?

good./ GOOD JOB!
(Lets student listen to radio. '

Scores 01..TC ,on Step 1 Scoring Form.)

radio / OE

c.

.Type 1 TYpe 2
Trial 3 , Trial 8

(Holds up radio.)
*what (points to radio) / WHAT'S THAT?

wrong /WRONG. I'M A RADIO (points
to radio symbol on student's board.

Scores SACion Step 1 Scoring Form.)

what (points to.radio):./ WHAT'S THAT?

MUCH BETTER THAT TIMES,

shirt / OH

radio / OH

*Example trials for this Table correspond to those.on the Example Scoring
Forms, Figurea 18 and 19. .
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,eewectly but,gives an incorrect vocalization. Trial 2/6 shows A correct
point accompanied'by a vocalization. An example of an incorrect point
accompanied by a vocalization is shown in trial 3/8.

If a student cannot tolerate the 64 tria s ones.. Type:.1 Farm or the
" 20 .trials on a Type 2 Form in one sitting, the trainer is encouraged to be,

flexible. Do as many trials as possible,'and ork on increasing the number
of trials the student can tolerate, but do not eel bound.to-the nUmber of
trials shown on the Scoring Form. Trials may also be,broken into dmall sets
which are run several times throughout the day.

4. Continue training the first two items until criterion performance is met.
Criterion is the same as for the Skill est -- 807. correct resPonses or 12

- consecutive correct responses in one session. On a Type 1 Form, 807. is 52
correet of 64 possible trials. .For A Type 2 Form, 16 correct responses of
-the 20 possible are required for 80%.

5. After the student reaches criterion on the first pair of two items, select
two different items, add these two symbol cards_to the student's board and
train them to criterion in the same way. When criterion is met on the second
pairr combine the four items and train-that set to criteriorrusing_ the same
procedure. Reyiew Table 6 for a description of illaw to add the cards to the
board.

6. After the set of four items is trained to criterion, add the 'remaining
symbol cards and give the Step la Skill Test again. If the student reaches
criterion on the Skill Test for Step la, then give Skill Test lb.

7. If the student does not reach'criterion on the Skill Test la, remove all
but the netetsary symbol cards, and train the next four items in the same
manner (one pair, then the.second pair, then the combined set of four items).
using the Board Displays described earlier.

Train to criterion the following items:

1 and 2 (e.g., cookie and ball)

3 and 4 (e.g., hat and crayon)

1, 2, 3, an'd 4 (e.g./, cookie, ball, hat and crayon)-

.Give Skill Test la (trainer uses speech 'did board together). If criterion
is reached, go to Skill Test lb (trainer uses speech alone). If not, train
the items below.

5 and 6

7 and 8

5, 6, 7 and 8



Give Skill Test la. If criterion is reached, go to Skill Test lb; if not,

train the items below.

9 and 10.

11 and 12,

9, 10, 11, and 12

Give Skill Test la. If criterion is reached, go to-Skill Test 1 ; if not,

train the items below.

13.and 14

15 and 16

13, 14, 15-and 16

Give Skill Test la. If crAterion is reached, go to Skill Test lb. If not,

the trainer has three opti/ons. The items may be regrouped to create new
pairs and sets of items. Train the new pairs and sets until the student
reaches criterion on the Skill Test. Or, it may help some students to

rearrange the'symbol placement. You may either regroup the items or
rearrange the symbols. Poing both at once could be too confusing.for the
student. If either of these options is chosen, remember that all 16 symbols
remain on the student's board. Finally, if the trainer feels the student's
failure-to achieve criterion dbes not mean he/she can't make progress on Step 2, .

go on to Step-2. After criterion is met on Step 2 (a, b, and c), retrain the

student on Step 1. For some students; this procedure may aid in reaching
criterion on Step 1.

L.

-----\\STEP lb: TRAINER USES SPEECH ALONE

Step lb is,trained very similarly to Step 1#. One exception is that
the trainer's board is not used to ask the questtqn WHAT-THATZ" (i.e.t
trainer says Or words but does not point to the symbol cards). This
technique is used in order to teach the student to attend to speecli used
alone. In this way, the sudent will be able "normal"

conversation he/she hears his/her environment.

The second change froth Step la is that the 6tudent's board 'display
remains constant. All sixteen symbol cards are on Oe board throughout
the,Step lb testing and training. Be sure then, to use the same objects
in this part of the Step as were used earlieer.

When criterion is reached on the Step lb Skill Te training should

begin on Step lc. Refer back to the Figure13 Flow ch t to see exactly

how to proceed.

>
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STEP lc: TRAINER USES BOARD AL0NE

Step.lc is exactly the same as Step lb except that the question "WHAT.
THAT?" is asked using only board ,Symbols and no speech. All other IA-
structions, reinforcement, correction, and conversation during the sessions
may be.in either speech alone, or speech and bpard together. This part
of the Step is taught so that the student will learn the concepts behind
the graphic symbols more Completely, and also*to understand peers who may
use boards but not talk.

When criterion is reached on the lc Skill Test, training.should begin
on Step 2a.

Remember, if the student does not reach-criterion after training all
16 items, you can either regroup- the training items (or symbols) or go on
to Step 2.

SUMMARY FORM FOR STEP 1

Figure 20 Shows a sample Summary Form for $tep la. Step la is indicated
on the Summary Form by the marks under both "Speech" and "Nonspeech" atimulus
conditions at the top of the Form. A new-Summary Form is completed for both
Steps lb and lc. Step lb is indicated by checking only the "Speech" stimulus
condition. Step lc is indicated by checking only the "Nonspeech" stimulus .

condition.

Only the percentage of correct responses is entered on the Summary Form.
In this example, the Skill Test la was given first on January 16, 1976. The

student, Ralph, had.22% correct responses. The date the Skill. Test is first
giVen is also the date training began.

Training on the first pair of items (cookie and book) began January 19,,
1976.. Figure 20 shows that Ralph reached criterion on cookie and book during
session 9. On session 13., Ralph reached criterion on the second.pair (ball
and car) with 827. correct. The circle around the percentage score shows that .
criterion was met by 12 consecutive correct"responses.

Critetion was reached on the Skill Test la on session 19. Ralph cor-

, rectly labeled 29 of 32 items without formal training on items 9 through 16.
It took this student 19 sessions to reach criterion on Step La (trainer
using speech and board). This is recorded in the Total Sessions to Criterion
blank at the top of the Summary Form. Ralph is now ready for Step lb (teacher
trains in speech alone). When critesion.is'met on Step lb, training is begun
with the.treiner using the board alone,-with-no speech (Step lc). Training

begins on Step 2 when criterion is reached on Step lc.



Signing
Board Figure- 20

Summary Form for Step 1,

Speech Level: A Trainei's Stimulus: IrunA miff 1.49.{M,CL.

Student Trainer _bit/4,
trnining Started I fiC5/15. Date Training Ended Total Sessions to Criterion _20_

r-

Percent Correct Response* Across Sessions
Session #

9 J4 10111A13 14 isbri o S e ro m

l(Poukiel ) 6 2(book ) 30 55 55 30 b0 4.5 '10 65
3( ban ) 6 4( COT ) . 15 so /qv)
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Skill Test aa . 59
,

ql
Date

Items U ed
1.
2.
3.
4. fah)

in- Training
5. MAA 9. Int td).1th, 13.
6. 10. 14.
7. 11. 1.5.
8..athea2_". .1 ' 16.

I.

I.

re rk 1# 4. e/
Board Display

q ibj .

11 R 3 4
13 14 5 b
15 ib78

-(Citcled percentages represent criterion based on 12 consecutive correct responses.)
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GRAPHING SUMMARY FORK DATA

You may wish to graph progress data as the student pvogresses through
'the Steps. Procedures for-graphing are,shown in Appendix B.

You may also wish
by'circling the number
cme circle to the next.
.to also keep more long
periods of time.

to use the Type 2 Scoring,Forms for self-graphing,
correct during each session, and drawing a line from.

If Type 2 Forms are used, the trainer is encouraged
term graphs to help vath viewing progress over longer

PROGRAMMING FOR GENERALIZAhON

Upon ,completion of Step 1, a list of trained items should be given to
the studentis parents, parent-surrogates, teachers and others who have daily
contact with the student. Their purpose is to increase the use of the newly
taught vocabulary with persona other than the trainer and in environments
Othar than the training area-. Whenever it is appropriate and/or functional
these persons should present the same items and ask the student "What's that?".
Eventually the instruction they use should vary. Gradually, "What's that?"
should be replaced by questions which are longer and'use other vocabulary.
The student should be responding correctly to "What's That?" for several days
prior to varying .the xue. An example for the vocabulary word puzzle.: when
the student is in the bedroom, living room, classroom, etc. playing with
the puzzle the parent, teacher, etc. could ask "What (ate you) play (ing)
with?" This will allow the student to use the newly trained word in a
functional setting, in addition to increasing his/her receptive vocabulary.

It may be necessary, initially, to reinforce the student with edibles
as well as praise. Gradually,. reinforcement other than that which would
occur naturally, shnuld be avoided. Wlen the student labels pop it would be'
natural to give him/her a drink of pop. It would not bt natural tc5 give :
the student a drink of pop for labeling shirt. In this linstance the student
should receive Praise and if needed, assistance with his her shirt.

. .

Throughout training it is-likely the same objects ar used.. When'
working towards generalizations variety of objects repres nting each.newly
trained label should be used. When generalizing the use of the word shoe
the student should be encouraged'to point to shoe for as many different shoes
as possible. Table 11 ptovides examples of generalization across persons,
places and cues. New (non-trained) items and body parts should gradually be
added to the liSt ONLY when the student appears to be maintaining an acceptable
level of labeling in the home or school sevin& for several consecutive days.
Thg trainer should record im the student's file whether or not generalization
occurs.
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Table 11

Generalization Overview

Suggested Vocabulary !Different, appropriate! Different People

To Pre tice Sott n s with I Usin STEPS
Different Verbal CUti

bed, pillow, blanken, .

shirt, shoe, socks,
pants, gown, ring, hat,
necklace, watch, drese

,

Bedroom

.

'parents, parent-surrob.
gator, unit workers,
siblings(?), ducation
staff, poers(?)

What put on
What take off
What wear there
What's over there
What sit on
(could add you to each
cue to longthon)

What's that

..

etc.

'Point to ..

Show me
Give me .-
Got the ------
Fin0 the .

Pick up the
Where's the
(could add siZiaa'sname,me and articles
s, in, the, to lengthen
SU') .

.

knife, fork, spoon,
sandwich, table, dhair,
plate, milk,cup, glee&
candy, cookie, cake,
pop, cracker, chips,
peanuts, apple, juice,

owe _

Kitchen
.

Any of the above
.

Dining hell staff
.

What eating with
What siton
What are you. eating .

What drinking
What's that

,

etc.

,

Any of the above

.

toilet, bathtub, wash-
cloth, towel, soap,
comb, brush, mirror,
lotion, toothbrush;
toothpaste

4

'

Bathroom
.

.

parenta,"parent-eurro-
.gates, unit workers,
education staff,
siblings(?), peers(?)

.. .'

What look at
What put on"
What sit on/in
What on flee
What fix hal/. with
What wishing-with
W t'

. Any ofthcabove
..,

.

Any of tho above which
are appropriate

awing, bicycle,.TV,
'radio, ball, truck, . ,

crayon, doll, pu:Sle,
bloc drum

.

Any Recreation Area.'

Any of the above hat have .

What in your hand
What play with/on
What listeningito
What watching

10 , .

Any of the 'above

Any of tho above which
are appropriate

pencil, paper, deck,
book

.
. -

Classroom

-

4

What's on your .es
What writing with/on
What's that tc.
(could add Nobs, ing
to.lenothen)

Any of tho above
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:training Goal

In Step 2, the student is taught receptive identification of the 16
items he,learned to label.in Step.l. This step concentrates on the di-
'mension of reception (understandihg statements and questions).

Training-ItemS

Train the same items asvused in Step

Communication Board Display

-The student's board ,is not used, during'the response for this step. It
should be placed nearby so the student can communicate with the trainer. The
objects should not be placed on the student's board during the Step Z.$ki1l

.

,Test or training.
,

Use of the Triiner!s Board for Step 2

A diagram of a trainer's'board is shown in Figure 21. The symb91,s
needed to train SteP 2.have been shaded in this diagram. Use the,board as
described in Step 1 and in the section entitled Description of the Board&

-
.and SVmbols.

STEP 2

(Object Recognition)

GENERAL INSTRUCTIONS

Procedures

:Training. In Step 2,, the'students are not,expected to give an expressive
response. This means that, they are not asked to point to a graphic symbol
or vocalize in response to the trainer's stimuli. They are asked only to
identify the actual objects named by the trainer. They may point to the
objects, pick them up, hand them to the trainer, etc. Because the students
are not expected to use a'"total communication" response in this Step, the
trainer should use the Level A Training and Correction Procedure with alt

. students in Step 2. These procedures (including correcting, prompting,
shaping, and putting-through) are used any 4ime an incorrect, no response,
or partial response situation occurs.

Because the students are not asked to use paired responses, the collection
of data is simpler for Step 2 thin for Step 1. The trainer scbres only one
of the four symbols (+, 0, S) for any one response. This eliminates the
need for the scoring grids on the Scoring Forms for this Step. Example
scoring is shown later in this Step.

".Figure 22 presents a flox_chart indicating the order that all studenti'
proceed through Step 2. Just as in Step 1, the Step is.taught in three
different conditions. The Step is begun by administAring the Skill Test

4



Figure 21

Trainer's aoard for Step 2*

ElEID
DDEIDO

Do

000ODD
1. yes
2. no
5, correct
6. good
7. wrong
8. me
19. gilie

20. show
30. nouns

:;711ro000

Joffiffthopc] pc]
1

1/-

See F'iguie 4 for full disdription of the Trainer' s'Symbols.



Figtire 22: Order of Training for Step 2
of the Communication Board Program
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and,traifiing, if necessary, with the trainer giving the instruction ("Show
me,"'etc0An speeph:spd.board'siMultaneouely.(Step 2a). The Step is then
retested (and retaaght if necessary) yith the trainer using-speech alone
'(trainerls.board is not ubed).to give the instruCtion .(Step2b). 'Step 2c
is then probed (and taught) with the trainer Using only:the board to give -

.

the instruction.

-Criterion. Move thestudent through Step:2 (refer to,Plow chatOhawm
earlier) when- criterion lierformanceismet.- As in Step .1, Step- 2 criterion-
performance is 80% or more correet respondes,:;or"la consecutive responSes,
in one session. When a-student respOnds at this-level. on 4 Skill Test,
heishe may move on to the next Skill Test (2a, 2b, 2c, or 3a1.,: .14hen he/she.
responds at 'criterion during training, he/shealay move. on -to either anew

-word group.-or a Skill Test.0-

SPECTSIC INSTRUCTIONS

STEP 2a: TRAINER,USES SPEECH AND BOARD ,

Skill Test Indtructions

As in Step 1, Step 2 has a Skill Test to be give
trainineand after training each set of .four items.
the student has reached criterion on'Skill. Testa ai

Remember-that this step teaches receptiVe objeCt
student should learn to understand the trainer's s
communication. .As 'mentioned earlier, the itudent
during the Step 2 resPonse. He,also is not expe
a receptive task.

When giving the Skill Test 2a, the
in sets of four'.

doe
ted

A

efore beginning
n Step 3.after

, and c.

identification. The
graphic (pointed)
se his board
lize as this is

not
to voc

items are prese tee:I:to the Student ;

1. Place four iteme on the table in frqnt of\he tudent. Give one
I.-of the following instructions: .

1
.

A) .Point to the symbol card for pointwhile say ng "POINT TO THE,"
then point to the symbol card for the objec while saying ehe
name'ofsthat object, OR

8) Point to the symbol Card 1. ,give hile saying'"GIVE.," point
to the symbol card for e w ile's ying 11," thepAooint-to the
object's symb01 card w ile say ng the name of that otiject.
If the student.does not attend well to the trainer's board or
seems gonfuSed by the additta6 of the pronoun me, the.me can
be omittedi The trainer lociuld then say."GIVE". while pointing
to the synibol for E1221 then say the object label while pointing
'to the sybol Card for tfiat object, OR

,

s
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C) Poidt to the symbol card for the object while saying.the name

of that.object..

2. After scoring the student's response, rearrange the four items on
the table.

3. Select a new set of four items after the student has b n given
the instruation for each of the four items. Follow the same'procedure
for these items.

4. When all 16 items have been presented, rearranget1e items to
create new sets of four. Repeat the sequence, resulting in 32 trials.
Use the Level A Training and Correction Procedure .during the'Skill
Test. The following examples show .how to use t.he procedure for the
Ste0-2a_Skill Test. The examples (trials 1, 2 and 4) are keyed to the
sample Skill Test Scoring Form on. Figure 23 and described,in Table 12.

66 :

7

Scoring Responses for Skill Test '

gfter the Skill Teet has.been given, count the number of correct
incorrect (-), shaped Or prompted .(S) And no-respOnse (0) sqores. Remember

that speech responses are got fecorded during Step,2. Refer to the 32 trial
table in Appendix Auto codVert these.numbers to percentages. -Enter them in
theapprOprtate boxes at the bottom.of the Skill Test Form.

Training Instructions

1. Select two items and'place them in front of the student. The trainer's
board should be in full view Of the Student.. Give one of the following:
instructions as with the Skill Testl

A) Point to the symbol card for. point while saying "POINT TO THE."
Then point to the abject's symbol Card while saying that object's
name, OR

B) Point to the symbol card for give, saying "GIVE," point 't0 the
symbol for me while saying "ME" and then point to_the object'e 'I
symbol.card while saying that object's name, OR

C) Point.to the object's symbol card while saying the object's name.
If.this is chosen, gradually fade in a more complete instruction
(choice-1 or 2) as.training progresses.

For a correct response, the student must follow the instruction exactly.
He/she must either point to the item (option A above) or give the item to
the trainer (option B above). For the third option (, above), the student ,
receives Credit for picking up the item, pointing to rt, or handing it to
the trainer.

During each session, both items in the paif are presented randomly and
for an equal number of.trials.. Foll,ow the presentation order shown on the .

Step 2 data sheets'(Type 1 or Type 2). Rearrange the items before every, trial

Ot 88
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Table 12

Example Trials* f r Step 2a Skill Test
Oommunic tion Boards

Trainer
*board / SPEECH

Student
(Pointing)

Trial I

(Place the trainer's board.on the
table.close to but not in front of
student. Place a brush,7wat& per-
fume' and paper .on the tablS.)

point,:brUsh / POINT TO BRUSH.

gask brush ./ GOOD! THAT IS A,BRUSHI
faielit brush to student momentarily,
then asks for brush to be returned.)

(Scores C:+:] on Skill Teet Scoring

Form and rearranges item on table
for Trial 2.)

(Points to brush)

Trial 2
eti

point water / POINT TO WATER. (Pbints to bru0h)

mu,/ WRONG. THIS IS WATER.

(Points to actual object. Scores [ -3
on Skill Test Scoring Form.)

point water / POINT TO WATER.

(Says nothing and rearranges items
'on table for Trial 3.)

A

(Pbints to brush)

Mal 4

point paper / POINT TO PAPER.

wrong / WRONG. THIS 4PER. (Poiuts

to actual object. Scores [03 on

Skill Test Scoring ForM.)

RaiaL paper / POINT TO PAPER

(Saye nothing and moves on to the next
four items on Skill Test for Trials 5,
6, 7 & 8.)

(no response)'

, (no response)

*Example trials for this Table correspond to those with asterisks ( ) on the
Example Skill Test Scoring Form, Figure 23.
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so the student leards the object, not just the object's position. Train,the
two items until criterion is reached (80% correct, or 12 consedutive correct
responses, during one session).

Example trials 1 through 4 on Table 13 show correct responses and Use"
of the Training and Correction Procedure for a.no-response and an incorrect
response. These examples are keyed to the first four trials of the Type 1
and 2 Scoring Forms for Step 2 (Figures 24 and 25).

2. After criterion is met on the first pair of items', train a second pair
to criterion.

3. Combine the two pair of items into a set of four and train to criterion
following tlie same procedure. The Scoring Forms for.Step 2 can be used for
two orfoufitems. Remember that now all four items are placed in front
of the-student during Veining.

4. Give the Skill Test again after criterion 4...ze4ched on the set of
four items.

.

5. If the student reaches criterion on the Skill Test,tgive Ski1l-1141-g42b
(trainer uses speech alone, with no board).

6. If criterion was not met on Ne Skill Test, begin training'the next pair
(7 ancV 8), etc. The training sequence outline follows.

Train these items to criterion:

1 and 2 (e.g., cookie and bail

3 and 4 (e.g., hat and.book)

1, 2, 3 and 4 (e.g., cookie, balli hat and book)

Give Skill Test. If criterion is reached, give Skill Test 2b (speech
alone). If not, train items below.

5 and 6

7 and 8 A

, 5, 6, 7 and 8

Give Skill Test. 'If criterion is reached, give Skill Test 2b (speech
alone). -If not, train items below.

9 and 10'

11 ahd 12:

9, 16 11 and 12

Giv6-Skill Test. If 'criterion is reached give.Skill Test 2b (speech
alone). If not, train items below.



Table 13

Example Trials* for"Step 2.i. Training
Communication Board

70

. Trainer
board i'SPEECH.

Trial 1 Trial 1

point shirt / POINT TO SHIRT.

maul / 'NG. \THIS IS SHIRT (Points

Nobj ect'Athen takes student',..- s.to a
hand_and moves it toPthe ch1oe. scores

[03 on Scpring for Step

point shirt / POINT TO SHIRT.

good shirt / THAT'S GOOD1 YOU POINTED
TO SHIRT" (GiVes piece of peanut to
student.)

(Rearrangesitems and goes to Trial 2.)
,4

&Student
Pointing)

no'response)

(Points to 'shirt)

Trinl P Trial P

point shirt / POINT TO SHIRT.

shirt / GREAT!' _YOU POINTED TO SHIRT!,
piece-Of ppanut as reinforcer.

Scores +] on ScoTing Form.) qt.'

(Rearranges items and goeb to Trial' 3.)

Trial 3 Trial 3 -4

point can4y: / fOINT TO CAN'DY..

THIS IS CANDY..
. (-Paints to actual object. Scores

-E-] on Scoring Form.)

mint' candy, / POINT TO, CANDY.

(Says nothing, goes on to

Trial 4 Trial 4

/ FOINT 'TO CANDY.

good candy / GOOD! YOU POINTED TO
CANDY." (Gives piece of candy to student'

as reinforcer. Scores E +3 on Scoring

Form.)

(Points to.shirt

;
f

7

iRearranges items and goes to Tiial 5.)

(Points.to'shirt)

. .

(Points to' shirt)

,

(POinte tO:Candy)4'

'r0Example tria;sTor this.V40 oorre,prond toAtholje with asterio40 N oh the
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13 and,L4

15 and 16_

13, 14, 15 and 16

,

Give Skill Tdst. If criterion is reached, give Skill TeElt (speech
alone). If not, rearrange,the items into new'pairs,of two d 7ñd sets of
-four. Continue training with the dame procedure until the student, does .

.-reach criterion on the Skill Test 2a.

STEP 2b: TEACHER USES SPEECH ALONE '

Steb 2b is taught'just like 2a except the trainer's board is notused
the trainer pays.the words.but does not point to the symbol'cards).

This part of Step 2 is used to teach the .student tp match only the spoken
referent to the object.

-When criterion is reached on the Step 2b Skill, Test, training should
begin on Step 2c. Refer back to the Figure 22 Flow chart to see exactly
how to proceed.

/
STEP 2C: TEACHER USES BOARD ALONE

Step 2c id exactly the same as Step 2b'except that the instruction.is
given using only, board symbols aqd no speech. Be careful that all other
in'atructionsts reinforcement, Correction and conversation during the sessiOns

. be, in'either speech alone ot speech and board together.

When criterion id reached on Skill Test.2c, proceed to Step 3.
a`

Remember, if 'the student,does not reach criterion after training all
16 items, you may rearoup the training items and re-teach the Step.

Y FORM FOR STEP 2

Figure 26 shows a sample'Summary Form for Step 2. It is filled out
in ihe same way as Ole Summary Form for Step 1, with Skill Tests counting-
as training sessions. Criterion was reached in 18 sessions whh 807.
correct on the Skill Test 2a. Note that in sessioni 11 and 16, criterion
was met by the student giving 12 consecutive correct responses. The
student is nOw ready for Skill Test 2b (trainer uses speech alone) and
generalization training procedures on Step 2. Refer to Appendix B for
instructions and examples for graptling progress.

PROGRAMMING FOR CENERALIZATION

When the student has me't criterion on Step 2 the list of trained items

t :-9 4
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Signing

Student
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OA& 6.
Date Traintng Started

. -

inigre 26

'Summary Form for Step 2

Trainer's Stimulus:. AMA -.2.110ffla

Trainer

Date Training Ended

. Percent Correct Responses Across Sessions
.

Items

4 less;on fr
I. A 3 -4. 5 -10:1 8, A so IL. 13 lb n IB

1(61.iir4 ) & 2( co:Indy' ) 40 14 55 5O5555O55781,0 .
.

.41 pawl's. I & ..c rads o ) 70 75 go
. 4 . , Bo .

.

5( ) & 6( ) -
_

7( ) & 8( ) m '..
5,6,7, & 8

e '1

4l. ) & 10( )

4 , .

ll( ) & 124 )

9.1001. & 12
.

,

13( ) & 14( .
,

4._

151 '0 ) & 16( )

. .

13.14_15. & 16
, _

iltill Test 39 1 .

+1461'1441444/r.%e, ".1,.//.. tffei'VrAan")/d

BO

. ,,, / / :;t:/ / I / I /.

.

/ / /. / / / \CL. .ANt°
4. 4. 41 4, 4v 4'1 el 41.

(Circled percentages represent criterion based on 12 consecutive-correct responses, )
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should be reviewed with-the student's parents, parent-surrogates, teachers,
etc. Specific suggestions for functional practice are found in Table 11.

It may be necessary initially to present the items in blocks of four
(as in training) but as soon as possible the student should be asked to
point to the object wherever it is located'in his environment. For
example, when sitting at the table the student could be aslied to adentify
plate, spoon, fork, cup, milk, food, etc., or when in his room the student
could-be asked to identify various articles of clothing, etc. whichare
localed in the closet such ds: coat, shirt, pants, toys or games.

()
New Items can be introduced when correct responding on previodsly

trained items is maintained for several consecutive days. Again, and
for all generalization training, a record of the student's progress should
be kept on file for review.

6

f

AP

41,



Training Goal

sTER 3

("no card"),
4

GENERAL INSTRUCTIONS 4

To teach the uSe Of the armbol "no.card" when asked to -.label iteMS4Ot
symbolized on: their4mard. This step is an extension .of the reference
concept The student is taught hot,/ to indicate When he needs to label-an
object which is not symbolized.onjas board.

-Training Items

Ten itemS or body parts whose labels:are symbolized on the bOard, al-A.
10 item6 or body parts whOse labelS are not-Symbolized on the board.- As2.
in preceeding steps it'is important to Select materials the student

t : t

encounters eyetY day. ,

...,-
*

Communication Board Display

r
One symbol is.added,torthe student's board for this step. The suggeiged

symb61 is shown below <Note: the slash is made with a red colored markey):
followed by the boarddisplay required.-

Figure 27: Student's Step 3
Board Display,

.111

Fl

7



Use of the Trainer s Board for Step 3

A diagram of a traineevboard is shown in Figure-28. The symbols
used- in training are shadedAr They are identical to those used in Ste0 1.

Procedures

,

Training.,, Step 3 training procedures and training order are very
similar to Step I. Use the Total Communication Training Procedures appro-
priate for your student. Figure 24 presents a flow chart indicating the
order of training to''proceed through this Step.

Criterion. Move the student through Step 3 (refer to flow chart
shown earlier) when criterion performance-is met. As in Steps 1.and 3,
Seep 3 criterion-performance is 80% or more correct responses, or 12 con-
seCutive responses, in one session. Mhen a student responds at this level
on a Skill Test, hg/she may move on to the next Skill Test (3a, 3b, 3c or
'4a). When he/she responds at criterion during training, he/she may move oh
to eithet a new word group or a Skill Test.

SPECIFIC INSTRUCTIONS

STEP 3a: TRAINER USES AND BOARD

Skill Test Instructions:

This Step has a Skill Test to be given to the student before beginning,
training and after training on each set of four items. The student's board
&Splay remains constant throughout the Step.

.

In giving the Skill-Test, present a11-20 items to,6the student, one at
a time. Only the item presented should be in view. The remaining items
should be plaCed nearby in a box. Each item is presented twice making a
total of 40 trials, but no item is presented twice in a row. In presenting
the items, the trainer holds, each one in front of the student (or points to-
it) and asks, WHAT'S THAT? using speech plus the trainer's board. (If using
body parts, the trainer points to his or her own body part).

NO14: .The trainet uses the"Training dhd Correctión Procedure" when giving
the Skill Test.

the example trials in Table 14 are provided to show how this is done. The
examplk trials are keyed to Trials 1, 2, 3, 4, and 6 on the sample Skill Test
ScorinkyOrm- for -Step 3 (Figure 30). Note that the student is trained using
the Toel'Communication Level A.

Training nWuctionS
04'

1. Placelihe student' (and trainer's) boaids by the student.
. .

2. Select 2 of tho sSrmbolized items and 2 of the nonsymbolized items used
in the SkillTd,et and place them all, in front of the student4,

,

-
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Figure 28

Trainer' s Board for Step 3*

DODD
DOEIDD

-DO

[2.1
Fr
I.

DOE] 1

D.

"DODDDEO

DUO

1

1,

6. good

7. wrong
30. nouns
44. what

* See Figure 4 for -full discription of the Trainer' s Symbols.

99
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Enter
fro, Step 2

Step 3e
Skill Test

Troia
4 words

.Step 3B

Skill Teat

Train
4 words

Step 3c

Skill Test

Figure 29: Order uf Taining for Stsp-3 of
the Communication Board Program

Ou

A

Train
--"" 4 words

A A

A



Exampl. Trial.° for Step 3a Skill Teat
'Level A Student '

Commenication Board

Traiiter Student
board / SPMCBboard / SPEECH

Trial 1

(Holdiup ball.)
what (points to ball) / SCUT'S THAT?

SOPLRI IOU GOT IT HIGHT.
(Lets student play with ball.

Scores Egc_j on Skill

Test Scoring Pore for Step 3.)

ball / (no respanse)

Trial 2

(Holds up nut.)
whet (pointie.to nut) / WHAT'S THAT?

mEsm / WRONG. IT'S NOT A COOLLL
VOCARD (Pointe to the student,'

no card sy"bol.) YOU DOWT HIVE.

A SIN= 'FOR NOT. (Scores E;n:.]

on Skill Test Sootinglorm.)

HANDS READY

what, (points to tut) / WIT'S tub

TUT'S RIOBTI IOU DON'T HAVE A
tI/MDOL TOR NUT.

(Since the atudent does not hae a cymbal
for °mat" he should poitt to no card when
asked °MAT'S TILIT?")

s21L41./..(no resconA)

(Places hands in lap.)

no card / (no response)

itrial A

(Holds up chip.)
what (points to chip) / HEAT'S THAT?
?Tants to the student,e no card
oymbol.)

good/ GOOD JODI IOU D3N'T HAVE A

ENROL FOR "CHIP°
,

(Scores [0t] on Skili Test

Scoring Pore.)

(Here the trainer used an imitative prompt
to lioit the nev response. The prompt
will only be continued it the tudent
.contitues to respond incorreotly.)

- no card / (no response)

Trial 4

(Holds up car.)
what (points +dear) / WHAT'S TUT?

ii4RIA/=1. (Points to the student's

at symbol. Scores DX] on Skill

'Test Scoring Toro.)

hands ELqx / LET'S TBX AGAIN. HANDS READY

what (points to car) / EHAT'S TUT?

HOCH BETTER!

(the student does have a Iyubol for car
on his board. He ehould point to the
car symbol when naked "WHAT'S THAT?")

/ (no reaconse)

(Stuient places hande on
table beeide board.)

gm.../ (no responee)

al 6

(Holds ugpaint.)
Ehlk (points to paint) / WHAT'S THAT?

VOW! TILLT'S RIGHT. IOU DON'T HAVE

A SEMI. TOR POUT. (Scores E±N.] 1 0 1

on, Skill Tist Soaring Form.)

illasple-trials.ror this Table correspond to those with astericks 1") on the
Etasple Skill TistScorinS Yore for Stip 3,11Sure 30.

. .

no curd / (no reoponse)
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'Ward

T1103.
Skill Test Scoring term &elegy 3

Student (lb/ Ji
' f 612A/77i, 'ilepaion I ITrainor' .

::ech Phi. Scorch Nonapeoch

. Cirri. Spaech (Awl: Ci 6 C Circle Trainer's Arigeolua(

Alone Alone
[rostra

Present 'chla lteo Cavorted
thla Ices CAveetad0HAT'S THAT Seeponso Score
WHAT'S THAT Soevonse Score

I.

. 2"-4011±- "eo.raid'

i,
ono-card"

O 4. ljuj._ "(label)"

3.16241/1 "(label)"

6.430.611, "no-card"

"(labial)"

11.16.1.142, "no-card"

O. ft/ "ne.cord"

10jarructiliCOne-Ward"

II. "(label)".111Ati.-

11.4ructa "no.card"

13. 1tOl4o1i, "(label)"

IA.
one-card"

13.44311031) "(lobol)"

16.4w1ti640041a6.1)"

17.(0410117 '(lobal)"

ILAIggal "nn-card"

.11.M.LIALWAroi-cord"

"global)"

11-Padalt, "(label)"

22400iost. "nd.cardr

234inapal11eda-cardo

24.641dULL
"00.ceill"

2S.U.01.1.1p3 "(label)"

211.1frid. "na.rard"

."n0-card"

::IdalliVApasew "(label)"

"(label)"

3031.114.1Iimih tebetr

"no-lord"

"(1.641).

.33.it0144/4 "tor-card

"(label)"

33.J.SLAJCSSAr00.cirdo

34 "(416.1)"

37.011h, "(labia"

IS. ilL "po-itare

35.141, "(144e1)"

"nn.card"

Ef..4

EC_

Or_

.sr_.

4Er..

*gourd rosponso emoonents
so co rrrrr (.3; locorroot

(-)1 shaped or
picospred (1)1 or roo romponoo

(0).

Score

Ismont

Pertain Smeary for loselootionaposcb
Soviet. A

5 0II 0
58 15 0

lump. trials *boom 10 Tell* 14 7.

02
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3, Ask WHAT'$ THAT? uSing speedh and the trainer's board. _If the item
shown is symbolited, the student must paint to the correct object symbol
to be given credit for a.correct reeponse. As with other Steps, the
student must use the speech to adcompany the pointing for whatever Level
is currently being used. The intelligibility spores ere credited by
judging the interaction of the speech and pointing.. Present the items
in the order shown on the ScOringTorm for Step 3.

The example trials be1oW Table 15 il1ustrate what tO 'do for trials in
which a correct response is not given. These examples correspond to the.
Scoring Forms for Step 3, Figures 31. and 32.

4. Continue training.on the first four items until the student achieves
criterion performance (80% intelligible responses or'12 intelligible i
succession).

5. kfter the set of four items is trained to criterion, give the Skill Test
°again. If the student achieves criterion on the Skill Test administer
the Step 3b Skill Test.

Train to criterion, the following items:

2 symbolized from SteP 1, 2 nonsymbolized

Administer Skill Test'(if criterion is reached, proceed to Step 4, if a
trainer's board is used, follow the training order described in Appendix 13;
if criterion is not.reached, train.items below);

2 other symbolized from Step 1, 2 new nonsyMbolized

Administer Skill Test (if criterion is reached, proceed to Step 4, if a
trainer's board is used, follow the training ordet%described in Appendix 13;
if criterion is not reached, train items below);

2 other symbolized from Step 1, 2 new nonsymbolized

Administer Skill Test (if criterion is reached, proceed to Step 4, if a
trainer's bo rd is used, follow the training order described in Appendix 13;
if criterion s not reached, train items below;

2 other symboli d from Step 1, 2 new nonsymbolized

Administer Skill st (if criterion is reached, proceed to Step 4, if a
trainer's board is sed, follow the training order described ln Appendix 13;
if criterion is not eached, train items below;

2 other symbolized from Step 1, 2 new nonsymbolized

Administer Skill Test (if criterion is reached, proceed to Step 4, if a
trainer's board is used, follow the training order described in Appendix 13;
if criterion is not reached, see note below).

1u3
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Table. /5

Example Trials* for Step 3a Training
Level A Student

Communication Board

Trainer Student
bOard / SPEECH board / SPEECH

Tyte 1 Type 2
Trial 2 Trial 3

(Holds up a chip.)
what (points to chip) / WHAT'S THAT?

NO CARD, RALPH (Points to no card on
student's board.) YOU DON'T HAVE A

SYMBOL FOR "CHIP". (Scores [07c]

on Scoring Form.)

(no response) / (no
response)

what (points to chip) / WHAT'S THAT? (no response) / (no
response)

(Says nothing. Goes to next trial.)

Type 1 Type 2-
Trial 3 Trial 6

(Holds up cookie,)

what (points to cookie) / WHAT'S THAT? cookie / (no response)

SUPER JOB! IT IS A COOKIE.
(Gives student a piece of cookie.

Scores [±7Q on Scoring Form.)

Type 1 Type 2
Trial 8 Trial 7

(Holds up paint.)
what (points to paint) / WHAT'S THAT? no card / (no response)

WAY TO GO! YOU GOt IT RIGHT.

(Scores [±7] on Scoring Form.)

*Example trials for this Table correspond to those with asterisks (*) on the
Example Step 3 Scoring Forms, Figures 31 and 32.

1
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Note: ,If the student fails to reach criterion on the.Skill'Test'.
- following traininkon the last four items, yon have two options.
, You may rearrange the 20 items to create new sets of four items

.

and train the new tete until the student reaches criterion on
the Skill Testf or you may select a completely different set of
20 items to be used on the Skill Test and train the new items.

STERS 3b and, 3c

SPEECH ALONE AND BOARD ALONE

Steps 3b and 3c are taught as described for these conditions in Steps 1
and 2. Use the training sequence from Step 3a. Refer back to Figure 29 to
see exactly how to proceed.

SUMMARY FORM FOR STEP 3

Figure 33 presents a sample summary form for the Step 3 program. As
the'Summary Form shows, the student reached criterion performance on the
Skill Test in the.14th session..

PROGRAMMING FOR GENERALIZATION

A list of the newly trained nonsymbolized items should be given to the0
student's parents, parent-surrogates; teachers, etc. once the student has
completed Step 3. Whenever it.is appropriate these persons should present
the same items to the student and ask "What's that?" Different nonsymbolized
items should gradually be added. Table 11 gives examples of various cues to
be used and functional settings where the new skill may be practiced..

When a nonsymbolized object is presented and the student points to "no
card" on his/her board that response should be reinforced and then the label
should be provided. For example: the nonsymbolized object, towel, is
presented. with the stimulus "What's that?"; the student points to "no card"
on his/her board. The parent, etc., would reinforce that response by saying
something like "Right, you don't have that symbol on your board. It's a towel."

10)6



Board

Student

Figmre 33
Summary Form for Step 3

Speech Level: A Trainer's Stimulus:

Trainer

Date Training Started 6i3 7i, .
Date Training Enaed 7/212/7 Total Sessions to Criterion

"(labell"/"no c rd" Session

Percent Correct Response, Across Sessions

,

Items i 4 3 It. 9
.

10 It la 13 vi.

-

Speech Approximations

1,2,3,4 SII S8,139 93

5,6,7,8 la 44 1,41 .

1,10,11.12 In 53

13,14,15,16 .

.

17.18.19.20

.
,

Skill Test 66 bii cot.

Date

i /- i

441%._ *4/64?(PX1:"IY44.1-17'4.2-.4fAshr.s.ett/r/ 1 / / / / / /
0% At le A: M o'

Items used in trainin
Symbolized 1. g 10. iliaeL._

2. CattfilA 0_, 13.

5. Jrzait IV 14. 0)11b.e)-64/

h. /VI*. 17. 1

9 jeAtj
18. eiliti

Nonsymbolized 3.

4:

8. igliii/ON)

12.

15.

6.

JJJL
26. :2Lagictiov

(Circled percentages represent criterion based on 12 consecutive correct responses.)



STEP:4:.

(Requesting Symbolized Items1

GENERAL INSTRUCTIONS

Training Goal

86

TO train the student to-request items symbolized on the board using a
two.word response ("want item"). This Step initiates training in the control
dimension of language (i.e., saying things which direct:another person to-do
samething)..

Training 'Items

Ten items (foods, liquids, toys, etc.) that are reinforcing to the
student. The most important thing in "making your selection of items far this
Step is that the student wants them. It is also important for the Student.
to be able to label the items on their board. Thusitems from Step 1 should
be used if they are important to the student. If new items are used, yau
should make sure that the student has and can Use the symbols for those new
items.

Communication Board Display

The symbol representing "want" is added to the student's board for this
Step. The symbol isdisplayed as shown below. The example uses a Peabody rebus.

Figure 34:' Student's Step 4 Board Display,.

11T
want

Wayn't

owasiOl.

ce

1.128
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Use Of the Trainerts Board for'Steo 4

. 3 shows what.symbolS On the trainer s'board are used during
training for Step 4,

ProCedures

.
.

.Use the.Total COMmunication Training and Correction Procedure LeVei A
orji depending on your studentts speechskills. .If using,Level B, remem-
ber that many students muat receive ConsiderabWstimulation.before
-vocalizing a two-syllab/e,utterance. Reread Levelr.B procedures ifyou
'have any 'questions about htiw to apply reinfortement contingenton a
spoken,plus pointed xesponse.

Criterion rethains'the sameas in previous Steps.

See Figure 36 fOr a flow chart for the Order of.training for Step 4.
Step 4 is taught only with the trainer using.:speech and board together.

SPECIFIC TRAINING.. INSTRUCTIONS

STEV4:: TRAINER...USES SPEECH 'AND BOARD

1. Hold up each item one at a time, and ask, WHAT WANT? using speechojaus
the trainer's board. 'A cOrrect response must includethe symbol,wwant"
plus the correct s9mbol for the item (e'.g., "vant car"). The student
is given the item for correct responses. For example, if you hold up
a cookie and ask WHAT WANT? and the student responds, "want cookie," you
then giyethe student the cookie (or a portion Of it) . If.the item is
non-consumable, let the student play with it before asking that it be
given back for uie in further Irials. When you ask for the item back,
extend your hand andsay I WANT (ITEM).

Partial responses by .the 'student are of particular importance in this
'Step. If partial resRonsev are given (e.g., labeling the itam without
first saying "want"), Slou should emphasize the missing component when
modeling the correct response (e.g., WANT 'ITEM').. Some examples of
typical trials, using the Training and Correction Procedure tevel B
are presented in Table 16.

These examples are scorled to three of the trials shown in both the
Sample Scoring,Forms.fdr Step 4, Figures 37, and'38.

2. Present the ten items three timesr--each in a session (for a total of'
la trials), assindicated if using the,Type 1 Scoring Form for Step.4.
Present the 10 items twice each in a session (for a total 20 trials),
if using the Tne 2 Scoring form for Step 4.

3.1 If using Type 1 Forms, countthe:number-of correet (-0, incorrect
shaped (S), and no-response (0) for speech :Ind rionspeech: Refer to:

,
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Figure. 35;

TtainerA.S-Board for Step 41-*

ELI El 1:1
Eli El 0

DODDDEE

1=1

4.

ly,f1

I ,7
1

-5 correct

6 good
7 wrong'
g2 ,want

.26 I

30 (noun labels)

44 what,

See Figure 4 for full discription of the Trainer's Symbols.
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Enter
f rom Stdp 3

Stap 4
Trai ning

No

ea

J

Figtre 36: Order of Training for Step 4 of the
Communication Roard Program
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.Table 10'

Example Trials* for Step-- 4a Training
LevelS Student-

CommunicationBoard

,§0

Trainer
board / SPEECH

At4dent
board / SpEECH

Nita 1 Type 2
Trial 1 trial 3

(Shows brash to student.)
what want / WHIT WANT?

SAY "WANT BRUSH" (Points
to wint and then brush on
student,s,board. §73;es

E.:07%] on Step 4 Scoring

Form.)'

(Shows brush to student.) :
what want / WHAT WANT?

GREAT! YOU CAN HAVE THE
BRUSH. (Gives brash to
student.)

4 .

1 .

/brush / (no response)

wait brash] UH RUH

(brushes hair

e

al 5 Trial 10

(Shows cookie to student.)
vihat4iant / WHAT WANT? want-cookie / UH UHUH'

T7c3mpts the response by
pointing to-want cookie on
studentts botTIT)

OKAY. YOU CAN HAVE THE
COOKIE. (Gives a piece of
cookie to student. Scores

EpTi on Scoring Form.)

(Since the trainer prompted
the student to point to want
cookie, the response is

recorded as DTS] oh the

Scoring Form.

2422 22212
Trial 9 Trial 12

(Shpws student milk.)
what want / WHAT WANT?

good / GOOD FOR YOU! YOU
SAID WANT MILK!
(Gives dtudent some milk.

Scores [±7§,j on Scoring

Form.)

want milk I UH MUH

1.1
*Example trials. for-this Table cortesPond,to those, with astericks,(*) on the
Example.Step 5 ,$coting Forms, Figuree 37 and 38. .

9
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30-trial table in Appendix A for converting these numbers to percents,
and enter percents on the bottom of the Scoring Form. If using Type 2
Forms count the number of correct (+) speech and nonspeech scores and
circle these three totals on that session's data column.

4. Record percent correct and acceptable nonspeech responses for each
session on Summary Form for Step 4. (See sample Summary Form for
Step 4, Figure 39.) 'Continue training until .r.iterion performance,
is reached (80 percent acceptable in brim sesAon or 12 in-a-row
acceptable in one sessiOn).

5. Advance the student to Step 5 when criterion performance is reached
and initiate generalization training for Step 4.

ote: Use only items that the student really wants for this Step, amd make
sure to give the item to the student for correct responses. Training:
omthis Step will be difficult and non-functional if these two con-
siderations are not met.

PROGRAMMING FOR GENERALIZATIOil

When the student has reached criteriOn performance on Step 4, parents,
parent-surrogates, teadhers, etc. should periodically present the trained
items to the student and ask "Uhat want?" The item and verbal praise
are given for a correct response.

Gradually "What want?" should be varied with the addition of related
questions Which are longer and use other vocabulary. For example: "What
do you want?", "What would you like?", "What want eat?", "What want play
with?", and "What do you want to drink?" These and any other related
questions should be asked when-and where it is appropriate to ask them.
Refer to Table 11 for examples of functional and naturally occurringt
combinations of persons, places and objects.

Parents, etcu should be especially sensitive to spontaneous req4ests
by. the student that include the newly trained response. Such spontaneotiil
(or self-initiated) reqUests should be heavily reinforced.



Board Figure 39

Summary Fop: for Step 4

Speech Level: A Trainer's Stimulus:
Student CIAVyl) Trainer %Stitt,
Date Training Started e/5/76 Date Training Ended ti/Obb Total Sessions to Criterion a

Percent Correct Responses Across Sessions

Session #

Z3.
Speech/"want + (lebs1)" 43, 57.

..';3;/////////:Date rtirl
(Circled percentages represent criterion based on 12 consecutive correct responses.)
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STEP 5

(Requasting Nonsymbolized Items)

GENERAL INSTRUCTIONS

Training Goal

To train.the student to request items not symbolized on the board using'
a two-part response ("want" object). This Step.continues tralning in the
control dimension of language.

Training Items

Ten items tfiat are reinforcing to the student, but which are not
symbolCied OIT the board.

Board Display for Student and Trainer

No new symbols are added tothe board display for this Step.

Procedures

Use the Training and Correction Procedure as with Step 4. See Figure 40

for a flow chart. for Step 5 training.

spECIFIC TRAINING INSTRUCTIONS

STEP 5: TRAINER USES SPEECH AND BOARD

1. Hold up each item, one at a time, and ask, WHAT WANT? by pointing to
both symbols on the trainer's board,as the words are said. A correct
response must include the symbol "want" plus the student pointing to
the desired object (not the "no card" symbol). The student is given

the item for correct responses. For example, if you hold up a cookie
(which is not symbolized on the student's board) and ask T WANT?
and the student responds "want" and points to cookie, give Jthe student
the cookie (or a portion of it). If the item is non-cons ble; let
the student play with it.before asking that it be given ba k for use in
further trials. When you ask for the item back, extend yoi4r hand and
say,"I WANT (ITEM)." Examples of training trials using Sp ech Level A
are presented in 'Table 17. These examples are keYed,to trilals in
Figures 41 and 42 (Session 1).

2. Present the.ten items three times each in a session (for a total of 30
trials if using Type 1 Scoring Forms). Present the items ts.4ice if using
Type 2 Scoring Forms.

3. If using Type 1 Forms, count the number of correct (.0, inc rrect (-),
shaped (S), and no-resPonse (0) for speech and nonspeech sc res. Convert

116
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Enter
from Step 4

-Step 5a

Phase: I

Training

Step 5i ,

Phase II' '

Training

Step 51,_

Phaso II

'Training

Step.50
Phase II
Training

Figure 40: Order of Training for Stop 5 ofthe

Communication Board Program
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Table 17

Example Triale* for Step 5a Training
Level A Student

Communication Board

Trainer
board / SPEECH

Student
board / SPEECH

Type 1 Type 2
Trial 1 Trial 3

(Shows student nut.)
what want /WHAT WANT?

yolg / WRONG. TEL ME WANT NUT.
lIninte to Want on the student's
board and then to the nut. Scores

[6q ..on Step 5 Scoring Form.)

what want" WHAT WANT?

(Says nothing. Gees to the next

(It is incorrect for the student to eAT,
want no card. .Thie does not tell the
.174.7ner what nonsymbolized object the
student wants. The etudent should point
to want and then to the actual object.)

wan.t no card /. (no reeponse)

(points to nut)

Typel,
Trial 5 Taal: 10

(Shows student the glue.)

what want / WHAT WANT?
TWOMpte reeponse by pointing to Eml
on the etudent's board and then to the

glue.)

GREAT! YOU CAN HAVE THE GLUE. (Gives

student the glue and someppaper to glue

together. Scores DK...] on the Step 5

Scoring Form.)

(The student did not Want the glue. It
would be a good idea to replace the
glue with another more reinforcing item;
one that the stUdent really does want.)

want (points to glue) / (no
response)

(PUshee glue away mad shakes head.)

Trial 10 Tiia.1 11

(Shows ice iiieam to'student.)
what want / WHAT WANT?

ALRIGHT! lIERE YOU GO. (Gives

student a bite Of iee cream.

Scores [..2...] on Scoring Form.) 118

want (painte to Lae cream) /

(no responee

Rita7ge trials for this Table 4orrappond tb.thoed with asterieks (*) on the.

'Example Step:5 !leering FordeiligUren 41 and, 42,
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hoard figure 41
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to percentages and record on the Scoring Form. If using Type 2 Forms,

count the 'number of correct (+) speech and nonspeech scores and circle
these three totals on.that session's data column.

Figure 42 shows three sessions of Step 5 data with each session's
"Number of Responses" graphed. Careful study of the columns indicate
the student reached the numerical criterion performance for Step 5 on
the final session.

4. Record percent correct responses for each session on Summary-Poem for-
Step S. (See Figure 43 for sample Summary Form for Step 5). Continue,
training until criterion performance is reached.

5. Advance the student, to Step 6 when criterion performance is reached and
initiate generalization training for Step 5.

PROG ING FOR GENERALIZATION

When the dent has reached criterion performance on Step 5, parents,
parent-s ogates, teachers, etc. should periodically-present the non-

I zed trained items and ask "What want?" The item and verbal praise
are given for a coxrectresponse. Gradually nontrained., nonsymbolized items
should be introdUced and the stimulus should be varied to include related
questions which are longer and use other vocabulary as listed for Step 4.

Refer to Table 11 for examples of functional usages in different
places with a variety of objects.
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Board

'Student

D.te Training Started

Session 0

Figure 43

Summary Form for Step 5

Speech Level.: A Troinuri. Stimulus 4/21.11.

Trainer

Date Training Ended 4))/////76 Total Sessions to Criterion 3

Percent of Correct Responses Across Sessions

X0V10,////)// 7)/
2 3

f,want.. obiact

-Date

Speech Approximations

(Circled percentages represent criterion based on 12 consecutive correct responses.)

1

121
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STEP 6

(Requesting Symbolized or Nonsymbolized Items)

.s1

want (label)"or "want (object)"

GENERAL INSTRUCTIONS

Training Goal

To train the student to request items,which may or may not be
symbolized on the board using a two-part response "want (item)" or
"want (object." This step continues the control concept formation.

Training Items

'Five items that are reinforcing to the student and which are
symbolized on the board, and five additional preferred items that are
not symbolized on the board.

Board Display

No new symbols are added to either board display fOr this Step.

Procedures

\ Use the same procedures used in Steps 4 and 5., FigUrd 44 slioWs the

training order for Step 6. Notice that this Step,again is trained in '

three parts, "speech plus board," "speech alone," and "board alone," but
only after Phase II.

SPECIFIC TRAINtNG INSTRUCTIONS

STEP 6a: TRAINER USES SPEECH AND BOARD

Step 6 is trained in two phases.

Phase I

1. Hold up each item, one at a time, and ask WHAT WANT? if the item
is symbolized on the board the correct response must include the
'symbol "want" followed by the symbol for the item. If the item
is not syMbolized on,the board tha correct resOnnse is the student
pointing to first the Pwant" symbol and then to the object. As
in the previous Step, when a corrett response occUrs, give the
item to the student.

Spe the examOle trials for Phase I in Table 18. The examples in
thit Table are keyed to trials of the Sample Scoring Form for
Phase I of gtep 6 (Figures 45 and 46a).



,) . .
Fig6n3 .44: Order of Training for 'Stop 6 of the

'Commtticat fon Board Program
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Table 18'

.Example Triale for Step 6a (Phase I
Level B Stildent

Communication Board

Trainer . Student

board / SPEEbH board- / SPKECH

IZEP-1
Trial 1

DmE.12
Trial 3

(Holds"hp perfume.)
what want / WHAT WANT?

OKAY! HERE'S THE PERFUME. (Gives'.

student perfume. SCorea -1-7Q on

Scoring ForM.)

want perfume / ug UPI

(Student applies perfume.)

Type 1 Type 2
Trial 3' Trial

(Holds up cookie.)
want / WHAT WANT? want (points to Cookie) /

UH UHUH

HEam / WRONG. YOU HAVE A SYMBOL
FOR COOKIE. SAY WANT COOKIE.
(Points to want and then cookie
'On the ctwggIrs.board. Scores

CA] cn Scoring Form.)

what want ,/ kUAT WANT?

MUCH BETTER.- (Gives a piece of
cookie to student.),

(Since the atudent doedi have a
symbol for cookie on her board,
she should point to the symbols
want cool5ie.)

want cookie / ua

e 1 Type 2
Trial 7 Trial 14

(Holds up cracker.)

what want /WHAT WANT? want (pOints to cracker) /.
UH KOH KUH

.000D JOB. HEM YOU GO.
(Givea student Cracker.

ScoreS,U07c§lon Scoring

Form.).

. -
(Since the student-doea not

a.symbol'for cracker;
-'she Should pOint tctithe Want

pymbol On her-boar&and then
to tha?dracker )1,%

124

',Exampla trialaforithid:Table correspond'Ao thoE,lo trials ,w4th.asteribkryl

,

0.*
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Present the ten items three times each.in A.sesSion (for a total. .

Of BO trials) if using Type 1 Scoring FormS, Present the Items
tWice if using Type 2 Scoring FOrma..

3. If using Type 1 Forms, count the number pficorrept (+), incorrect
(-), shaped (S), and no-response (0) for speg*,and nonspeech
scores. COnvert to percentages and recoriLon" the Scoring Form.
If using. Type,2 Forms, count the numbefr6f correct (+) speech and
nonspeech scores and circle theSe'three totals'amt that session's

,

data column.
Lk

;1
4. Record percent acceptable responses for each session on SummarY

Form for Step,6)04ide Phase I (Figure 46d). Continue training
until criterion- performance is reached.

5.AAaVance the student to Step 6, Phase II when criterion performance
is reached on Phase'L

,

Phase II

1. place all 10 items at once in full VieW.of the student. Call thrik,

studentts attention.to the variety oCitems. Being careful to not
Look directly'at Or to,touch any itemi ask WHAT 'WANT? The student
may ask for any Of the 10 items, The responSes are'considered :
correct lf they meet the standards.described.in Phase T. Some

students mayneed Much prompting o .respond initially. Students
may also ask for only one of the ten items duiing sticdessive
trials. Although the trainer may encourage other seleCtions,.
the student may ask for and receive anTitem anynumber of_times.

2. If the item requested was consumable, replace the item in the,
display. Ifthe item is non-consumable,- request it back after.
the student has played with it for a short time. When all 10
items are displayed again, repeat the procedure.

.

Continue the procedure until all trial's on the Scoring Form'
(Step 6, Phase II) are.completed (or until criterion,is reached).

Table 19 shoWs example trials for Phase II anclis keyed to Figures
46b and 46C.

. Tally, compute, and record responses'on the scOring form and
summary form (see Figure 460 fbr Sample Summary Form). Continue
training until criterion performanceis reached,.

4. Advance the student to Step-6b when criterion performance,is
reached and initiate generalization training'for Step 6.



,

Table 19

Example Trials* for Step 6a (Phase II
Level B Student

Cdmmunication Board

Trainer Student
. board / SPEECH board / SPEECH,-

Type 1 Type 2
Trial 1 Trial 2

(Display all 10 items on the table
'for student to see.)

LOOK AT ALL THESE THINGS. YOU CAN
HAVE ANY OF THESE YOU WANT. (Points
to each item.)

what want / WHAT WANT?

wrong / WRONG. YOU HAVE TO SAY
WANT CRACKER. (Points to want
on the student's board and then
to the cracker. Scores EzT(ig

on Scoring Form.)

what want / WHAT WANT?

(Says nothing. Goes to next trial.)

(points to cracker)

(points to cracker)

Type 1 Type 2
Trial Trial 2

what want / WHAT WANT?

HERE YOU GO. NICE TALKING!
(Gives student cracker.

Scores [2:7Z] on Scoring

Form.)

want (poifits to cracker) /
UE KA KA

.Type 1 Type 2
Trial 3 Trial 3

what want / WHAT WANT? want last / UH 00.

NICE JOB. (Gives student a drink

of juice. Scores

Scoring Form.)

Egz] on

*Example trials for this Table correspond to those with astericks (*) on the
Example Scoring Forms, Figures 46band 46c.

7
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Board

Student 4/A/rLi

Figure 46d

Sumiliary Form fOr Step 6

Speech Level: 43" Trainer's Stimulue:

Trainer

Date Training Started . in, Date Training Ended /0 kins Total Sessions to Criterion

"want" "(label)" object

4
Percent Correct Responses.Across.SessiOns

Session 4

Phase /
:70

a
40

, 3

47
g
77.R3

5 6
,

.

.

. 1

1 I
*40141/M:01.0.100

11
_i_ .-A. I t . - 1

9.3 .

Date

,t aefilic: 0(0 / /
Jarcleci percentages represent criterion based on 12 consecutive correct responses.)
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STEPS 6b and'6c: TRAINER USES
SPEECH ALONE AND BOARD ALONE

r-

Steps 6b and 6c are taught usIng Procedures like those descri ed fdr
Steps 1 and 2. Only Phase II of Step 6 is used for."b" and "c" tr ining.

PROGRAMMING FOR GENERALIZATION..

:COntinue generalization training,combining procedures as $tate in
Steps.4 and 5 wh,pre symbolized- and non-symbolized items were used.

te
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STEP 7

(Using rtes" amd "NO" to Identify Item Labels)

GENERAL INSTRGCTIONS

Training Goal. A

The goal of this Step is,twofold: 1) to train the use of "yes" and
"no".When identifying labels for items; and 2) to establish'"yes" 'and "no"
as. a verbal substitute for pointing. This is further.training in reception,
inasiuch as the student is required.to recognize the'differences between
varioUs item labels. In this case, however, a verbal response Pyes/no,"

, is used by the student to indicate that he or she can recognize that the .

Visual presentation of the. item matches the verbaIAtem label proVided.by
you (requiring a "yes" response); or, alternatively, that thestUdent can
recognize that the visual presentation of the Item does not match the verbal,
item label proVided by you (requiring a "no" response).

Training'Items

Sixteen items the student can easily'and accurately label both ex.-
pressively and receptively. This requires all items used in this Step to,
be symbolized on the student.'s board.

.
It is extremely im-portant thai the objects used in Step 7 be selected

carefully. It is recommended that Step 1 and 2 Skill Tests be'readministered
at.this.time. Select items'for use in Step 7 ally when the student dor-
'rectly responded to both trials for that objeCt in each Skill Test. If

no maintenance training has'occurred since Step 1 and 2 training, some re-
training may be necessary before beginning Step 7.

Student's Board Display

Two new symbols are added to the students board for this Step. The
"yes" and "no" symbols are placed beside the "no'card" symbol in the upper
left hand corner of the board (see below). The example uses a .Pectioody rebus
for "yes" and "no."

Figure 47: Student's Board for Step 7

,yes noIEI ODD
DEE]

El aocc
131 DODO
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. Use of Trainer's,Board

Figure 48.show6 the symbold used from the Trainerts bOard for Step 7.

Procedure's

Criterion and training prodedures remain as in.previous Steps.. As with
the other S.teps, once the, student achieves criterion with the trainer using

.speech and board together.the Step is retrained,with speech alone and then
board alone.

SPECIFIC INSTRUCTIONS

STEP 7a: TRAINER USES SPEECH AND BOARD

Skill Test Instructions

This Step has a Skill Test that is to be given before beginning train-
ing and after the training of certain phases within the Step.

1. In giving the Skill Test, all 16 items are openly displayed to the
student. Hold up each item, one at a time, and ask IS-THIS A (ITEM)?
Follow the order of presentations,in the Skill Test ScOring Form for
Step 7 found in Figure 49.

On one-half the trials, the item shown to the Eitudent will be the same
(or thatch) the verbal label of thei4em proVided by you (e.g., you hold
up a cup and ask, IS THIS A CUP?). The correct response for these
trials would be "yes."

3. On the remaining half of the trials, the item presented does not thatch
the label of the item provided (e.g., you hold up a cup and ask, IS
THIS A PENCIL?). The correct response for these trials is "no,"

4. The "Training and Correction Procedure" is used when administering the
Skill Test for Step 7. The example trials in Table 21 are 'provided to
show how this is done. The examples given are keyed to Triali 22, 23,
29 and 32 on the sample Skill Test Scoring Form for Step 7 (rigure 49).

5. Criterion for.the Skill Test is BO percent or more acceptable responses

4 a session or 12 acceptabla responses in a row in a.session. (Use the,
-triar table in Appendix A for deriving perCentages).

6. Administer the Skill Test when indicated iri the Training Instructions
section. The student is advanced to Step 7b when criterion performance
on the Skill Test is reaChed or until it is apparen't the student is
not learning the concept%

Training Instructions

The training of the'Yes-or-No concept is fairly lengthy and involves
/



Figure 48

Trainer's Board for Step. 7*

000E1
0001:10

DD
DOE

41110 111 MONO.

DODD EIDEIDEJ
aEJED EIDDEIED

El

CIO

5. correct
6. good
7. wrong

28. is
30. (nouns)
44. what

* .See Figure 4 for full .discription of the Trainer's Symbols.
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Table 21 ,

Example Trials* for Step 7a Skill Test
Level A Student

Communication Hoard

Trainer Student
board / SPEECH board / SPEEaH

Trial 22

(Holds up crayon.)
? crayon,/ IS THIS A. CRAYON? 7'

YEs (-Points to z2e on student's board.)

THAT'S RIGHT! YES IT'S A MAXON. (Pnts

student on back. Scores ,D7q .on Skill

Teat Scoring Form.).

(The trainer prompted the student to
point to the na syMbol.)

zee / (no rebponse)

Trial 24

(Holde'-up coat.)
? coat / IS THIS A COAT?

itnlak 7 coit / WRONa. I ASKED
"IS THIS A COAT? YES. (Points to
ne on student's board. Scores

on Scoring Form.)

(Holds Up coat.)
? coat / IS THIS COAT?

(Says nothing. Goes to the next trial.)

cont (norrnsponge)

Coat / Lno response).

Trial 29

(Holds up hat.)
? radio / IS-THIS A RADIO?

4 =ATI,. THAT'S RIGHT!
fllats student on back. Scores

DX] on Skill Test Scoring

Porm.)'

no / (10 response)

Trial 10',

(Holds up Kleenex.)
? Kleenex / IS THIS KLEENEX?

)1IGHT ON! Yes / YES:1T'S A
KLEENEX. (Pats student on back.

Scores E.±7...] on Skill Test

Scorinq, Porm.)-;

/ (no reaponse)

4Example trials.for this Table correspond io those with asteridks (*) on the
ExaMple Skill Test Scoring Form Figure 49.
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noun
Mord*.

Student vg440AL

Ti'alner 442mf; -

BILL TEST 41111341101 FOWSTEP 7

/tifri/L Stsi Ion A

.. Sch Plus Speech Honspeech

CLiclt Sostch Levels 49 I C Circle Trainer's Stieuluss onspesch Alone Alan.

The trainer le free to select float
phIch OW IMAGO...0.62th studept .based on the student's

ability to label the objecti. The Items used In trials 1m16 are repeatediln rindomited ottlfie

In trials ry-ss. If ths Plank In the SH1W coluan Is loiloUed by (R), place that swat Itoil In

theblant In the ASK column to elicit 4
tyse SAllsOr. If there Is at (N) alter the blank In

tho SNOW column, use Another et the 16
Items In the ASK column to elicit a "no" anstor.

Aullttm.thould have a vs. and 2 M9 fitiUSlOft.
Remember that crIttrl aged on all 32 Milt.

.

-.. 4

SHOW AVA
. SCCOUI SON . ASK SCOKS.

Ifttgli.(Y) IS THIS JAIL, Er...
17.,g.(v) is is kfrip.7 1;X:

2..114!(14) IS MIS kidi,..? zr..
itaajt(5) IS TH II kajae giC,..
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. 14 Phases for those students who dorequire the entire training sequence..
Of course, the student can exit the Step by reaching criteri9n'on the
Skill Test which is given between various phases. Table 20 suiimarizes
the training phases included in this Step.

Phase I

1, Select just one item for Phase I training.(e.g.,. 1a11). This item
will be used for all trials in this phase.

.

2. Hold up the item and ask, WHAT IS THIS? The student must respond
with the correct label (e.g., "ball"), Use the "Training and Con.,

.

rection Procedure" for incorreCt or no responses.

3. While continuing to hold up the item, ask IS THIS A (ITEM)?,
THIS A BALL? In Phase I the label in the question will always match
the item presented, requiring a "yes" response from,the student.

Note: Some students may say "yesball" or "ball--yes." This is con-
sidered a correct response, but you should attempt to elicit from the
student just a "yes" response if at all possible since the addition of
the item label may Cause some confusion in later phases.

,.

4. In the unlikely event that the'student does not label the item when
, initially asked WHAT IS THIS?, proceed to the next trial without asking

,
'the second question, IS THIS A (ITEM)? The second question can still
1,6 asked, however, if a correct labeling response is given following
the use of the "Training and Correction Procedure."

Ilk, Use either the Type 1 or Type 2 Scoring Form for Step 7 (Phases I and
!" II) for recording responses. As indicated, these scbring forms

1.

(Figures 50 and,51) are used,for both Phase rand Phase II. Two
responses are required from the Student on each trial. The first,is
a labeling response for the item presented; the second is for'the
expected "yes" response in Phase I (or the expected "no" response in
Phase II). The t tal is a combination of the two responses and includes
only those triálqr in which both responses are correct. The saTple
Scoring Form for Step 7 (Phases I and II) illustrates how scores are
computed. Percyints are recorded separately for labeling (ball) and
for the "yes" responses requited in Phase I. The total is based only
on those trialyl in which both responses are intelligible, aa indicated
by the circles/around the trial numbers on Type / forms. Only total
percent intel1igible responses determine criterion performaope anda
only total perkent intelligible responses are recorded on the Summary
Form for Step,/ (Figure 78).

Note: Some trainers'iusing Step 7 for the first time have found Type 1 forms
are much easier to follow. ,Once you are more familiar with the
Phase, Type 2 forms may again be sufficient.
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SUMMARY by i 4 TRAINING' PHASES IN STER 7

Phase .;Itemls)
Oisplaydd

You Ask. .

'ball WHAT IS THIS?

,, .,ball

o Correct
Response

You Ask. Correct..
Response

"balt."." IS THIS A BALL?. "yes:"

WHAT IS THIS? "ball I THIS A --?.
. '

III ball WHAT IS THI-s? "ball" IS THIS A BALL? "yes"
ball WHAT IS TI-IIS? "ball" IS THIS A

IV ball IS -THIS A BALL? yes
ball IS THIS A ---? "no"

Cif WHAT IS THIS?, . IS THIS A CAR? "yes"
Car WHAT IS THIS? *!car IS THIS A

ear
car

'IS THIS A CAR? . "yes"
IS-THIS A

-
VII 4.ball WHAT IS THIS? "ball" IS THIS A BALL? \"Yes"

ball WHAT IS THIS? "ball" . IS THIS A .--? I,'no"
car ' WHAT IS THIS?' cl IS THISA CAR? -. 7Yes"
Car WHAT IS THIS? "car" . 'IS'THIS A ..? "no"

,

VIII ball
ball
Car
Cif °

Administer Skill Tait

:Administer Skill Test

Is THIS-A BALL? .

IS THIS A ...,? .t'no"
IS THIS A CARr .yes"
IS THIS A ---7 "no"

.IX .bat wmAris THIS? "t.lac' IS THIS A HAT?, "yes"
hat WHAT IS THIS? -"hat'j IS THIS A no

X ball
ball
Ca r

' Car
hat
hat

'IS THIS A BALL? "Yes"
IS THIS.A "no"

A CAR? "yes"
7 Is' THIS' A

IS THIS A HAT? "yes"
IS THIS A ----? "no"

Administer Skill Test,

cup
cup

WHAT IS THIS?
WHAT.IS THIS?

"cup" IS THIS A CUP?
"cup" IS THIS A a

XII bail
ball
Cif
car
hat
hat
CUD

cup

IS THIS A BALL? "yes"
IS THIS A
IS THIS A CAR? ryes"
IS THIS A
IS THIS A HAT? "yes"
IS THIS A ---?
IS THIS A CUP?
IS THIS A ..--? "no"

Adminiatar Skill Test

XIII apple WHAT IS THIS? "apple" . IS THIS AN APPLE? "yea"
- apple WHAT IS THIS? "apple" IS THIS A ..--? "no"

XIV Car
car
hat
hat
cup
cup,
apple
apple

1 3

IS THIS A CAR? "yes"
IS THIS A ...---?
IS THIS A HAT? "yes-
IS THIS A
IS THIS A CUP? "yes"
IS THIS A ..--?
IS THIS AN APPLE? "yes-
IS THIS A ---2 "le

Adminiater SkillTeat

Continu Ruses XIII and XIV, ilitroducing the remaining- Items: (Phase, XIII); administer Skill Teat° after
each Set Of four Items Ire trained ih cpptbination (Pheatii until criterion performance, Is r Itched

7"1"
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-6. 'Continue training in Phage I.Until criterion perfOrmance (80 percent
di better (total) intelligible responses or-12'consecutive .(total)
intelligible reeponses Are given in one,training session).'- Advance
.the student to Phase II of Step 7'When criterion.perf6rmanCe is reached.

Phase II
4

1. Present'the student with the same item (e.g., ball),used in Phase I
for each trial Amd ask, WHAT IS THIS? The student must supply the'
correct label .(e.g., "ball"). Use the "Training and COrrection
Procedure" wheo an incorrect 6r no response is made.

2. While continuing to hold up the item, ask IS THIS A ? he
blank indicates that you substitute the label of one of the other
training items (e.g., you holdup a ball and ask, IS THIS A PENCIL?).
The word-you substitute should vary from-trial to trial. The corrett.
response from the student is always "nO" because thejabel in question
will not match the item (ball) shown. It is most important that the
labels in the questiOn (as indicated by the blank space) be changed
from trial to trial. For example, in Trial 1 you would,hold up the
bail and ask, IS THIS A PENCIL? In Trial 2 you would hold up the ball
and ask, IS-THIS A HAT?, etc. As usual, the "Training and Correction
procedure" is used forjncorrect or no responses.

Use the Scoring Form for Step 7.(Phases I and II) for recording responses.
A seffiple gcoring Orm filled out for Phase II is presented in Figures 52
and,53. ScOres are-computed separately'for labeling (ball) and for the ,
"n6" response required in Phase II. Again, the total is based only on
those trials'in which both responses are intelligible (as indicated by
the circles around'the trial numbers in Type 1 forms).

4. Continue training until criterion performance is achieved. Advance the
'student to Phase III of Step 7 when the student reabhes criterion.

Phase III'

1 This,phase is a combination of both the "yes" and "no" responses trained
'in Phase I and Phase II, respectively. The same item (e.g., ball) is
used for all 32 trials.

ILO

Present the iteM.and ask, WHAT IS THIS? For correct respOnses the
student muSt provide the cotrect label (e04., "ball").

3. YOu then ask, IS THIS A (ITEM)? On one-half the trials-the item (ball)
and the. label in question will match. For example, you hold up the
balland ask, IS THIS A BALh? Correct response for these trials is "yes."

4. On the remaining one-half trials the item' presented (ball) will not
match the label in question.. For example, you hoid up the ball and
ask, IS THIS A CAR? Correct responses for these trials. is "no." .
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5. Use the Scoring Forms for Step 7 (Phases III., V, IK, XI; and XIII) shown
in Figures 54 and 55. All of these phaies (III,V, IX, XI, and'XIII uie
the same Orocedure although.the training items will change. Scores
are again recorded separately for labeling responses (e.g., ball)
just like the Scoring Form for Step-7 (Phsses I and II). In this
scoring form, however, the:"yes/no" respohses are combined since each
is presented for-16 trials. Again, the total is baied on only those
trials,in which both responses (labeling and 'yes" or "no").are correct
for the same trial, as indicated by the circ es around the trial numbers

-on Type 1 forms. And, as before, criterion performance is based on
'total,trials acceptable.

6. Continue training until criterion perfon1ance is reached. Advance the
student to Phase IV of Step 7 when he or she achieves criterion
perfornance.

'Phase IV'

1. ,This phase again used. the-same . tem (e.g., ball) ad Phases I, II, and
III. Phase IV.is identical o ase II'except the initialquestiOn; :

WHAT IS7HIS?, is othitted."- /

2. For each 'of the 32 trials ld up the item (ball) and ask; IS THIS A
UTE*? On one-half the ials the item label in the question will
match the item shown (e. ., you hOld up:the .ball and ask, IS.THISA
BA1.442. The correct re ponse.is "yes."

3. On one-half the trial the'item label in the .question willhot match,
the item shoWn (e.s. yOu hold up the ball and ask IS THIS A HAT?).
Thecorrect respons for these trials it "no.".

4. Ose the SCoring F rmi for Step 7 (PhaseS IV and VI). Shown in Figures
56 and..57.. Both hade.IV and VI use identical,prOcedures except for
the training item presented. Enter only-the percentiacceptable re-
sponses for the session 'in the Summary Form for Step.7 (Figure 78).:

5. Continue tra ning until criterion performance is reached, and then
advance the student to Phase V of Step 7.

Phase V

1. Phase V is identical to Phase III except a new training item (e.g.,
car) s introduced. The new item is preseneed for each,of the 32
tria s in the session.

.

2. HØd up the item (e.g., car) and ask, WHAT IS THIS? For a correct
esponse the student must provide the label (e.g., "car"):

Next, you ask/IS 'rigs A (ITEM)? .0n one-half the trials the item
label in the question*will match the item shown (e.g., you hold up
the car and ask, IS THIS A CAR?). For these trials the correct
response is "yes."

139
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4. On the remaining one-half trials the Item label in the question will
not match the iteM shown (e.g., you hold up the, car and.ask, IS THIS A
HAT?).

5. Use,the Scoring Fbrm for Step 7 (Phase:se III, V, IX, XI, and XIII,
Figures 58 and 59). Remember, only the total percent intelligible is
recorded in the Summary Form for Step 7 (Figure 78).

6. Continue training in Phase V until Criterion performance is reached,
then advance the student to Phase VI.

Note: If the student has difficulty with Phase V, you can go back to
Phase I,,using the new item (car), and progress through Phases II,
III, and IV. If this_is required, the percent correct responses
should be recorded as such across from the appropriate phase number
in the Summary Form for Step 7 (Figure 78).

Phase VI
A

1. This phase is identical to Phase TV, except the new training item
(e.g.; car) is used.

,

2. For each of tfie 32 trials, bold up the item (ear) and ask IS THIS A
'(ITEM)? 'On ond-fialf the trials the label in the question will match
the item shown-(e.g., you hold' Up"the cat and ask, IS THIS A CAR?).
The correct response for these trials is'"yes,

3, 'On one-half the,trials the item label in the question Will not match
the item shown (e.g., pm hold up the car and ask,IS THIS A SOCKM
The correct response for these trials is "no."

,

4. Use,the ScoringForm for Step 7 (Phases ril and VI): A sample Scoring
. , . ,

Form for Phase VI is shown in Figures 60 and 61. -Remember to enter
the percent intelligible responses for the session-in the Sdmmaty
Form for Step l',(Figure 78)..

5 Continue training until criterion performance is achieved, then advance
the student to Phase VII of Step 7.

Phase VII

This phase is a combination of,Phases III and y, using the two-items
_which have teen traihed so far.

Hold up one'of the two items randbmly, and on separate trials, as
indicated on ,the Scoring Form for Step 7 (Phase VII) shown in.FigUre 26.
Ask WHAT IS THIS? For correct responses the student must provide the
correct item label (e.g., say."ball" when the ball is presented, and
say."car" when the car is presented). Use the "Training and Correction
procedure for incorrect or no responses.
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1... Following an intelligible labeling response, you then ask the-second
question, IS THIS A (ITEM)? On one-halfthe.trials the item label.in.
the question willmatch.the itemAown, requiring a "yes'l response
from the student. yor.example, you will hold up the ball and ask,
IS THIS. A BALL? or you will hold u0,the car and ask IS THIS A CAR?

4. On one-hilf the trials the item label in the question wilk not match
the item ditplayed,,requiring a "no" response. For exaMple, you will
hold up the ball and ask, IS THIS A CHAIR? or yotit will hold up the.
car and ask, IS THIS A COOKIE?

On the Scoring Form for. Step 7 (Phase VII).shown in'Figures 62 and 63,
scores are recorded separately for item labeling responses (e.g., "ball"
.and ier") A:nd for !'yeS/no" responses, Again, the total is based on
only those trials in which both reSponses (iteM labeling and "yee or
"no") are intelliiible for the same trial as ShoWn by the ciraes
around the trial. numbers. Criterion perforMance is"based on'total
.trials intelligible.

,6. Continue training until omiterion perforMance is reached. Adminiater
the.Skill Test for Step 7a When:the student has achieved criterion
performance on Phase VII. If criterion is met on the Skill Test,
advance the'student to Step 7b. If the student fails to reach criterion
on the Skilllest, advance the student.to Phase VIII of Step 7. Re-
member to enter the percent intelligible from the Skill Test on the
Summary Form for Step 7 (Figure 78) -

Note: Phase VII. of Step 7 is probably the most difficult phase.in this
Step, for most students. This is likely Ilhie to the fact that the
student must make."yes" or "no" responses based upon the discrimin-
ation between two items (e.g., "ball" and "car"). The chances of
a student successfully completing Step 7'are excellent if he or she
can achieve criterion performance in this phase.

Phase VIII

1. This phase is identical to Phase VII except the initial question, WHAT
IS THIS?, is omitted.

2. Present the two items (e.g.., ball and car) randomly, and on separate
trials as shown in the Scoring Form for Step 7 (Phase VIII) in Figures
64 and 65. For eadh trial, ask, IS THIS A (ITEM?'

3. On one-half the trials the item label in the question will match the
ttem displayed, requiring a "yes" from the student. For example, you
will hold up the ball and ask, IS THIS A BALL? or you.will hold up the ,

. car and.ask, IS THIS A CAR?

. 4. On one-half the trials the item labeled in the question will not,match
, the item displayed, requiring a "no" response (e.g., you will hold up

the ball. and ask, IS THIS A SPOON? or you will ho4 up the, der and ask,
IS THIS A COMB?). 4.4
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5. Continue training:until criterion performance is achieved. Pixe the.
.Skill Test for Step 7a when the student reaches criterion perfordance.
If the student achieves criterion,on the Skill Test, begin training
Step 7b. If not, train the student on Phase IX of Step 7a.

--Phase IX

. .

1. This phase is identical to Phases III and V except a new training
item (e.g., hat) is used.

0

2. Display the item for each trial and ask, WBAT Is THIS? The studentls
required to provide the appl.opriate label (e.g., "hat" for torrect
responses.

3. Following an intelligible labeling response for each-trial, next ask
IS.THIS A (ITEM)? On onehelf the trials the item presented will
witch the item label in the question, requiring A "Yee response -.

from the.stUdent. .00 one-half the trials the item displayeciwill
.

not match the item labelin the question, requiring a "no" response
from the student.

4. Use the Scoring Ford for Step 7 (Phase! Ili,' V, IX, Xi, XIII) pre- .

sented in Figures.66 and 67: ReCord !cores for labeling, (e.g., liat"),
"Yes/no," and total (i.e., those trials in which the 'student correctly
labels the item and, gives the correct "yes/no" respOnsein the same
trial).

.

5: Continue training to criterion. Advance the student to Phase X when
criterion has been met.

Phase X

1. ,This phase combines all three of the items trained so far (e:g., ball,
car, hat). 0

2. Present randomly, and separately, each of the three items for an equal
_number of trials as illustrated in the Scoring FOTM for Step 7 (Phase
X) in Figure!' 68 and 69.

3. For each trial, hold up the item and ask, IS THIS A (ITEM)?; e.g., IS
THIS A BALL?, IS THIS A CAR?, or IS THIS.A HAT?

I.

4. On one-half the trials the item Presented will match the item label
in the question. For example, you hold up the car'and ask, IS THIS -
A CAR? Correct responses for these trials is "yes."

5. On the remaining one-half trials, the item displayed mill not match
the item label in the question; e.g., you hold up the hat and ask,
IS THIS A TABLE? The correct response for these trials is "no."
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6. Enter the percent correct "yes/no" responses in the Summary Form for
Step 7 as usdal. Note that the 36-trial conversiOn'table in Appendix A
is needed for Type 1 forms.

7. Continue training until crtierion performance is reached:then administer
the Skill Test, begin training Step 7b. If not, go on to Phase Xl of
Step 7a.

Phase XI

1.- This Phase is identical to Phases and.IX.exCiapt a new item
(e.g., cup) is trained.

2. Display the item for'each trial and ask, WHAT IS THIS? The student is
required to provide the appropriate label (e.g.,'"cup") for correct
responses.

3. Following a correct labeling response, next ask IS THIS A (ITEM)? On
one-half the trials the item shown will match the item label in the
question, requiring a "yes" response from the Student. On the
remaining one-half trials the item presented will not match the item
lahel in the_question, requiring a "no" response from the'student.

4. Use the Scoring Form .for. Step 7 (Phases III, V, IX, XI, and XIII)
presented in Figures 70 and 71 to record scores for labeling (e.g.,

' "cup")., "yes" or "no," and total (i.e.,.those trials in which the
student correctly labels the item and then gives the correct "yes"
or "no" response in the same trial). .

5. Continue training to criterion. Advance the student to Phase XII
when criterion is met.

Phase XII

1. This phase combines all four of the items trained so far (e.g.; ball,
car, hat, and cup).

2. Present randomly, and separately, each of the four items for an equal
number of trials, as illustrated in the Scoring Form for Step 7
(Phases XII and XIV) in Figures 72 and 73..

3. For each trial, hold up the item and ask, IS THIS A (ITEM)?: e.g.,
IS THIS A BALL?, CAR?, HAT?, or CUP?

4. On one-h4lf the trials the item present0 will match the item label in
the question, requiring a "yes" response from the'student.

5. On the remaining one-half trials the item presented will not match
the item label in the question, requiring a "no" response from the
student.

143
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6. CoMpute percent of "yes" and "no" responses in the Scoring Form for Step 7
.(Phases XII and XIV) and enter pereent,00rrect responses on the Summary'
Sheet for Step 7 (Figure 78).

7.. Continue training to criterion then administer the .Step 7a Skill Test..
Advance to.Phase XIII.or Step 7b as indicated.

Phase XIII

1. This phaselis identical to Phases III, V, IX, and XI except a new item
(e.g., apple) ie trained. -

2. Display the item for.each.trial and ask, WHAT IS THIS? The student is'
required to provide the appropriate label (e.g., "apple:9 for correct

. responses.

3. Following a correct labeling response, next ask IS THIS A (ITEM)? On
one-half the trials the item presented will match the item label in
the question, requiring a "yes" response. On the remaining one-half
"trials tne item displayed will not match the item in the question,
requiring a "no" response from the student.

4. Use the Scoring Form.for Step 7 (Phases III,V, IX, XI, and.XIII) pre-
sented in Figures 74 and 75. Record scores for labeling (e.g., "apple,"
"yes/no") and total (i.e., those trials in which tfie etudent correctly
labels the item and gives the correct "yes" or "no" response in the same
trial).

5. Continue traintng to criterion. Advance the student to Phase XIV when
criterion is met.

Phase XIV

1. Phase XIV is a tepeat of Phase XII, using the four most recently trained
items. This would include car, hat, cup, and apple. The first item
trained (e.g., ball) is now dropped from the eequence.

2. Present randomly, and separately, each of the four iteme for an equal
, number of trials,-as illustrated in the Scoring Form for Step 7 (Phases

XII and XIV) in Figures 76 and 77.

a. For each trial, hold up the.item and ask, IS THIS A (ITEM)?; e.g., IS
THIS A CAR;, CUP?; or APPLE?

4. On one-half the trials the item Presented Wi 1.match.the item label.in
the question, requiring a "yes" response frz1I the student. .

5. On the remaining one-h41f trials the iteM presented will,not match the
item label in the question, requiring a "no" response from the student.

6. 'Record thepercent of "yes" and "no" responses in the Scoring FOrm Eor
Step 7 (Phases XII And XIV) and ener the percent correct resOonses on
the Summary FOTM for Step 7 (Figum. 78).

14 4
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7, Continue training"Untfl criterion, performance is readhed, then adminiSter

the Skill Test for Step.7a.

8. If the student achieves criteriOn performance on the Skill Test begin

training Step 7b. If not, return to Phase. XIII and train-a neiw item.

9. The remainder of the training sequence is a repeat oi Phases,XIII and
XIV in which a neW item is trained by itself (Phase XIII), then in
combination with the three other most.recently-trained items.(Phafje IIV).
,Phase XIV will never include more,than'four items. Give the Skill Test
after.the combined training of each set of four items (Phase XIV). .This*

training*cOntinues until the entire list of 16 items hawbeen trained or
until the Skill Test is passed..

If the student coMpletes training on all 16 items and.still does not
achieve'criterion on.the Skill Test, yOu should use the Skill Test
as a training program until the student.does achievecriterion per-
formance.. When using the Skill Test as-a,training program,'make sure .

that items are presented randomly in each session and that, there is an
equal number of "yes" and "no" responses required.

11. Initiate the Programming for Generalization procedures when criterion
performance is reached.

STEPS 7b and 7c: SPEECH AND BOARD ALONE

After achieving criterion on the Step 7 Skill Test with the trainer
using speech and board train the Step again, using speech alone and then
board alone until!, driterion performance is achieved on each stimulits
Skill Test. If training is warranted begin on Phase VIII and progress
through the later Phases. There is no need to go back to simpler Phases
unless the student encounters difficulty with Phase VIII.

Frequently, this Step is very difficult for students. If training is

required for more than 40 sessiont on either condition, discontinue training
and begin Step 8.

. SUMMARY FORM FOR STEP 7

The sample Summary Form for Step 7 in Figure 78 shows progress through
the various Phases in the Step, and also depicts percent correct resimnses.on
the Skill Test given at the appropriate times.

PROGRAMMING FOR GENERALIZATION

Don completion of Step 7, parents, parent-surrogates, teachers,.etc.
shoula'frequently present to the student items he/she'can label and ask the
question, "Is this a (same-item label)?" or "Is this a (different-item label)?"

I.

t.'



At the student appears to be maintaining a consistent and high level.of
Correct responding across different liersons 'and in.different settings,
different cues should gradualp.be Ancluded.

. Examples of.additional
questions which could be asked centering around toileting might be: :"Do
,you need to potty?", "Are you in the bathroom?", "Did yOu potty?" Various.,
questions which might/be .asked around m'ealtime could be:-. "Are you'sitting
in a chair?", "Are. you drinking-(milk/water/juice)?", "Are you'eating
(sandwich/clike/salad)'?"

Questions requiring aAyes, or no response iiiould be presented in a
variety of settings and be appropriate according.to the setting.,
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STEP 8

(Requesting Items with the Pronouri

GENERALINSTRUCTIONS

Training Goal

To train the student to use a three-word response, including the
pronoun "I," when requesting items. The response is taught using both
symbolized and nonsymbolized items. This Step is further training in the
control dimension (i.e., saying things which direct another person to do
something).

Training Items

Ten.iteme(foods, drinksYtoys, etc..) that ate espeCially liked by
the studentl- It is most important that.the student actually does want
the items presented in the' training and that the student can label the
symbolized objects.

Student's Communication Board Display
,

One new symbol is added .to the student's board,for this Step- The
symbol is placed in,the center of the left-hand porcion of the board

Figure 79:" Student's Board for Step 8
r

00 0

ci
_

DODD
DODD
DODD
DODO
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Trainer's Board for Step.8

Figure 81 indicates the *aboIs used for Sten 8 training on the trainat's
board.

Prodedures

Use,the Total Communication Levels. Criterion rerdains the same.
Figure 82 presents,the.training order for Step 8.

.

! 1

SPECIFIC TRAINING INSTRUCTIONS

'STEP;pa: TRAINER USES smigm AND BOARD

Phase I

1. .Hold.gp_each tem, one at a time, And ask WHATIDO YOU WANT? A correct
responSemust include the pronouw,-"I," the verb "wanW' and either .the
\correct label (for symbolized items) or correctly pointing to the object
\.(for nonsymbolized items)'.

2. Oive the student the item-for Correct responses. If the item is non-'
- .. consumable, lei the student play with it before asking that it be .

- iven 'back for-use in further trials. When you ask that the item be .

1

eturned, extend your hand and say I WANT THE (ITEM)..
.

.

.
. .

3. !Partial responses by the Student are common.to this Step. Moo typically
ithe student will cimit the pronoun "I" when making a request. When partial
1

'responses are given, yoti should,emphasize the missing component When
'making the correCtion. Azamplps,of ;ypical..trials using the Level B
procddures are shown in Table 22 and are keyed to Figures 83 and 84

4. Present the.ten items three times each in a session as indicated on the
Type 1 forms. Present the items_twice if you are Using the Type 2 forms.

5. Record percent cotrect responses on the scoring form, Type 1. Circle the
number correCt for Type 2 forms.

6. Complete the Summary Form fOr Step 8 at the end of each session (see
Figure 87). -

.7, Continue training until criterion,)erfOrpanceAs reached (80 percent or
12 consecutive correct nonspeech responses in a session): Advance the
dtudent on to Step 8, Phase II when criterion is met, and initiate gen-
eralization training for Step 8 AA described later.

Phase II

1. 'Place all 10 items at once in full view of the student. Call the student's
attention to the vaiiety of items. Being careful to not look directly at

163
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Figure 81.

Traineep Board for Step 8*

DODO00000
DD
DOD

LIODD. 0000DEE 00000

EIDE

Imo alaroolawm.01.

5 correct
6 good
7 wrong

22 want
26

30 (notins)

40 what

.

* See Figure 4 for full discription of the Trainer's Symbols.
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Communication Board Program
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Table 22

Example Trials* for Step 8a (Phase I)
Level B Stud9nt

Communication Board-

Trainer Student'
board / SPEECH board /-SPEECH

Type 1 Type 2
Trial 1 Trial 3

(Holds up brush.)-,
what'do as want / WHAT DO YQU WANT?,

gOog /, GOOD! YOU CAN'HAI/E THE BRUSH

(Gives brush to stadent. ScOres

on Scoring:Form.)

I want brush / AH UH BUH

Type 1 Type 2
Trial 2 Trial 9

'(Holds up cracker.)
what do zou want / WHAT DO YOU WANT?

wrong/ WRONG. YOU HAVE.TO SAY "I
WANT CRACKER" (Points to I symbol
.and want.symbol on student's board
and,then to the cracker. Scores

E=7KCI]

on Scoring Form.) LET'S Tar

AGAIk.

(points to cracker)

what doxEll want / WHAT DO YOU WANT? I want (points to cracker) /
AH BUH KAU.

better / MUCH BEI1ER.
(UI;;; student a small piece of cracker.)

Type 1
Trial 5

ale2
Trial 12

(Holds up potato chip.)
what do ou want / WHAT DO YOU WANT?

oo GOOD FOR YOU!
Gives student the chip. Scores

ou Scoring Form.)

I want (points to chip) /
InTrUH-

*Example trials for this Table correspond to those with astericks (*). in
session 12 of the Example Scoring Forms, Figures 83 and 84.
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or to touch:any items, ask WHAT WANT? The student may ask for any of
the 10 items. The responses are considered correct if they meet the
standards described in PhaSe I. Some students may need prompting to
respond initially. Although the trainer may encourage other selections,
the student may ask for and receive the same item any number of times.

2. If the item requested was consumable, replace the itemln 'the dislilay.

If the item was non-consumable, request it back after the student has
Played with it.for a short time. When all 10 items are displaYed dgain,
repeat the procedure.

3. Continue the procedure-until sll trials on the scoring form used are
completed or until criterion is reached.

Table 23 shows example trials for Phase II and is.keyed'to Figures 85
and 86.

4 compbte.andrecOrd responses on .the scoring forms and summary
lorms. Continue training until criterion is.reaChed.

. STEPS 8b and 8c: TRAINER USES
SPEECH AND BOARD ALONE

Steps 8b and 8c are taught using procedures like those described for
Steps earlier. Like Step 6, only Phase II of Step 8 is used for,"b" and "c"
training.

PROGRAMMING FOR GENERAIA2ATION

Refer to procedures fOrgeneralization:as described for Steps 4 and5;,
asking "What want" for:symbolized and: nonsiMboliZed items respectively:
The procedures in Steps' 4-and-5 may be.followed exactly aswritten,with
one additiOn. The student.shOuld.be encouraged to include "I" in his/her
response;-. e.g., "I want ball,"
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Table 23

Example Trials* for Step 8a (Phase II)
Level B Student

Communication Board

Trainer
board / SPUME

Student
board / SPEECH

TYPe 1 Type 2
Trial 1 Trial 1

(Displays items in front of student.)
LOOK AT ALL THESE THINGS (Points to
items.) YOU CAN PICK WHICH ONE YOU
WANT.

what do zawant / WHAT DO YOF WANT?

OKAY! YOU CAN HAVE IT!

(Scores [-As] on Scoring Form.)

I want cookie / AH UH KUH KUH

(picks up cookie)

TYPe 1 Type 2
Trial 2 Trial 2

LOOK AT ALL THESE THINGS. (Points
to items.)
what do 22a want / WHAT DO YOU WANT?

god / GOOD! HERE YOU GO! (Gives
student a bite of ice cream.

Scores [±77C1 on Scoring Form.)

I want (points to ice cream) /
AH UH UH UPI

*Example trials for this Table correspond to those with astericks (*) on the
Example Step 8 Phase II Scoring Forms, Figures 85 and 86.
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STEP 9

(Naming and Requesting Items)

GERERAL -INSTRUCTiONS

Training doal
t.

To combine (chain together) two previously learned responsei, i.e.,
labeling items and.requesting the same items. Again, both symbolized and
nonsymbolized items are used. This Step is concerned with integration. ,

The student must learn to discriminate between two questions (i.e., WHAT:
IS THAT? and WHAT DO YOU WANT?), and answer with the appropriate responses
which were taught in prior, and.separate, Steps.

Training,Items

Five items the student has learned to label on his/her board, and five \
items which are mit symbolized on the board. All ten items must be potenti-.
ally reinforcing to the student.

Board Display

Both the student's.and the trainer's board remain as with Step 8.

Procedures

Use the:Total Communication Levels. Criterion remains as with earlier
StepS4''In Phase II of Step 9 criterion'is based on both anSwers of the
-chain being,correct. 'Figure 88 13resents the training' order for Step 9.

SPECIFIC TRAENING INSTRUCTIONS

STEP 9a: TRAINER USES SPEECH AND BOARD

For the student to be successful in this Step,'it is important that he
or she first be able to make a discrimination between the two questions,
WHAT IS THAT? and WHAT DO YOU WART? Accordingly, Step 9 has two phases.
In Phase I the student must demonstrate the ability to discriminate between
tht two questions by responding appropriately. In Phase'II the two responses
are chained together.

Phase

1. Select five items ior training; three symbolized, two nonsymbolized.
Present each item randomly, and on separate trials. On one-half the
trials, hold up the item and ask, WHAT IS.THAT? For correct responses,
the student must give the appropriate item label (e.g., point to the
symbol car),or use the no card symbol. On the remaining trials, hold
up the item and ask, WHAT DO YOU WANT? The correct response to this
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Enter
from Step 8 .

sCriterion

Step 9a
Phase Il
Training

Criterion Criterion Crituriun
,Exit

Program

ta,

Figure 88: Order of Training for Step 9'of the
Communicatiofi Board Program .
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question is the pronoun "1," the verb "want," and either pointing tp the
label or.the object depending on whether the objeát was symbolized:or n
Thu slud(Int. Nhould be given.the time for a correct respOnse,"aa in S
If the item is non-consumable, allow the student to play with it for a
while before requesting that the item be returned. When requesting the .

item back, extend your hand and say I WANT THE (ITEM).

2. Use the Scoring Form for Step 9 (Phase I) presented in Figures 89 and 90.
Refer to the Percent Con ersion Table for 30-trial Session in Appendix A
for determining percent spores for the session ff Type / forms are used.

3. Enter total percent correot.in the Summary Form for Step 9 in Figure 93.
Continue training until 6riterion performance is achieved, then advance
the student to Phase II of Step 9.

Phase II

1. Openly display 10 items so the student can examine them visually. Five
items are symbolized, five items are not. The items can be placed in a'
box, on a table, on shelves, or on the floor. The training setting
should be fairly unstructured, with room tor the student to move about
and examine the items.

. .

-

2. Point to the items, one at a time, and ask'WHAT IP.THAT? For correct
responses the studentJmust provide the correct shibol (e.g., "drum")
or no card." You then confirm the student's response (e.g., YES, THAT
IS A DRUM), and follow with the second question, wpAT DO YOU WANT?
The student must now ask for the item using the pronoun "I," the verb,
'want," and the appropriate item symbol (e.g., "I want drum") or point-
ing to the object. The item is given to the student for a correct
response as before.

3. Corrections and prompta should follow each separate response in the chain
if needed. If the' student does not respond.or incorrectly responds to
the first question (WHAT IS THAT?) go to the next trial without presenting
the second question (WHAT DO YOU WANT?). The second question can be
presented, however, if the student responds appropriately to the first
question following the correction prOcedure.

If the student makes an erior or does not respond to the second question
(WHAT DO YOU W t?), it is not necessary to re-present-ethe first question

TIAT
IS THAD3 before using the correction procedure.

4. Use the-Scoring Form for Step 9 (Phase II) presented in Figures 91 and
92. Score trials separately for labeling responses and requesting re-
sponses. Criterion, however, is based only on those trials in which
both responses are correct in the same trial (i.e., the student must
first label the item correctly and make theAlppropriate request for the-
same item). These are indicated by the circles arOund the trial numbers
in the Scoring Form for Step 9. Scores for'those trials in which both *.
responses are correct in-the same trial: are entered at the bottom of
the Type 1 scoring form. The Percent Conversion Table for 30-trial Session

I.
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(Appendix A) is used for this Step. For Type 2 Scoring Forms, tally
the number of correct responses and circle on the "b" column.

S. Enter Total percent correct on the SumMary Form for Step 9 shown in
Figure 93. Train to criterion and then initiate Step 9b apd-9c, and
begin programming for generalization as described below.

STEPS 9h and 9c: TRAINER USES SPEECH AND SIGN ALONE

StePs 9b and 9c are taught as described in Phase II of Step 9a with the
stimululi conditions used singly. .

Note: At this point the student is ready to begin training on Part II of
the program which pertainit to actions with persons and things.
.Currently, no adaptations of the original speech program exist for
Part II. The trainer is encouraged to attempt such adaptations on
his/her own initiative.

PROGRAMMING,FOR GENERALIZATION

Combine'the procedures as described for Steps 1 and 3; asking "WHAT
WANT?" for symbolized and nonsymbolized items, respectively, to obtain a
two-response Cfiain. Present items the student likes and ask "WHAT IS
THAT?" When the student correctly labels the item then ask "WHAT DO YOU
WANT?", give the item to the student for correct responses that include
the complete sentence, "I want .

li

For example: when the symbolized item cookie in presented and the
student is asked "WHAT'S THAT?" he/she would point to the symbol for
cookie on his/her board. The parent, etc., would reinforce that response
and then ask "WHAT DO YOU WANT?" The correct response would be "I want
cookie." The cookie should then be given to the stUdent.

:When nonsymbolized items are presented, (for,instance, sandwich) the
parent asks "WHAT'S THAT?" and the student should point to no card on
his/her board. This response would be reinforced and the label provided.
The parent, etc., would then ask WHAT DO YOU WANT?" The correct reaponse
would be "I want" and pointing to the sandwich. The sandwich would then be
given to the'student.

Refer to Table 11 for functional examples of generalization across
persons, places, and cues.

-
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APPENDIX A

11
Percent Conversion Tables

Percent Conversion Tables'for 12, 20, 30-, 32-, 36-, 40- and 64- Trial
Sessions

157

The following tables are presented to assist you in rapidly and accurately
identifying scores in training sessions which include total trials not given
in Appendix B of the original manual.

1. Find the percent conversion table which has the total number of trials
for the Skill Test or training session.

I2. Identify in the left band column the score (number) for each response
category, i.e., correct (+); incorrect (); shape (8); noresponse (NR);
or unintelligible (0). In some cases total scores will be identified,

I
,

as explained in the instruction section for sOme steps.
3. Locate the percent for each response category directly beside the score

and enter on the Skill Test Scoring Form or'the Training Session Scoring

I

Form.
4. Remember that the conversion tables are applicable only for total

trial sessions aad generally cannot be used for sessions in which the
12 correct (intelligible) responses in a row,criterion was met. In

I the latter case percents must be computed by hand. This formula is
score, divided by trials, multiplied by 100.

I.
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.4

PERCENT CONVERSION TABLE FOR 12-TRIAL SESSION

Score Percent

1 o

8

3 25

t

4 33

54 , 42

6
50

,

7 58
0

8 67

9 , 75

10 81

Cri

11 92

12 , 100

terion

, _
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PERCENT CONVERSION TABLE FOR 20TRIAL SESSION

Percent Score Percent

159

1 5 11. 55

2 1 10 12 60

15 13 65-

20 111 70

5 25 15

16

------...:,----4' 75

Grit

30

35 17 85

8 40 18

9 45 19 95

Ey 50 20 100

Hon
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PERCENT CONVERSION TABLE FOR 30-TRIAL SESSION

Score Percent Score Percent

3 16

,

53

2 7 17
.

57

3

,

10 18

.

60

4 13 19 63

5 17 20

,

67

21

_
70

23 22 73

.

23 77

9 30 24

- - -Crii

8o '

10 33 25 83

11 37 26 87

12 14.0 27 go

13 43 28 93

14 47 29 97

15 50 10 100

erica



PERCENT CONVERSION TABLE FOR 32-TRIAL SESSION

Score Percent Score Percent

1 3 17 53

2 6 18 56

59

12 20

,

62

.

9

_

21

.

Ah

14 22 69

7 23 72
,

25. 24 . 75

9 8 5

1

78

1 0
31 26 81

Oii

_

34 27

.

48
..

2 38 28

.

88

----3 3
41 29

-14. 44 30 94-

15 47 11

_

27

_16 "50 32 100

erion
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PERCENT CONVERSION TABLE FOR 36L.TRIAL SESSION

Score Percent Score Percent

1 3 19 53

2 5 20
56

3 8 21 58

. 4 11 22 Ai

14 23 64

6 17 211. 67, °

7 19 25
69

8. 22 26
72

9 25 r27 75

10 28 28 78

11 31 29

- - -,-

80

- Or

12 33 30 83

13 36 31 86

14 39 32 89

15 42 33 92

16 44 34

47

50

35

36

094

-_.:27,

loo18

terion



PERCENT CONVERSION TABLE FOR 40-TRIAL SESSION

Score Percent, Score

163

Percent

1 ' 3 21 55

- 55 22 55

58

4 10

,

2 4

,

5 13

,

25

.

63

6 15 26 65

7 18 272 68

8 20

.

70

9 23 29
,...,

43

10 25 30 75 -

11 28 31
78

12 30

.0

32 .

.

Crite
80

13 33 33 83

14 35 34, 85

15 38 35. .
88 ,-

16 36 . 90

17 43 37 93

18 45 38 95

19 48 39
e

20 50 4o 100

1 S 5

rion
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PERCENT CONVERSION TABLE FOR 64TRIAL SESSION

Score Percent Score Percent Score Percent Score Percent

2 17 26r. 33 52 49 77

2 3 28 34 53 50 7$

1. o 35 55 51 79
.

4 6 20 31 36 56 4

- - -

52
- Cri.

81

8 21 33 37
-,*
58 53 83

34 38 54 84

.

_

36 39 61 55 86

12 24 38 40 62 56 88

9 14 25 39 41 64-
57

10 16 26

27

41

42

42

4,3

66

6

58 ,

59

91

17

12 19 28 44 44 69

13 .

,

-'20 - 29 45 45

.

70 61 95

14 62 30
47

48 14.7

72

73

62

63

97

98
15 31

16 '2 32 50 48 75 614. ioo
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APPENDIX 131 SUGGESTIONS
FOR GRAPHING DATA
FOR THIS PROGRAM

Graphs of your student's prOgress in 'this program will be important
aides to you as you eValuate the.suocess of the training, and determine
necessary changes. The original program from which this manual is adap-
ted (Functional Speech_and Language Training. for the Selgrely Handicapped,
Part 1) includes an'appendix-(pagee88-93).which 1411 assist you in graphing'
the data i this is a new experience. However, grjphs for the board program
need to include the three parts of each step. A graph for parts of Step 1
of the board program might look like Figure . Notice that different
graph symbOls are used to show the training data from the three parts of the

Step; i.e., speech and sign, sppech alone, and board alone. If these data
Andicated training of a Level A student, the only.(+) pointing scores would
be graphed. ,For Levell3 students, graph only (+) pointing scores, omitting
all (4) stores.

.

$

f

V.
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100-
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STEP 1.a.,

Speech & Board

Speech Aione

Board Alone

12 in a row

pep, nut

STEP lb
A.7

STEP lc

c.
utter.
toothbrush

a/II radio, apple

5 10 15 213

SESSIONS

pop, nut,
radio, apple

30 70 75

Figura 113: Example Graph for Step 1 Indicating Some of the First and Final Sessions' Data
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APPENDIX C

Handout to accompany the Total Communication Project's training video
tape entitled:

A CHOICE WITH SEVERELY MULTIPLY HANDICAPPED:
BASIC COMMUNICATION BOARDS

Total tape viewing time: 40 minutes

The communication board system discussed on this tape is used with the
Functional Communication Board Training program available from:

Lois Waldo
Kansas Neurological Institute
3107 West 21st Street
Topeka, Kansas
66604

This communication board program was adapted from a program entitled:

Functiodri Speech and Language Training for the Severely Handicapped
written by Doug Guess, Wayne Sailor, and Donald Baer, and available

from:
H Enterprises

Box 3342
Lawrence, Kansas
66044

Communication boards are used by students who need a 'system to communicate,

but have poor speech and poor hand and finger control.

KINDS OF COMMUNICATION BOARDS

A good resource book for identifying electronic boards is:

Non-Vocal Commun1cati4hResource tooriTiiiifaiagfel en
and available from:

University Park Press
233 East Redwood Street
Baltimore, Maryland
21202

SLOT FILLER BOARD AND SYMBOLS

Any communication board should have a system which gOverns how that board

is constructed and used.
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This program uses a board which allows the student to point directly to the
desired gymbol. A simple sentence may be constructed by pointing from the
left to the right of the board.

Graphic systems avaeble:

i. Printed words -- this syptem is upually too difficult to-use with
severely retarded students. 4-

2. Photographs -- these symbols are usually homemade and may be cut
from magazines, etc.

3. Drawings -- these symbols are frequently band drawn.

4. Rebus from the Peabody Reading Program -- taken from the Standard
Rebus Glossar7 by Clark, Davies, and Woodcock; and available
through American Guidance Series, Inc.

Publishers Building
Circle Pines, Minnesota
55-14

5. Blissymbolics di-gcribed in the Handbook of Blissymbolics by
Silverman, McNaughton, and.Kates and available from Blissymbolics
Communication Foundation, 862 Eglinton Avenue, East, Toronto,
Ontario, Canada M4G 2L1.

)Select the symbol system which is suited to each studentws-cognitive skills.

Combining symbol systems is often preferable to using one system exclusively
on any one student's board.

*CONSTRUCTION OF BOARDS

Materials needed to make a board for this program generally include: illus-
tration board, flannel cloth, white glue, clear vipyl, and masking tape.

tept-taifflfiCUNOTi adiTh e t_hat used in this program:

1. Cut flannel
2. Glue flannel to illustration board
3. Cut vinyl
4. Sew vinyl, leaving flap
5. Tape symbol cards onto board
6. Slip board into vinyl
7. Tape flap shut

SELECTING SYMBOL SUE AND PLACEMENT

Variables to consider when selecting

I. Beware of "lost" areas in visual

symbol placement:

ftqlds.

19u
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2. Avoid placing symbols on outside margins of the board if the student's
arm movements are impaired.

3. Discrimination may be facilitated by placing symbols further apart on
the boards.

Variables to consider wheh selecting symbol size:

1. Assess the student's visual acuity by having the student match pro-
gressively smaller pictures. An optimal size for symbol cards in
this program is 1" inch by 1" inch.

2. Assess the student's motor skills by measuring how quickly the student
can point, how steady the student can hold the point, and which part
of the hand was used to point. Have the student point to progressively
smaller symbol cards.

Facilitate pointing by:

1. Adding pegs below or above the symbol cards.
2. Adding horizontal blocks below or above the symbol cards.
3. Using holes below or above the symbol cards.
4. Adjusting the angle of the board.

VOCABULARY

For this communication board program, the student's boards need symbol cards
for:

1. Sixteen object labels
2. yes
3. no

4. want
5. I

6. 1%-id card"

The teacher's boards need the following symbol cards:

1. All of the symbol cards on each student's board.
2. Correction vocabulary
3. Instruction Vocabulary

BOARD AVAILABILITY

It is very important that students using communication boards have their
boards with them nearly all day long.

Suggestions for board portability:

1. Attach the board permanently to the student's wheelchair lap tray.

19 i
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2. Have several boards placed in strategic areas-in the student's environment.
3. Hinge and attach handles to make the board easy to carry.

TEACHING BOARD USAGE c2.

Students need to be taught to use the board to express their wants and
needs to others.

Symbol cards should be taught like spoken,words, i.e., teach them to both
4!use and understand the symbol cards.

This prtgram teaches the students to:

I. Use symbol cards to label objects.
2. Understand the spoken,word and the symtml card for the object labels.
3. Use "no card" to mean "I don't have that symbol."
4. Request objects symbolized on their board using two,and three word

sentences.
5. Request object not symbolii.zed on their board.
6. Answer "yes/n ,74o simple questions.

This program requir4 the teacher to use a board during training, just a8
the studentbdoes. This teaches the students the function of the symbol'
cards, and provides themhwith a model to follow for using their loards.

a.

P.1 )
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APPENDIX D

Handout to accompany the Total Communication Project's training video t40e
entitled:

A CHOICE WITH SEVERELY MULTIPLY HANDICAPPED:
BEHAVIORAL TECHNIQUES WITH NONSPEECH TRAINING

Total tape viewing time: 30 minutes

The behavioral techniques discussed on this tape may be used with the
Functional Communication Board Training or the Functional SigfiTrain ng
programs available from:

Lois Waldo
Kansas Neurological Institute
3107 West 21st Street

,Topeka, Kansas
66604

-
These programs were adapted from a program entitled FaCtionar!Speech
and LanguagetTraining for the Severely Handicapped written by Doug
Guess, Wayne Sa et,'and Donald Baer, and available from:

H & H Enterprises
Box 3142
Lawrence, Kansas
66044

j
The behavioral techniques discudsed in this tape present each training
trial as a set of antecedent events followed by responses and 'concluded
by the application of a consequence.

ANTECEDENT EVENTS

These events are any behaviors or circumstances which occur before the
student is expected to respond.

Important antecedent events include the student's attending behaviors
and the trainer's stimulus preSentation.

11

Durtng nonspeech training it is very important for the students to have
their hands quiet before each trial.

The trainer's stimulus presentation is the question or instruction which
cues the student that you want a response.

Present the stimuli in a normal voice loudness, pitch and rate.

Present the stimuli only orice, then give the, student a chance tO respond.

193
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RESPONSES

These are student's behavioWWhich ocCui after the trainer's stimulus.

Students may give perfect responses, partial responsed, wrong responses, or
they may not respond at all.

The type of reSponse the student gives will determine the type of consequence
the trainer will use.

CONSEQUENCES

Consequences are applied after a student's response.

Consequences may increase a good respionse, improve partial responses, or
decrease incorrect responses.

Increase correct or partial responses by delivering reinforcers.

A reinforcer is any event which, when given immediately after.a response,
increases the probability that the response will occur again.

Improve partial responses by "shaping" the behavior.

lhaping is the procedure of reinforcing partially correct responses which
are better than those used in the past.

Elicit new behaviors by "prompting" the response.

Prompting involves providing the students with extra cues, temporarily,
to help them,initiate a behavior

Prompts should never be used without an active attempt to fade them as quickly
as possible.

Decrease incorrect responses by using some type of correction procedure.

The corrction procedure used in this program involves showing the students the
correct response or helping them through the correct response and then
immediately giving them a chance to use the corrected response.

PITFALLS

Avoid providing too many prompts before giviqg the student a chance to respond.

Avoidpridingovinadvertent visual cues.1"--
-

Always give reinforcement immediately following an acceptable response.

Be careful to ignOre inappropriate behaviors during training.
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TROUBLE SHOOTING

Rely on your training data and graphs to provide you with information for
pin-pointing problems in your-training.

Decreasing iSC plateaued graphs of correct responding indicate something
needs to be changed in training.

Some common problems are: poor attending, weak reinforcer, illness, or
drowsiness.
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Handout to'aecompany tho Total Commonioation Project traihing vidou tape entitle&

A CHOICE WITH SEVERELY _MULTIPLY HANDICAPPED
TEACHING SPEECH WITH COMMUNICATION BOARDS AND SIGNING

Total Viewing Time: 40 minutes

The procedures presented on this tape may be used with the programs-entitled
Functional Communication Board Training and Functional Sign Training
Available from Lois Waldo Kansas Neurological Institute, 3107 West 21st
Street, Topeka, Kansas 66604.

These programs were adapted from the Functional Speech and Language Training.
program, written by Doug Guess, Wayne Sailor, and Donald Baer, and availa
ble from H & H Enterprises, Box 3342 2 Lawrence, Kansas 66044.

The purpose of this tape is to teach the viewer to use a particular recording
and contingency system with the students who have limited speech and are
signing lor using a board.

"TQTAL COMMUNICATION"
When communication attempts emphasize added visual, auditory, and tactile

cues, this is known as "total communication".

LEVELS OF.SPEECH SKILLS FOR VOCALLY LIMITED STUDENTS:
Level A: Those who rarely, if ever, vocalize.

Level B: Those who make sounds but tend to use syllables, not words.

Level C: Those who tr y. to talk in words but who are very difficult to
understand.

DECIDING PLACEMENT OF THE STUDENTS IN THE LEVELS:
Observe the student interacting in several environments.
Talk to persons familiar with the student.
Determine if the student ever vocalizes spontaneously.
Determine how frequent and varied the vocalizations are.
Consider the student's age.
Consider the student's hearing acuity.

GUIDELINES ON WHICH THE SYSTEM IS BASED:

Any kind of vocalizations are to be encouraged even if they don't a'4 the
intelligibility of the response. For a student in Level Elo a vocalizatidti may
signal to a listener that a communication attempt is being made. This is the
main function of speech at this level.

All responses in the Levels are reinforced as a unit. This is especially
important in Level C, where the response is scored correct or incorrect depen
ding on the combination of speech plus the accompanying sign or point.
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DATA COLLECTION "

For data collection purpeoes, a special scoring grid is used. One grid is used
for recording the scores for each trial. The bottom left:area of the grid (see
below) is used to record the nOnspeech response (NS). The bottom right area of
the grid is used to record the speech response accompanying the nonopeech re-
sponse (S). The upper portion of the grid is used to record the responses's
accoDtOility as a total unit (A).

Scoring Grid:

NS

LEVEL A: RARELY VOCALIZES

In this level, the training goal is to establish functional communication
with only the nonspeech mode, that is, either with signing or a communication
board.

The correct nonspeech responses are the only ones counted toward criterion
. for the language goals.

-

Correct nonspeech responses receive a (+).
Approximations or prompted responses are scored as (5).
Incorrect responses are indicated as (-).
Write a(0) if the student did not answer or respond.

Only the nonspeech responses are recorded in this Lev'el.

Practice Scoring Grids:

=0/\\
LEVEL B: ROUTINELY VOCALIZES

In this level, the training, goal is to encourage the student'to vocalize
each time they sign or point, but as in Level A, only the nonspeech responses
count toward criterion for the language training.

The student receives a (+) for perfect articulation of a word. This score
isnot often used in Level B. The most frequently used speech score for this
Level is (5). It is recorded for speech approximations or prompted hpeech. A
(-) is for incorrect or conflicting responses. For students with very gross
vocalizations, there would be no incorrect speech responses.

Practice Scoring Grids:
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LEVM C: APP1pXIMATE8 SPOKEN WORDS

The Level C training goal is to establish functional speech skills by
supporting the speech with some type of nonspeech response.

This Level is only used with signing students.

The only responses which Count toward criterion are those in which the
speech and nonspeech (sign) combine to form's. unit that a-novice listener would
understand out of context.

The nonspeech and speech are scored as before on the grids with the same
definitions as given in Levels A and B.

The top of the grid is for the."acceptabilityft score. The acceptability
score indicates whether or not both the speech and non speech responses occurred,
and whether or not the response unit'was understood.

Practice Scoring Grids:
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(Provided for duplication and use in training)
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Board
Signing

Skill Test Scoring Form for Step 1

,Student Date Ses.sion #

Trainer

Circle Speech Level: A B C Circle Trainer's Stimulus:
Speech Plus
Nonspeech

Speech Nonspeech 11

Alone Alone

In blanks 6-16 list the 16 items that are used"in Step 1; then list them again
-'(not in the same order) in blanks 17-32.

Item

1.

2.

3.

4.

5.

6.

7.

8.

9.

10.

11.

1

13.

14.

13.

16.

Score

17.

Item'

18.

19.

20.

21.

22.

23.

4.

25.

27.

28.

29.

30.

31.

32.

Record response components
response (0). For Level C
acceptable as a total unit

Score

Percent

Nonspeech

as correct (+); i
only,, score each
(0).

Percent Summary

ncorrect (-); shaped or prompted (S); or no
trial as acceptable as a total unit (+); or not

for Session

Speedh

0

Acceptability

0-



Board
Signing

Student

Scoring Form fur Step 1

Trainer

Type 1

Date Session.#.

CirCle Speech Level: A B C//: Circle yratner's §timulus:
Speech Plus Speech Nonspeech
Nonspeech Alone Alone

This scoring,form can be used for either the one-pair or two pair presentations described in
Step 1 training procedures. For training pairs of items, assign numbers (1) and (3) to the
first item (for a total of 32 trials); assign numbers (2) and (4) to the second itemj.n the
pair (for the remaining 32 trials). When training all four iteds, .assign each to-a-single
number (16 trials each).

List Items Used: (1) (2)

1. (1)

2. (3)

7. (2) jt_
8. (3) _A__

9.

10.

11.

12.

c4)

(2)

(1)

(4)

13. (3)

14. (2)

15.

16.

(4)

17. (4)

18. (2)

19. (3)

20. (1)

21. (4)

22. (4)

23. (1)

24. (2)

25. (3)

26. (4)

27. (2)

28. (1)

29. (1)

30. (3)

31. (2)

32. (3)

(3)

33. (1)

34. (4)

35. (2) JJA:-

36. .(2)

-T
38. (4) _X-

39. (3) _:AL

40. (1)

41. (3)

42. (2)

43. (4)

44. (1)

45. (2)

46. (1) -X

47. (3).

48. (4)

50. (2)

51. (4)

5.3. (3)

51 42)

5. (3)

(I)

57 (4)

(2)

4)

( )

58.

59.

60.

61. ( )

62. (3

63. (1)

64. (4)

Record response componentS
response (0). For Level-C
acceptable as a total unit

Score

Percent

Nonspeech

as correct (+); incorrect (-); shaped or prompted (S); or ho
only, score each trial as acceptable aS a total unit (t); or not
(0).

,

Percent Summary for Session
Speech

0 S 0

2 oi

Acceptalpility I
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Board
Signing

Scoring Form for Step 1

Type 2

Student Trainer

Circle Speech Level: A B C Circle Trainer's S'timulus:
Speech Plus Speech Nonspeell
_Nonspeech Alone Alone

Items: 1) ,

a: WHAT'S THAT?

19

17

16

2) 3)

"label" Two.or Four Items

_X... _X- _X_ -1-- _X_ _X- __X- _X.-

2 _X- _X-- X.- -X- -A-- _X_ _X-

4 2/L _Jr__ _X_
3 -X- -X-- -X- -X- -X- _X- -X- -X- -X-

2 --1- -1- --5C- -X-

15 3 _X- -X- X L _X_ _X_
14 1 _X- -X- -X-- -X.- _X_ ±A__ _X__ _X_ __7C_ _X_ _X_

4 _X- -.X- -X- -4X- -X_ --X-. -X-. _X_ Jr._
123 _X_ -T- _W_ IA!

.!.,1 x x _I_ _W_ _T_ __7: :X: :T__11

V,p0i44_7: :X: _a: :71 :Al :XL

IT_ :A: :X: :T: :XL

144_71. :T:
3 _JCL _JCX I_ :AL 5t :X: :XL :X: _A_ :X: 171

6 3 JL 3L :TL :XL 17-__ :XL :XL X XL :T: :AL 17;

5 4 _A_ :XL 171
4 1 :X_ _X_ x x :X: :7: :T: :XL _a: :XL _177-1

3 2 :T1

4 JL :X: X X t 1

J J _X_ :AL ±XL

1

x x,

1 xl .xl 1 xi xl xl xl
ommEns:



Board
Signing

Student

Summary Form for Step 1

Speech Level: Trainer's Stimu1usL

Trainer

Date Training Started Date Training Ended Total Sessions to Ctitsrion

Perce ,t Correct Respunses Across Sessions

Session #

Items

1( ) 2(

1,2,3,4

5( ) 8(

S eech A roximations

5,6,7,8

9( ) & 104

11( ) & 12(

9,10,11,12

13( ) & 14(

15( ) & 16(

13,14,15116

Skill Test

Date

Huard Display
.Items Used in Training

1. 5. 9. 13.

2. 6. DO. 14.

3. 7. 11. 15.

4. 8. 12. 16.

2Ir3 (Circled percentages represent criterion based on 12 cohsecuti orrect responses.)

204



Board
Signing

Student

Trainer

Skill Test Scoring Form for STEP 2

Date Session #

Circle Trainer's Stimulus:.
Speech Plus Speech Nonspeech
.Nonspeech Alone Alone

List the 16 items (twice) thai' are u,sed for training in STEP 2

*ITEM SCORE ITEM SCORE

1. 1.

2.

3.

4.

5.

6.

7.

8.

9.

10.

11.

12.

13.

14.

15.

16.

2.

3.

5.

6.

7.

8.

9.

10.

11.

,12.

13.

14.

15.

16.

Score trials as correct (+); incorrect (7); shape (S); or no response (0).

Summary for Test (based on 32 trials).

Score

Percent



Board
Signing

Student

Trainer

Scoripg Form for Step 2.

%.-
Date

a

'

Type).

Session #

Circle Trainer's Stimulus:
Spee.ch Plus Speech Nonspeech
Nonspeech Alone Alone

This scoring form can be usedsfor either two - or four-item presentations: described in
Step 2 training procedures. For training pairs Of items, assign mumbhr 1 and 3 to the first
item and assign mumber 2 and 4 to the second itet in the pair. When training all four
ithmsa assign each to a single number.

List items used: (1) (2) (3) (4)

1. (1) `V. (4) ,33. (1) 49. (3)
6.

2. (3) 18. (2) 34. (4) 50'. (2)

3. (2) 19. (3) 35. (2) 51. (4)
: -

4. (V) 20. (1) 36. f(4) ,, 52. -- (.)
,

5. (1) 21. (4) 37. (3) 53. (3)
s

b. 22. (4) 38. (4) 54. (2)

7.

,(1)

(2) 23. (1) 39. (3) 55. (3)

8. (3) 24. (2) 40. (1) 56. (1)
,

9. (4) 25. (3) 41. (3) 57. (4)

10. (2) 26. (4) 42. (2) 58. (2)

11. (1) 27. (2) 43. (2) 59. (4)

12. (4) 28. (1). 44. (1) 60. (1)

13. (3) 29. (1) 45. (2) 61. (2)

14. (2) 30. (3) 46. (l) 62. (3)

15. (4) 31. (2) 47. (3) 63. (1)

16. (3) 32. (3) 48. (4) 64. (4)

I.

Score trials as correct (4.); incorrect (-); shape (S); or no response (0).

Percent Summary for Sessidn

2 items Sc re
or

4 items Percent

0'
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Signing

Type, 2

Scoring Form for Step 2

Student Trainer

Circle Trainer's Stimulus:
Speech Plus Speech Nonspeech
Nonspeech Alone Alone

Items:
a:

1) 2) 3) 4)

SHOW ME (LABEL) (points to object)

20 1

3 319

18 2 2

17 4 4

16 1

15 1 1 1

14 2 2

13 3

12 4 4 4

1121.

10
cc

c4
4.1

1

4.1

Ls3
ce 4

cn

C/2Z0
f3.4
Cil

z 8 'L)3

7 F., 2

rj

oe
5 3

4 4

3 2

3

1 1

X
0 4.1

6-4d
CX

I 1 1

COMMENTS:

4

4

4

4a
1,11010

4

1,
4

21)-
1



Board
Signing

Student

Summary Form for Step 2

Trainer ' s Stimulus :

Date Training Started Date Training Ended

Trainer

Total Sessions to Criterion

Percent Correct Responses Across Sessions

Session

Items

11 & 2( )
..

,3(. ) & 4( )
-

.

1, , , & 4

5( ) & 6(

,

7( -, ) & 0(

5,6,7, 8

9 ) & 10(

11( ) & 12(

9,10,11, -& 12

13( ) & 14( )

15( ) & 16( )

°

_

13,14,15, & 16

Skill Test
./ / ./ / / / / / / / / / / / / / / / / / / / 1 / / / / ////' t°'

Date

'(Circled percentages represent criterion based on 12 consecutiye correct responses.)

20 9
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Student

Trainer

Skill Test Scoring Form for Step 3

Date Session #

Circle Speech Level:

Present
this item
WHAT'S THAT

A B C

Expected
Response Score

CirCle Trainer's Stimulus:

Present
th4s Ftem Expected
WHAT'S.THAT Response Score

Speech Plus Speech Nonspeech
Nonspeech Alone .

1.

2.

3.

4.

5.

b.

I.

8.

9.

10.

14.

15.

19.

20._

"(label)"

"no-card"

"no-card"

"(label)" _=A7-

"(label)"

"no-card"

"(label)"

"no-card"

"no-card"

"no-card"

"(label)"

"no-card"

"(label)"

"no-card"

"(label)"

"(label)"

"(label)"

"no-card"

"no-card"

"(label)"

21. "(label)"

22. "no-card"

23. "no-card"

"no-card"

25. "(label)"

26. ,"no:Card"

27... "no-card"

28.

29.

30.

31.

"(label)"

"(label)"

"(label)"

"no-card"

32. "(label)"

33. . "no-card"

34. "(label)"

35. "no-card"

36. "(label)"

37. "(label)"

38. "no-card"

39. "(label)"

40. "no-cara"

Record response components as correce (4.); incorrect (-); shaped or prompted (S); or no respo

(0).

Score

Percent

Nonspeech
- S

Percent Summary for Session

0 4

2iti

Speech .
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Student

Trainer

Type 1
Scoring Form for Step 3

Date Session. #

Circle Speech Level: 'A S C Circle Trainer's Stimulus:
Speech Plus Speech Nonspeech
Nopspeech Alone Alone

List items
Symbolized

used:
'1) Nonsymbolized 3) 4)

Present
this item
WHAT'S THAT'

Expected
Response ,_Score-

1. (1) "(label)" ....X--

2. (4) "no card"

3. (2) "(label)" __A__

4. (4) "no card"

5. (1) "(label)" -.X--

b. (1) "(label)" _..7:_

7. (2) "(label)"
,--A.--:

8. (3) "no card"

9. (4) "no card" _.7--

10. (1) "(label)" 2F--

11. (3) "no card"

12. (4) "no card"

13. (3) "no card"

.14. (2) "(label)"

15. (4) "no card"

16. (3) "no card"

17. (4) "no card"

18. (2) "(label)"

JC_

Present
this item Expected
WHAT'S THAT Response Score

19. (3)

20. (1)

_21: (4)

22. (4)

23. (1)

24. (2)

25. (3)

26. (2)

27. (2)

28. (1)

29. (1)

30. (3)

31. (2)

32. (3)

33. (1)

34. (4)

35. (3)

36. (2)

"no card" 2,k_

"(label)"
7X--

"no card" '...X-..

"no card" .31.

"(label)" .--T--

"(label)" ....:7:_

"no card" 3c-
"(label)" -7--

"(label)" ...W--

"(label)" _a_
"(label)"

"no card" -/-
"(label)" -X-
"no card" 2T--

"(label)" ...X.-

"no card"

"no card" --7.-

"(label)"

Record response components as correct (+); incorrect (-); shaped or prompted (S); or no response'

(0).

Percent Summary for Session

Nonspeech Speech



Board

Student

Scoring ForT4 for Step 3

Trainer

Circle Train r's Stimulus:Circle Speech Level: A B C

Symbolized Items 1)

Type 2

Speech Plus Speech
Nonspeech

. Alone
Nonspeech
Alone

2) Nonsymbolized Items 3)

"WHAT'S THAT?" L: "label" NC: "no card"

4),

.1_3e_.

_X_ _X_ _X_ _X_
_X_. _X_. _X_

_X_ _X_ _pC_
_X_

14 2-L _X_ _X_ i ZAL

13 3-NC

1443-NC _x__
11E4-NC _x_ _x_

g
i-

10 ga' 1 L tc1LX,_
8
fl 9 r64- NC LX--

1 L

42-1' --A-- _X_ LX... JL
113-NC _X_ _A _X_ _X_ _X_ _Jc__

6 2-L A -X- _X- -X- -X-
5 2-L Jr_ _X_ _X_ _X_

_X_
3 4-NC _x_ x _x_ _x_ JL
2 3-NC -X- --X- -X--

1 1-L -X- -X 3L _X_ _X_

1-L

X X

COMMENTS:



.1111111 ,11011.

Board

Mg NMI- =I MIN MIN 111= =MI

Summer.: Form for Step 3.

Speech Level: Trainer's Stimulus:

Student Trainer

Date Training Startet Date Training Ended . Total Sessions to Criterion

"( label )"/"no card"

Items

1,2,3,4

5,6,7,8

9,10,11,12

_ Percent Corre,ct Responses Across Sessions

Session #

Speech Approximations

13 14 1 15 16

17,18,19,20.

Skill Test

Date
/////'

1

Items u*Sed in training
Symbolized 1.. 10. Nonsymbolized 3. 12.

2. 13. 4. 15.

3. 14. 7. 16.

6. 17. 8. 19.

9. 18. 11. 20.

213 (Circled percentages represent criterion based.on 12 consecutive correct responses.) 244



Board Type 1
Scoring Form-for Step 4

Stddent bate Session #

Trainer

Circle Speech Level: A B C Circle Trainer's Stimulus:
Speect-pluS Speech Nonspeech
NonSpeech Alone Alone7

List Symbolized Items Used:

.(1) (2) (3) (4) (5)

(6) (7) (8) (9) (10)

Present this item:
Ask, WHAT WANT?,

4,-

Expected Present this item:
Response: Ask, WHAT WANT?
"want"
(label)
(Score)

1. (1) (1)11.

2: (2) 12. k.2)

3. (3) 13. (3)

4. (4) 14. (4)

5. (5) 15. (5)

6. (6) 16. (6)

7. (7) 17. (7)

S. (S) 18. (8)

9. (9) 19. (9)

10. (10) 20 (10)

Expected Present this item: Expected
Response Ask, WHAT WANT? Responte:
"want
(label)"
(Score)

21. (1)

2 . (2)

23. (3)

24. (4)

25. (5)

26. (6)

27. (7).

28. (8)

29. (9)

30. (10)

gabel)".
(Score):-

Record response components as correct (4.); incorrect (-); shaped or prompted (S); or no

response (0).

Score

Percent

Percent Summary for Session
Nonspeech Speech

S 0 0



Board

Student

Sc ring Form for Step 4

Trainer

Type 2

'Circle Speech Level: A B C Circle Trainer's Stimulus:
Speech Plus Speech Nonspeech
'NOnspeech Alone Alone

Items Symbolize 1) 2) 3) 4) 5)

6) 7) 8) 9) 10)
a) WHAT DO YOU WANT? "want (label)"

20 __A__

19 A-
18 3 _7
17 4 A-
16 5

7

13_8

12F; 9

a i__A__
9 7m44T_ _A_

c4
8'4 A_

7 9

6 8

5 3 Jr_
4 10 JL
3 1. xx

6

2

A_ __A_

eza

COMMENTS

X X X X X

l I



Roan:

Summary Form for,Step4

Speech Level: Trainer*gtimu1

Student Trainer

Date Training Started ,k
Date Training Ended Total Sessions to Criterion

"want + (1abe0"

Date

Percent Correct Responses Ac*r s Sessions

Session #

Speech Approximations

(Circled Percentages represent criterion ba d on 12 consecutive correct responses.)

217

mil um mems NM 116
-re am 1mi sr um Nor ma_



Board Type 1
Scoring Form for Step 5

Student Date Session #

Trainer

Circle Spet-ch Level: A B C Circle Traner's Stimulus:
Speech Plus Speech Nonspeech
Nonspeech Alone Alone

List Nonsymbolized Items Used: 1) 2) 3) 4) 5) .

6) 7) ' 8) 9) 10)

Present this item Expected Present this item Expected Present this item Expected
Ask, WHAT WANT? Response: Ask, WHAT WANT? Response: Ask, WHAT WANT? Response:.

"want" "want" 11(4ant".

object object object
- (Score) (Score) (Score)

1. (1)

2. (2)

3. (3)

4. (4)

5. (5).

6. (6)

7. (7)

8. (8)

9. (9)

10. (10)

2,41 11. .(1)

12. (2)

13. (3)

14. (4)

15. (5)

16; (6)

17. (7)

18. (8)

19. (9)

JV 20. (10)

___21. (1),

22. (2)

.23. (3)

,24. (4)

25. (5)

26. ,(6)

27. (.7)

JE: 28. (8)

29. (9)

JOE_ 30. (10)

Record response components as correct (+); intorrect (-); shaped-OT prompted (S); or no
response (0).

Score

Percent

Nonspeech
+ +

Percent Summary for Session
Speech

0 S 0



Board

Student

Scoring Form for Step 5

Trainer

Type 2

Circle Speech Le'vel: A B C Circle Trainer's Stimulus: Speech Plus
Nonspeech

Items'Not Symbolized: 1) 2)
.

4)

6) 7) '8) 9)

a) WHAT DO YOU -WIT? "want" object

20 1 11__ jr _X__ _X_ _JL

19 2 -=7V--- _7[1 :7E- 7:- -II- -2r-- -2X- --/1:- ---.T-

18 3 _:7C_ _A __W__ __T__ _:7C-__ _:7C__ :X__

. 16 5 _a- _X_ _X_ _X_ _X_ _T__ _5X_ _X_ _.7C.

_X_ _X_ _X_ _X_ _7E_ _X_ _:X__

_X_ _X_ _X_ _X_ _7_7C_ _X_ _X_

_X_ _X_ _X_ _X_ 2..X_

_X_ _X_ _X_ _5t_ _X_ _X_
11 c ) 10 _X.- _X_ _X_ _iit_'1_°X._ _X_ _a_z

F.-..-

i 5
_X_ _X_ _X_ _X_ _7C_ .5c_ _X_ __W__

_X_ _X_ _X_ _7_7T__ _X_ _X_0 .1
C.) 114

CC 8 cr,
:a = 4 1.--T__ _Jr_.- -Jr__ _X__ _X_ Jr__ ht_ _X_

t 7 9 __A__ _IL _I__ _JC_ _:7C_ __W__ IT__ _X_ _X_z

6
M
8 W __W__ __A__ _X_ _X_ __7,_ T. __it_ _X_

.15 6

14

13

12 9

10

5.3 _:2C_ _=7C:_ 3L t _131. _:;k:_ _:;N:_

4

3

2 6 JC_

1 2

COMMENTS

Speech Nonspeech
Alone Alone

5)

10)

2/1:_ _X_ _:;N:_ ::;(:_ _X_ 2-AL

_X x x 151:_
X_

2



Board

Summary Form for Step 5

Speech Level: 'Trainer's Stimulus

.Student Trainer

Date Training Started Date Training Ended Tot Sessions tp CriterioU
r.

"want" ob'ect

Date

Session iF
Percent of Correct Responses Across Sessions

Speech Approximations

(Circled percentages represent criteriop based op 12 consecutive correct responses.)

22:1
222



Board
Scoring Form for Step 6 (Phase I)

Type 1

Student Date Session #

Trainer

Circle Speech Level: A B C Circle Trainer's Stimulus:
Speech Plus Speech Nonspeech
Nonspeech Alone Alone

Items Used: Symbolized 1) 2) 3) 4) '5)

Nonsymbolized 6) 7) 8) 9) 10)

Present this item Expected t Present this item Expected
Ask, WHAT WANT? Reaponse $core Ask, WHAT WANT? Response

"want(label)" _7: 16. (3) "want(label)"

"want"object -....X._ 17. (8) "want"object

"want(label)" -7-- 18. (9) "want"object

"want(label)" ---X-- 19. (7) "want"object

"want-Pobject _21 20. (4) "want(label)"

"want"(label)" ...:41_ 21. (5) "want(label)"

"want"object - L=A:._ 22. (6) "want"object

"want(label)" --X-- 23. "(5) "want(label)L

"want(label)" JAL 24. (2) '"want(label)"

"want"object al 25. (9) "want"object

"want"object _a_ 26. (10) "want"object

"want"object j 27. (3) "want(label)"

"want"object .31_ 28. (1) Nant(label)"

"want"object ..3,1 29. (4) "want(label)"

.
"want"(label)" -."- . 30. (10) "want"object

1. (1)

2. (6)

3 (3)

4. (4)

5. (7)

6. (5)

7. (8)

8. (9)

9. (2)

10. (10)

11. (6)

12. (7)

13. (1)

14. (8)

15. (2)

Score,

Record 'response components as correct (+); incorrect (-); shaped or prompted CS); or no
response (0).

Score

Percent

Nonspeech
Percent Summary for Session

Speech
0 - S 0



Board

Student

Scoring Form for Step 6 (Phase I)

Trainer

Type 2

. Speech Plus Speech Nonspeech
Circle Speech Level: A B C Circle Trainer's Stimulus: Nonspeech Alone Alone'

Symbolized Items:

Nonsymbolized Items:

a: WHAT WANT? A:

1) 2) 3) 4) 5)

6) 7) 8) 9) 10)

"want (label)" B: "want" obtect

20 6-B

_6X__ _X_ _X_ _X_ _X_
19

_X- _X_ _X: _X_
18

1-A
17 8-B

16 2-A

_X_ _X_ _7C_ __7C_ _X_ _57_ _X_ _X_ _X__ __7C_
15 3-A

-X- -X- -5L
14 8-B

-X-- -X-- -X-- -X.- BT-- --T- -X- 3L -X-
1312, 9-B

E-4 E-I _3C: _93C_'- __7CL _X_ _X_ _JC_
12I w 7-13E4_7_ _X_ _7X_
ll 4-APL ,y j J jç J _x_ _X_

u
CLIvo

E 5- .X__ bC._ _X_ _X__ X_ _X_ ,_Jr_
9 6-B

8

v3E-1

5-A
_X- 3L 3L _X_

7 2-A

6

_X_ __ _x_ _X_ _X_.* .bc_

II5 10-B
-X- j j _J, _x_ _x_ _x_ tbc_

4 3-A
-X-- -X- 3L -.7L -X-- _x_ '_x_

'3 1-A

2 4-A

_X_ _X_ _X__ _ _ _X_ _X__
1 10-B

X0 X X X X I

:El I

X X X X

COMMENiS:



Board Type 1
Scoring Form for Step 6 (PhSse II)

Student Date Session #

Trainer

Circle Speech Level: A B C Circle Trainer's Stimulus:
Speech Plus Speech Nonspeech
Nootoeech Alone Alone

Items Displayed: Symbolized 1) 2) 3) 4) 5)

Nonsymbolized 6) 7) 8) 9) 10)

Display All Items
Ask WHAT WANT?

Expected Response
"want (label)"
"want" object

Display All Items
Ask WHAT WANT?

1.

2.

3.

4.

5,

6.

7.

8.

9.

10.

11.

12.

13.

14.

15. _X_

16.

17.

18.

19.

20.

22.

23.

24.

25.

26.

27.

28.

29.

30.

Expected Response
"want klabel),".

"want" object

JL
_X_

_X__

_X_

_X_

Record response components as correct (+); incorrect (-); shaped or prompted (S); or no
response (0).

ScOre

Percent

Nonspeech
+ +

,Percent Summary for Session

0
Speech

+



Board Type 2
Se ring Form for Step 6 (Phase II)

Student Trainer

"
Circle Speech Level: A B C Circle Trainer's StiFulus

Speech Plus Speech Nonspeech
t

Nonsneech Alone Alone

Symbolized Items: 1) 2) 3) 4) 5)

Nonsymbolized Items: 6) 7) 8) 9) 10)

a: WHAT WANT? %/ant (label)" or "want" object

20 _JL __A__ 7L L 7L JC_ _X_ ..71__ _X_
19 _X- -X- JL _X_ _X_ _X_ Jt
18 -7-- -7-- -7-- JL _X_ _X JL X_ __7L
17 A-- -7E- 3L --7C- -X- X -.X- -7--
16 --7-- .7C- -X- __.7C_ _a_ _X_ _X_ L X_ _X_
15 -X- JL _X_ JL _X. X X
14 -X- -X- _X_ _7C- _X_ _X_ _X.:
13 -X-. _T._ _A X. _X_ _X_ __7L X L X__

8 12 7L __7L _X_ JL JL __7L T _X_ _X_
ff3 _X_ _X_ JC_ t _X_ __7L _X_ X_

10 7L _X_ L 7L _X_ JL _X_ _7C_ _7L
9 -A- -7V-- _7L __7C_ __7L __7L _7L _X_ _X_
8 -X-. JL _X_ X 1 JL _X_
7 -X- --X- 7L JL X_ _X_

-.7L _X_ -7
5 -.X- -1- -X- x x

__7L _71_ _X_ _7C_ _.X._ _X_ _X_ -X-
3 7C _X_ _X_ _X__ _X__ _X_ _X_ _.7L _7C_ _7L
2 _X_ _7L _7L _X_ _X_ _X_ _X_ _-.7L X 7L
1 -7C_ _7C_ _X_ _X_xxxxxxxxxx
0 al

(-4
.4

COMMENTS:'

2 '(? 6



Board

Student

#

Summary Form for Step 6

Speech Level: Trainer's Stimulus:.

Trainer

. Date Training Started Date Training Ended. Total Sessions to Criterion

"want" "(label)" object

, Phase

Percent Correct Responses Across Sessions
. 0

Session #

4

II

Date

S ppch Auroximations

/ / /
(Circled percentages represene criterion based on 12 conuecutive correct responses..)

4

11111r, AIMMI - MOM AIME 1111111V, .MMIIM MOM MIMS MEM' Mill

2°")



Board
Signing SKILL TEST SCORING FORM FOR STEP 7

Student Date Session #

Trainer

Speech Plus Speech Nonspeeth.
Circle Speech Level: A B 'C Circle Trainer's Stimulds: Nonspeech Alone Alone

The trainer is free to select items which meet the neecks of each student, based on the student'.s
ability to label the objects. The items used in trials 1-16 are repeated in randObized order
in trials 17-32. If the blank in the SHOW column is followred by (Y), place that same item in
the blank in the ASK column to elicit a "yes" answer. If there is an (N) after the-blank in
the SHOW column, use another of the 16 items in the ASK column to elicit a "no" answer.
Each item should have a yes and'a no question. Remember that criterion is based on all 32 trials.

SHOW ASK SCORE SHOW ASK SCORE

1. (Y) IS THIS A 7 _I-- 17. (Y) IS THIS A -X-
2. (N) IS THIS A 7 _ZE_ 1$. (N) IS THIS A 7 -X-

.

3. (N) IS THIS A 7 -7:- 19. (N) IS THIS A ? -W--

4. (Y) IS THIS A ? 3:_ 20. (Y) IS THIS A 7 -X-
5. (4) IS THIS A 7 _7:- 21. (N) IS THIS A ? --/C-

b. (Y) IS THIS A 7 -7:- 22. (Y) IS THIS A ? -±-

7. (Y) IS THIS A ? 3c_ 23. (Y) IS THiS A ?

8. (Y) IS THIS A 7 -7:- 24. (Y) IS THIS A ? __7c_

9. (N) IS THIS A ? _.X._ 25. (N) IS THIS A ? _37_

10. -(y) IS THIS A 7 -:E- 26. (N) IS THIS A ? -ft--

11. (N) IS THIS A ? .._7 27. (N) IS THIS A 7 -7:-

12. (N) IS THIS A ? _JC_ 28. (Y) IS THIS A 7 -X-
13. (Y) IS .THIS A ? __7C,_ 29. (N) IS THIS A 7 -7:-

14. (N) IS THIS A ? -M. 30. (Y) IS THIS A ? -77--

15. (N) IS THIS A ? _JC._ 31. (N) IS THIS A 7 _:T__

16. (Y) IS THIS A ? -T-- 32. (Y) IS THIS A 7 -7:-

Record response components as correct (+); incorrect (-); shaped or prompted (S); or no
reSpOnSe (0). For Level C only, score each trial as acceptable as a total unit (+); or not
acceptable as a total unit (0).

Score

Percent

Nonspeech

- S 0

Percent Summary for Session

Speech

+ - S 0

Acceptability

+ 0



Board
Signing

Scoring Form,for Skop 7 (Phases I and II)

Type 1

Student Date Session 4
Trainer

Circle Speech Level:- A B C Circle Traineros StimulusL Speech Plua Speech Nonspeech
Rionateech Alone Alone

List item used if different than the example (ball) on the scoriae form:
Circle phase: Phase I: Phase
Ask, WHAT IS THIS? Ask, IS THIS A BALL?

(Phase I); IS TH/S A
? (Phase II)

Ask, WHAT IS THIS? sAsle, IS THIS A BALL?
(Phase I); IS THIS A

? (Phase II)

1.

2.

3.

5.

.3:-

..3+

-3:-

.3:-

-3:-

a3:-

-17:-

-3:-

17. .3:-

18. 3:-

19.

20.

21. LE-

O. 3:- -3-6: 22. ZiN:-

7. .71.. -3:- 23.

8. .3:- -X- 24. -I-

9.

10. 26. fic:-

11. .3:- -I- 27. .E.

12. .3:- -.a.",r 28.

13. 76.... -7:- 29.

14. ..2:-
..

-3:- 30. ,jr-

15. 37-1 _X- 31. _X-

16. .31",..,,' -X- 32.

Record response components as correct (+); incorrect (-); --shaped or prompted CS); or no
reepodae (NR). For Level C only, score each trial as acceptable as a total response (+);
or not acceptable as a total response (0).

Label (

"Yes" (Phase I)

"No" (Phase II)

Total

0

Score

Percent

Score

Percent

Score

Percent

Percent Summary for Session

Nonspeech

+ 0 S 0

Speech

+ . S 0

T--

23,

Acceptability

4. 0



I.

Board
Signing

Student

Scoring Form for Step 7 (Phases I and II)

3;) Trainer

Circle Spec Level: A B t Circle Trainer's Stimulus:
Speech Plus Speech Nonspeech

Nonspeech Alone Alone

Circle app opriat iase above.

List item sed: . a) WHAT IS THIS? "Label". b) IS THIS A (Label)? "yes"(1) "no"(II.)

20

19

18

17

16

b a b a b

A__ _X_ __7C_ X_ __7C_ _X_ _X_
_A_ JL 7L _x_ Jr_ 3F__ __X_ 3L

_A_ _X_ 31_ J JL x __7C_ _X_ 3L JL
_X_ U _7C_ JL _X_ _X_ _X_ _X_ _X_
_X_ _X_ _X_ _X.. _X_ _X_ _X_ _X_ _X_ _X_ _X.

13 _7E_ _X_ __X_ _X_ _X_ _X_ _X_ _X_

JL _X_ 3C_ _X_ ,Jt t _7E_ _X: X _X_ _X_ X-
13 _X__. _7C_ _71._ _X_ _X_ _X_ _X_ _X_
12 3C_ _X_ LW__ _X_ _X_ LX._ _X_ _X__
111 _3t.. jrjC,,

9 FA x x x x x x x
ce 8 _X_ _X_ _X._ _X_ _X_ _X_ _X_ 1.X._

7 3L _X_ _X_ _X_ _X_ __7C_ _X X JL X _7C_
_X_ _X_ _Jr: _X_ _X_ _X_ Jr__ __7c_

5 7L _X_ _X_ _X_ _X_ _X.2 __X_ _X_

4 7C_ X_ _X__ _X_ X_ _X_ JL Jt _X _X__
3 3C_ _X_ 3L _XL 3E_ _X_ _X_ __T__ t X X_

_X_ _X_ _X_ _X_ __7L _X_ _X_

1 _43L- X_JC_ _X_ X_ _X_ __xx xx x.x xx.xx xx
E=4

14

COriMtNT



Board
Signing

Scoring'Form.for Step 7 (Phaies III, V, IX, XI, XIII)

Student Date Session #

Trainer

Type I'

Circle Speech Levels A B C Circle Trainer's Stimulus: Speech Plus
Nonspeech

Circle acipropriate phase and mite in item used: Phase III
I

Phase IX ; Phase XI ; Phase XIII

Speech Nonspeech
Alone . Alone

Phase V

On the scoringfori-rfigil refers to the label appropriate to the item displayed, thus-
requiring a "yes' response; the blank ( )? indicatei the substitution of labels which are
different from the item displayed, thut requiring a "ne_alponse.

Display Item, Ask
WHAT IS THIS ?

Exp.ected Response:
"(Label)"

.Ask, IS THIS A ... Expected
Response

1. - (label)? "yes°

"no"

3.
\ "no"

4.

-X-
(label)? "yes" _X-

- -X- (label)? nrile A -X_
6. "no"

7. (label)? "Yes"

8. _DC_ "no" -X-
"no" -X_

10..

11. T.- (label)? "yes"

12. (label)? "yes"

13. (label)? "yes"

"no"

1 5 . "no"

16. (label)? "yes"

17. label)? "yes" -X_
18. T-- 7 "no"

19. (label)? "yes"

_X-

"no" -X-

Recard response components as correct (41; incorrect (-); shaped or prompted CS); or noresponse (NR). For LaGel C only, score each trial as acceptable as a tox#1 response (4);
or not acceptable as-a total response (0).

Label C

Score

Percent

Percent Summary for Swssion

Nonspeech
t - S U

Yes/Ho
Score

Percent

Total
Score

Percent volrows

Acceptability



Board
Signing

Student

Scoring,Form for Step 7 (Phaie III,V,IX,XI,XIII)

Trainer

Type a

Circle Speech Level: A B C Circle Trainer's Stimulus: Speech Plus Speech Nonspeech
Nonspeech Alone Alone

Circle appropriate
a) WHAT IS THIS?
*LABEL included in

phase above.
L="Clabel)"
this question

20 L-N

19 L-Y

18 L-Y

17 L-N

16 L-N

15 L-Y

14 L-Y

a b

13t L-N __A__ _X_

12 L-Y __A__

11 L-N _A__

g 10z L-Y 2c4o o)

L-N
co

7 L-N JL. _X_
6 L,N _7C_ _X_
5 L-N

_X_
3 L-Y

2

L-Y

1 L-N-

0

P44

COMMENTS:

Item:
b) IS THIS (LABEL)?* Y="yes" N="no"

depends on "Y" or "N" code the Stimulus column.

a----b.

_X_ N-X_ _X_

_X_. _x_
_X_ _XL _X__ _X_

_X_ _X_ _X_ _X_
_X_ _X__ _X_ _X_ _X_ _X_ _X_
_X_ _X_ _X_ _X_ _X_ _X_

A__ _X_ _X_
_X_ __A__ _X_ _I_ JL

_X_ __W_ _X_ _X_ _X_
_X_ _X_ _JL _X._ _X_ _X_ _X_ _X_

_X_ _X_ _X_
_X_ _X_ _ _X_ _X__ _X_. _X_
_X_ _X_ _X_ _X_ _X_ _X_ _X_

_X_ _X_ _X_
_X_ _X_ _X_ _X_
__X_ _X_ _X_. _X_ __X_ _X_
_X_ _X_ _X_ _X_ _X_ _X_
_X_ _X_ _X_ _ _x_

X N-X X XX X

1

AL _7E_ _X_

_X_ __X__ _X_ _X_

233
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Signing

Type 1

Scoring Form for SteP 7 (Phases IV and VI)

Student Date session #
Trainer

,

Speech Plus Speech NonspeechCircle Speech Level: A B C Circle Trainet".s Stimulus: Nonspeech Alone Alone
Circle appropriate phase and write in item used Phase IV :. Phase VI
On the scoring for. (item label) refers to the label appropriate to the item displayed, thus
requiring a "yes" response. The blank ( ?) indicates the substitution of labels-,
which are different from the item displayed, thuS requiring a ,"no" respopsei.
Display item, asl0- ExpeCted Score Display item, ask Expected
IS THIS A Response IS THIS A Response

Score

1. (label) "yes"

2. ? "no"

3. ? "no"

4. (label) ? "yes"

5. (label) ? "yes"

6. ? "no"

7. (label) ? "yes"

8. 9 "no"

9. ? "no"

10. ? "no"

11. (label) 7 "yes"

12. (label) ? "Yes"

13. (label) .) "yes"

14. ? "no"

15. ? "no"

16. (label) ? "yes"

17. (label) ? "yes"

18. "no"

19. (label) ? "yes"

20. "no"

21. "yes"

22. "no"

23. (label)_ ? "yes"

24. "no"

25.

26. "no"

27. (label) ? "yes"

,28. (label) ? "yes"

29. (label) ? "yes"

30. "no"

31. (label) ? "yes"

32. "no"

Record response components as correct (-0; incorrect (-); shaped or prompted (S): or no
response (0). For Level C only, score each trial as acceptable as a totai dnit (+): or not
acceptable as a total unit (0).

Percent Summary for Session
Speech Acceptability

Score

Percent

Nonspeech

S 0 0



Board
Signing

Student

Scoring Form for Step, 7 (Phases IV and VI)

Trainer

Type 2-

Circle Speech Level: A B C Circle trainer's Stimulus:

Circle appropriate phase above.
Item:

ts) IS THIS A (LABEL)?* Y="yes" N="no"
*LABEL included in this question depends on "Y" or fowl

Speech Plus Speech Nonspeech
Nonspeech Alone Alone,

I-
.)

code in the stimulus column.

20 N -X- _X_ _X_ -X_ _X_ _X_ _X- -X- _X_ -X_ -X-

19 Y _X_ _X_ _T_ _X_ _X._ I. _X_ _X_ _T.._ _X_
Jt _X_ _X_ _X__ _X_ _X_ !in Jt 1 J EJJL _X_ AL18 N

17 Y L Jt _X- _X__ -X- -X- _X_ -X.7 _X_ _a_ _X_ _X_ _J7C.,_ _X_
16 Y -X- _X- _X- .71- -X- _X_ _X_ _X_ _X_ _X_ __7C. _X_ _X_.
15 Y _X_ _X_ X_ _X_ _X_ _X_ _7C_ X_ X JL X_ _X_ __X
14 N _X__ _X__ _X_ _X_ _X_ a_ _X_ _X_ _X_ _X_ _X_ _X_
13 N _X_ _X_ J J _X- -N-A -X- _X_ _X_ _X_
12.2. N _X_ X_ _X_ _X_ _X_ _NA_ _X_ _X_ _X_ _X_ a_

t-41

_.3C _X_ _X_ _X_ 3L J1SL. _X_ _X_ _7C_ _X_ _X_ _X_
8 101) _X_ _X__ _X_ _X_ _X_ _X__ _X_ _X_ _7C_ _X_.4 04

-az
8 N _X_ _X_ IX_ -X- X. _X- _X__ _X_ _X__ _X_ _X_ .N_T._

7 Y _X_ _X_ AL _X_ _X_ _X_ x x
6 N _X_ _X_ _X_ _X_ A_ X__ _X_ _X__ _X_ _X_ _X_

4 Y _X_ _X_ _X: _X_ _X_ _X_ _X_ _X_ _X Jt Jt X_
_X_ _X_ _X_ _X_ X__ _X_ _X_ _X_ _X_ _X_

x x _X_ _X_ _X_ _X_
3 N

2 N

X X X X X X X X

1.

X X X

1

X X X

I 1 I I I.. -I 1 I

2 0
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Signing

Student

Trainer

Scoring Form for Step 7 (Phase VII)-

Date

Type 1

Session #

Circle Speech Level: A B C Circle Trainer's Stimulus: Speeth Plus Speech Nonspeech
Nonspeech Alone Alone

Items used: 1) 2) If the space in the third column includes a (1)
or (2), use that item label in your question to elicit a "yes" response. If there is a blank
in that column, uie an item label (from the Skill Test) other than the one shown to elicit a
"no" response.
Display this item: Ask, WHAT IS THIS? Ask, IS THIS A ... Expected

Score Response Score

1. (1)

2. (2)

3. (2)

4. (1)

5. (1)

6. (2)

7. (1)

8. (2)

9. (2)

10. (1)

li. (I)

12. (1)

13. (2)

14. (2)

15. (1)

16. (2)

17. (1)

18. (2)

19. (2)

20. (1)

_X_ (1)9

-.--7 ? "no"

-X- (2)? "yes"

LT-- ? unon

--X- 9 unou

-1.- (2)? "yes"

_X._ (1)? .- . nyie

31T.. (2)? "yes"

_X_ 9 "no"

-X- "no"

_X_ 7 unon

__7C_ (1)? "yes"

-X- (2)? "yes"

-1- ? "no"

3:- ? line

--1- (2)? myes"

-X- (1)? "yes"

nno

...7C_ ? 'own

_X_ (1)? "yes"

Record response components as correct (+); incorrect (-);.ehaped or prompted (S); or no
response (NR). For Level C only, score each trial,as acceptable as a total response (4.);
or not acceptable as a total responee (0).

Score
Label (

Percent

Yes/No

Total

Score

Percent

Score

Percant

Percent Summery for Session

Speech
0 S 0

Nonspeech
t - S

Acceptability
+ 0



Board
Signing

Student

Scoring Form for Step 7 (Phase VII)

Trainer

Type 2

Circle Speech Level: A B C Circle Trainer's Stimulus: Speech-Plus Speech Nonspeech
Nonspeech . Alone Alone

Items: 1) 2)

a) WHAT IS THIS? b) IS THIS A (LABEL)?*
L: "(Label)" for 1) oi 2) Y="yes" N="no"

*LABEL included in this question depends on n Y.! or %14 n code i n the Stimulus column.

20 LI-Y

19 L2-N

18 L2-Y

17 Ll-N

16 Ll-N

15 L2-Y

14 LI-Y

13z L2-Y

12.4 L2-N

ii Ll-N

lO LI-N

9.53 LI-Y

L2-Y

7 L2-N

6 Ll-N

L2-Y

4 L1-Y

3 L2-N

2 L2-N

1 LIy

a--)b a--)b

_X_
_X_

_71
_:1:_ _X._ _X_ _X_

fAl. X_ __X_ _X_ a _t7C_

_=!C_ IA _X_ _X_

_X._ _X_ X_
_X__

_ _7= _±.4 =Jr_

__A__

12-C_ c _ t .x x jj't_
_X I jr__ _X X JL _X._

__7C_ _X_ _X_ 27C_ _X_ _7_ _X_ _X.
=X__ _X_ _IT_ _X_ _X_ _X_ _TN_ _X_ _X_

_X_ _71_ _X_ _TN_ _X_ x.

_X_ _X_ 7 x XL _X_ _X_ _X_
X_ _X_

JAL _X_ 171._:-/t1 __T_ _X_

-17-1 x x x x x-- x x x

COMMENTS:

2 3 "a'
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Student

Scoring Form for Step 7 (Phase VIII)

Trainer

Type 1

Date Session #

Circle Speech Level: -A B C Circle Trainer's Stimulus
Speech Plus Speech Nonspeech

:

Nonspeech Alone Alone.

Items Uied:- 1) 2)

Display
this
Item

Ask, IS THIS
4!( ...

Expected
Response

1. (1) (1)? "yes"

2. 2) ? "no"

3. (2) (2)? "yes"

A. (1) ? "no"

5. (1) ? "no"

6,. (2) (2)? "yes"
.

..

. .(1) (1)? _"yes"

8. (2) (2)? "yes"

Y. (2) ? "no"

10. (1) ? "no"

11. (1) ? "no"

12. (1) (1)? "yes"

13. (2) (2)?

,

""yes"

14. (2) ? "no"

15. (1) ? "no"

16. (2) (2)? "yes"

. Display Ask, IS THIS Expected
this A ... -Response

Score Item Score

17. (1) (1)? "yes"

18. (2) ? .unon.

19. (2) ? nnon

20. (1) (I)? "yes"'

21. (1) ? "no"

22. (4 (2)? "yea"

23. (2) "no"

24. (1) - (1)? "yes"

25. (1) (1)? "yes"

.

26. (1) ? "no"

27. (2) ? "no"

28. (2) (2)? "yes"

29. (1)
,

? "no"

30. (2) ? "no"

31. (1) (1)? "yes"

32. (2) (2)? "yes"

Record response components as correct (+); Incorrect (-); shaped or prompted (S); or no
response (0). For Level C only, score each trial as acceptable as a total unit (4.); or not
acceptable as a total unit (0).

Score

Percent

Nonspeech

Percent Summary for Session

Speech
0 - S 0

Acceptability
0



Boatd
Signing

Student

Scoring Form for Step 7 '(Phase VIII)

Trainer

Type 2

. Circle Speech Level: A B C Circle Trainer's Stimulus: Speech Plus Speech
Ncinspeech Alone

Nonspeech
AIone ,

Items: 1) 2)

a) Is_ THIS A (LABEL)?* . Y: "yes" N: "no"
*LABEL included -in this question depends an "Y".or "N" code in the stimulus column.

20 lY

19 2?

18 2N

17 1N

16 lY

15 2N

14 IN

13 2Y

12 2Y

11 r-4. IN
<

Cs3g 10 Ei3 ELJ

Cd
cn z

ae, 9 cu IN
C/3 CLI

8 -a 2Y

z
7 2N

6 1N

5

4 IY

3 2N

2N

1 lY

27_ =
_X__

;27__ _7_
2E _I__ 2t 23E_

:2E_

_X_ 2_7:
_X_ c_7C__ _X_ _X_ _37_

_X_ __T__ _X_
_X_

_X_ _X_ _X_ _2C_ _X_
_X__ _LA_ _X__ _X_ _X_

X_ _X_ _X,

217__ __A_ _Lie_ 7t X X_ __X_ _X_
_a_ _X_ _X_ Lie_

_X_ _T_ X.. 2.7C_ _X_ _LT__ ---.7L

fiL _X_
_X_ _X_ _X_ I X a_ _X_

_X_

777- 4. LT-IIIIIIIIil
COMMERTS:

239
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Scoring Form for Step 7 (Phase X)

Studene Date Session #

Trainer

Type 1

Circle Speech Level: A B C Circle Trainer's Stimulus:
Speech Plus Speech Nonspeeth
Nonspeech Alone Alone

List Item Used: 1)

.;

2)

DiSplay this Ask,

item
IS THIS Expected

Response

1. (2) (2)? "yes"

1 ." (1) (1)? "yes"

3. (3) ? union,

4. (3) (3)? "yes"

5. (2) ? "no"

6. (1) 7 "no"

7. (3) (3)? "yes"

8. (2) ?

,

"no"

9. (2) (2)? "yes"

10. (3) ? "no"

11. (1) (1)? "yes"

12. (1) ? "no"

13. (2) ? "no"

14. (3) (3)? "yes"

13. (1) ? "no"

16. (3) -? "no"

17. (2) (2)? "yes"

18. (1) (1)? "yes"

3)

Score

Record response components as correct (+); Incorrect
response (0). For Level C only, score each trial as acceptable as a total unit-(*); or not
acceptable as a total unit (0).

Display this
item

Ask, IS THIS
A

Expected
Response

19. (1) ? "no"

20. (2) , (2)? "yes" _

21. (2) ? "no"

22.. (1) (1)? "yes"

23. (3) ? nnou

24. (1) (I)? "yes"

25.' (3) (3)? "yes"

26. (2) (2)? "yes"

27. (3)

28. (1) ? "no"1

29.- (3) (3)? "yes"

30. (2) ? "no"

31. (3) "no"

32. (1) (1)? "yes"

33. (2) ? "no"

34. (2) (2)7 "yes"

35. (1) "no"

36. (3) (3)? "yes"

(-); shaped or prompted,(S); or_no

Score

Score

,Percent

Nonspeech
Percent Summary for Session,

Speech
0

Acceptability
0



Board
Signing

Student

SÔ/rtn p Form for Step 7 (Phase X)

Trainer

Type

Circle Speech Level: A B C Circle Trainer's Stimulus:
Speech Plus Speech Nonspeech
Norispeech Alone Alone

Itema:, 1) 2) 3)

a: IS THIS A (LABEL)?* Y="y0" N="no"
*LABEL included in this uuestioq depends on "Y" or "N" code in the stimulus column.

20 L1-Y

19 L2-Y

18 L3-N

17 L3-Y

16 Ll-N

15 L2-N

14 ,L3-?

13 Ll-N

12 Ll-Y

11 L3-N

P, 10 Ej L2-Y
cr)

9 1. L2-N
ce W

8 _9 Ll-N
5z z

7 L3-N

1.2-N

5 L3-N

4 LI-Y

3 L2-Y

2 L2-N

1 Ll-Y

COMMENTS:

2 41



Board Type 1
11111Signing

Scoring Form for Step 7 (Phases XII and XIV)

Student Date Session #

Trainer

' Circle Speech'Level: A B C Circle Trainees,Stimulus: Speech Plus Speech Nonspeech
Nonspeech ,Alone Alone

List items used: 1) ; 2) ; 3) ; 4)
Circle phase XII or XIV
Display this Ask, IS THIS Expected (Score) Display this Ask IS THIS Expected (Scor
Item: A ... Response Item: A OSA Response

1. (3) (3) ? "yes" -X- 17.'(2) (2) ? "yes" -I--1

2. (1) (1) ? "yes" X._ 18 (3) ? "no"

3. (4) noon -X- 19. (1) (1) ? "yes"

4. (2) ? "no" -X- 20. (2) ? "nO"

5. (2) (2) ? "yes" _7L. 21. (4) (4) / "yes" -X-.

6. (4) ? "no" -X- 22. (3) (-3) ? "yes"

-XLI
7. (3) 0) ? "yes" -X..- 23. (1) ,."no" -X-,

8. (3) "no", -X- - 24. (4) ? "no" 3E1
9. (1) ? "no." -X- 25. (2) (2) ? "yes"

-3Cr
DJ. (4) (4) ? "yes" _X- 26. (3) ? "no" -X-I
11. (4) ? "no" -X- 27. 11) (1) ? "yes" -X-.11

12. (2) (2) ? "yes" -X- 28. (2) ? "no" JC..111
.13. (1) (1) ? "yes" -X- 29. (1) ? "no"

14. (1)-. ? "no" .2JC- 30. (4) (4) ? "yes" -X-II

13. (3) ? "no" -X- 31. (3) (3) ?- "yes" JAI
16. (2) ? "no" -X- 32. (4) (4) / uyesu _IL'

Record response codponents as correct (+); incorrect (-); shaped or prompted (S); or no
response (0). For Level C only, score each trial as acceptable as a total unit (+); or not
acceptable as a total unit (0).

Percent Summary for Session
Speech

+ + S 0 4. - S 0

ScoFe

Percent

Nonspeech Acceptability

0

1
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Student

Scoring Form for Step 7 (Phases XII and XIV)

Trainer

Type 2

SpeechPlus
Circle Speech Level: A B C CirCle Trainer's Stimulus:

Speech Nonipeech
Nonspeech .Alone Alone

%

Items: 1) 2) 3) 4

a) IS THIS'A (LABEL)?* Y="yes" N="no"
*LABEL included in this question depends on "Y" or "N" code in the stimulus column.

18

17

16 2-Y

15 4-y

14 1-N

13 2-N

12 3-Y

11 4-N

10 I-Y

9 3-N

8 2-N

7 4-Y

6 3-Y

5 1-Y

4 I-N

3 3-N

2 4-Y

1 2-N

0

`ij 11-111.11111
COMMENTS:

__T.. it_ 1 _1 X 1_7C_

_Al _X_ _X_ 5E_ .2C_ JL _X_ _X_ _X_
_I_ _X_ __X_ _X_ _X_ _X_ _X_

_jr__ _711_ fiL _X_ L _M.:I_
:=1L ___A._ _7E_ .Jt 5L _X_ _X_ _X_ _X._ 47._

LAI __T__ _X_ 23C_

L x
_7E_

:11

:X_ _X_ a_

_t c _X_. _X_ 13f. _X_ X_

24 3
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Board Type-1
Scoring Form for Step 8 (Phase I)

Student Date Session #

Trainer

Circle Speech Level: A B 0 Circle Trainer's Stimulus:

Items Used
Symbolized: 1)

Nonsymbolized:. 6)

Speech Plus Speech . Nonspeech
Nonspeech Alone Alone

2) 3) 4) 5)

) 8) 9) 10)

Present this item Expected Present this iteM Expected

Ask, WHAT DO YOU WANT? Response Score Ask, WHAT DO (OU.WANT? Response

"I want (label)" 3:_ 16. 1.3j "1 want (label)"
-,°::,

"I want" object _a_ 17. (8) 41 want" object

H.L want (label) f_AI 18. (9) "I want" object

1. (1)

2. (6)

3. (3)

4. (4)

5. (7)

6. (5)

i. (8)

8. (9)

9. (2)

10. (10)

11. (6)

12. (7)

13. (1)

14. ( 8)

15. (2)

"I want'(label) a_ 19. (7) , "I, want" object

"I want" object _a_ 20. (4) "I want°(label)"

"rwant (label) __7__ 21. (5)

"I want" object _a_
,

"I want" object _a_

"I want (label) X- 24.s,

"I want" object

"I want" object _a_ 26.

,

"I want" object _77._ 27. (3)

"I want (label) jc- 28. (1)

H.L want" object _31:_ 29. (4)

"I want (label) _X '30. (10)

23.
,

(2)

"I want (label)"

"I want" object

"I want (label)"

"I'want (label)"

"I want" ob.ject

''I want" object

"I want; ( tabel)

"I want (label)

Ut want (label)

"I want" object

Score

X-
-X-

-X-

-X-

-X
_X..

_X_

Record response components as correct (.01 incorrect (-);
'response (0).

Percent'Summary for Session

Score

Percent

shaped

° Notdpeech

or prompted (S); or nu

Speech
- S 0



Board
Scoring Form for Step 8 (Phase I)

Student Trainer

Type 2

Circle Speech Level: A B C Circle Trainer's Stimulus: Speech Plus Speech Nonspeech

Nonspeech Alone Alone

Symbolized items:

Nonsymbolized items:

1) 2) 3). 4) 5)

6) 7) 8) 9) 10)

a: WHAT WANT? A: "I want (label)" B: "I want" obiect

20 6-B

19 7-B

18 1-A

17 8-8

16 2-A

15 3-A

14 8-B

13 o 9-B

12

11 c$ 4-A
C4
a.

10 5-A

9 6-B

8 5-A

7 2-A

6 9-B

5 10-B

4 3-A

3 1-A

2 4-A

1 10-B

_X_ _X_ _X_ _a_ JAL _X_ :te_ _X_ _=AL _X_ _X_

_X__ _X__ _X_ _=7C_ _X_ _X_ _X_ _X- _X_

_=A:_ _X_ __X_ 2C_ _=7E__ _X_ _t7E_ _X_ _X_

_X_ _X_ _X_ _X__ _X_ _X_ Y_ _X__ _X_ _X_ _X_ _X_

_X_ _X_ _X_ _X_ _X_ _X_ ±,AL _X_ _X__ _=A=_ _X_ _X__ _tAL

_X_ _JCL _X_ _X_ _:AL _JE__ _X_ _X_ _X_ _X_ _X_ _5:_

_X_ _!e_ _71_ _X_ _X_ _X_

_X_ _X_ _X_ _X_ _x_ _x_ ±A _x_ _X_ _X_ _X_ _X_ _J!._

JAL _X_ _X_ _X_ _X_

_=A=_ _X_ _X_ _X_ _X_ ±A:_ __X_ _X_ __71_ _X_ _7C_

EI_X_ _X_ __X_ _X_ _X_ _X_ _7:LI _X_ _X_ _X_ _X_ _:A:_

_x_ _X_ _7_:_ _X_ _X_ _X_ _X__ _X__ x _J!'_

_X_ _X_ 7L _X_ _tAL _7_:_ _X_ _X _X_ _X_ _IA_

_X_ _X_ _X_ _X_ :tAL _X_ _X_ _=A:_

_x_ _x_ _x_ _X_ 1AZ_ _X_ _X_ _X_ _X_ _X_ _9_41

_JL _X_ _:A:_ :1A1 _X__ _X_ _X_ _X_ _X_ 1_7[1_ II

_X_ _X_ __X_ _X_ _=4:_ _X_ _tAL _7E_ _X_ _X_ _X_ _X_ I II

_X_ __AL _:7C_ _X_ _X_ _X_ :al _I_ _X_ _X_ _=AL _X_ 23:_

_X_ _X_ _X_ _4X_ _X_ _X_ _X_ _X_

_7C_ _X_ _X_ _X_ _X_ _X_ _X_ _3xr_ Jxe_xxxxx
COMMENTS:



Board

Student

Trainer

Scoring Form fOr Step 8 (Phase II)

Type 1

Date Session #

Circle Speech Levef: A B C Circle Trainer's Stimulus:
Speech Plus Speech Nonspeech
Nonspeech Alone Alone

Items Displayed
Symbolized: 1)

Nonsymbolized: 6)

2) 3) 4) 5)

7) 8) 9) 10)

Expected Response
"I want (label)"

Display all items "I want" object
Ask, WHAT DO YOU WANT? '(Score)

1.

2.

3.

4.

5.

6.

7.

8.

9.

10.

11.

12.

13.

14.

15.

Display all items
Ask, WHAT DO YOU WANT?

16.

17.

18.

19.

20.

21.

22.

23.

24.

25.

26.

27.

28.

29.

30.

Expected Response
"I want (label)", or
"I want" object

(Score)

Record response components as correct (+); incorrect (-); shaped or prompted (S); or no
response (0).

Score

Percent

Percent Summary for Session

Nonspeech
0

24

Speech
- S



Board Type 2
Scoring Form for Step 8 (Phase II)

Student Trainer

Circle Speech Level: A B C Circle Trainer's Stimulus: Speech Plus Speech Nonspeech
Nonsneech Alone Alone

Items Displayed
Symbolized: 1) 2) 3) 4) 5)

Nonsymbolized: 6) 7) a) 9) 10)

a: '11HAT WANT? A or B "I,want (label)" or "I want" object

_M. _AL _-/C_
20

19

18
_7_ 3a _X_ _X_

3E_
17

16
_X_ I

27_ 22C_ 7L X _7E_ _X_ 2.7_
15

14
_7E_ _7E_ =X_ _X_ _717E_ .37._ __X_. 2)7_1

27_ 3C._ L.7_ _X_ LT_ _X_ _X_ LT_
13

=_ X _X_ I
2E_ 11_ J :X_ _X_ __X_ 37_ _X_ _X_ LT__ _X_ _X_

11

2C.: L7T__
10

_X_ _I__ _X_ _A_ LT_ _-_,T_ _X__
9

__7C_ _X_ _X_ _X_ 3C_ _X_ _X_ __X._
8

7
3c_ _X_ _X_ _X_ _X: _X_ _X_ _X_ _X_ 2E_

_7C_ _7C_ _7_ _X_ _X_ 2/E_. __71 .3T__

5 t 7L X _7_ _X_
4

7-C 211 _7_ A-- X_
3

2
7 7 =X
_X_ 3E_ ft_ 25f_ 2t_ 22C_ _X_ _X_ 3
_7E_ 3E_ 3C_ 3E_ 2t _X_ X_3E._ _ 37_oxxxxxxxxxxxxxxx II

4C-'43

COMMENTS:

12

1



Board
Summary Form for Step 8

Speech Level: Trainer's Stimulus

Student Trainer

Date Training Started Date Training Ended: Total Sessions to Criterion:

Percent Correct Responses Across Sessions
"I want" "(label)/object

Phase

Session F:*

Speech Approximations

/re/
pssion

Phase Speech Approximations

(Circled percentages repreient criterion based on 12 conseäutive correct response's.)

25o 251



Board Type 1

Scoring Form for Step 9 (Phase I)

Student' Date Session #

Trainer

Circle Speech Level: A B C Circle Trainer's Stimulus:

List items used:
Symbolized 1) 2)

Speech Plus Speech Nonspeech
Nonspeech Alone Alone

Nonsymbolized 4) 5)

3)

Present Ask Expected ,

this item Response

Present
Score this item

Ask Expected
Response Score

I.(2) WHAT IS THAT? "(label):: 16.(2) WHAT DO YOU WANT? "Iwant (label)"

2.(5) WHAT DO YOU WANT? "I want" object 17,(4) WHAT IS THAT? "no card"

3.(1) WHAT DO YOU WANT? "I want (label)" :A:- 18.(1) WHAT DO YOU WANT? "I want (label)" *3:1

4.(3) WHAT IS THAT? "(label)" 19.(3) WHAT IS THAT? "(label)"

5.(5) WHAT IS THAT? "no card" 20.(2) WHAT IS THAT? "(label)"

6.(2) WHAT DO YOU WANT? "I want (label)" _X_ 21.(1) WHAT IS THAT? "(label)"

7.(4) WHAT IS THAT? "no card" 22.(5) WHAT IS THAT? "no card"

8.(3) WHAT Q0 YOU WANT? "I want (label)" _X_ 23.(3) WHAT DO YOU WANT? "I want (label)" _X.,

9.(5) WHAT DO YOU WANT? "I want" object _X_ 24.(5) WHAT DO YOU WANT? "I want" object _X,

10.(1) WHAT IS THAT?,"(label)" _:ALL 25.(1) WHAT DO YOU WANT? "I want (label)"

11.(4) WHAT DO YOU WANT? "I want" object _X 26.(3) WHAT IS THAT? "(label)"

12.(2) WHAT IS THAT? "(label)" _X_ 27.(4) WHAT DO YOU WANT? "I want" object

13.(1) WHAT IS THAT? "(label)" _X 28.(2) WHAT DO YOU WANT? "Iwant (label)"

14.(3) WHAT DO YOU WANT? "I want (label)" _X_ 29.(5) WHAT IS THAT? "no card"

15.(4) WHAT IS THAT? "no card" 30.(4) WHAT DO YOU WANT? "I want" object

Record response components as correct (+); incorrect (-); shaped or prompted (S); or no

response (0).

Percent Summary for Session

Nonspeech
0

Score

Percent

2

Speech
+ - S 0



Board Type 2
Scoring Form for Step 9 (Phase I)

Student Trainer

Ci'rcle Speech Level: A B C Circle Trainer's Stimulus: Speech Plus Speech Nonspeech

Nobspe7h Alone -Alone

Symbolized items: 1) 2) '3)

Nonsymbolized items: 4) 5)

a: WHAT IS THAT? "(label)" or point to "no card"
b: WHAT DO YOU WANT? "I want (label)" or "I want" object

20 a-2

19 b-5

18 b-1

17 a-3

/6 a-5

b-2

14 a-4

13 6-3

12 7.: b-5

F.,

11 a-1

c"fil b-4

9 a-2
ELI

8 = a-1

7 M b-3

a-4

5 b-2

4 a-3

3 b-1

6-4

1 . a-5

0

_a_ 7t _a_ _x_ 7t _x_ _x_. _a_ _a_ _2.x_,
_x_ _x_ _x_ _x_ _X_ _X__

_X_ _X_ _X__ _X_ LX._ _X_
_X_ _X_ _X._ _X_

_X_ _X_ _X_ _X_
_x X _X_ _X_ _X_ _X_ _X_

X_ _X_ X X_ _X_ _X_ _X_ _X_ _X_
_X__ t L L _7C_ _X_

__X_ _X_ _X_ _X_ __!Ab_ _X_ _X_ _X_ _X_
__A_ _X_ _X_ _X_ _X__ _X__ _X_ _X_ _X_ Jr_

_X_ _X_ -X_ _X_ _X_ _X_ _X._ _X_ _X_
_AL_ _X_ __X_ _X_ _X_ __X_ _2_7e._ _X_ _X_ _X_ _X_ _X_ JC__

___A__ __7E_ _X_ _X_ X X_ _X_ Jt 2L _X_ _._X_
_X_ _X_ _X_ __X_ __7C_ _X_ _.5e_ _x_ _x_ _x_ _x_ _x_ Jr_b_

_x_ _x_ _x_ _x_ _x_ _x_ _x_
_x_ _x_ _x_

_X_ _X_ _!X:_ _X_ __X_ _X_

_7V__ _X_ _X_
7E. _X_ _X_ _7C_ _X_ _X_ _X_xxxxxxxxxxxxx

c=3

-COMMENTS:

253
.4.



Board Type 1
Scoring Form for Step 9 (Phase II)

Student Date Setsion #

Trainer

Cirgle Speech Level: A 13 C Circle Trainer's Stimulus: Speech Plus Speech Nonspeech

q
Nonspeech Alone Alone

SyMbolized items: 1) 2) 3) 4) 5)

Nonsymbolized items: 6) 7) R) 9) 10)

Present this item,
Ask, WHAT IS THAT? Expected Response Score

Ask, WHAT DO
YOU WANT? Expected Response Score

1.(1) u(ribel)"
--T--, "I want (label)" -X-

.2.( 2) "(label)" 3:- "I want (label)" -X-
3.(6) "no card" -.7F-- "I want" object -X-
4.(3)_ "(label)" -.7:- "I want (label). ...X._

5.(7) (osno card" -T-- "I want" object -:A:-

."no card" 7C_ L want" object -.7:-

7(4) ."(label)" -T-- "I want (label)" -X-
8.(9)

.
"no-card" ..-T-- "I want" object -I-

9.(5) "(label)" -7:- "I want (label)" C....

10.(10) "no card" _X_ ',I want" object _X_
11.(6) "no dard" 3:- "I want" object _X_
12.(1) l' "(label)" -7:- "I want (label)" -X--

13.(7) "no card" -T-- "I want".object -3C..

14.(8) "no card" -T-- "I want" object ..:E

15.(2) "(label)" -X- "I want (label)" -.T--

16.0) "(label)" -.T-- "I want (label)"
.-3C-

17.(4) "(label)" "I want (label)" --W--

18.(9) "no card" .X.... "I want" object

19.(10) "no card" ul want" object _X_
20.(5) ,

, "(label)" T "I want (Label)"

Record responie components as 6orredt (+); incorrect (-); shaped or prompted (0; or no
response (NR). For Level C only, score each trial as acceptable as a total response (+);

6 or not acceptable as total response (0).

"(label)" /
"no card"

Score

-Percent

Percent Summary

Nonspeech

for Seseion*

Speech
0 + - S

Scoce
"I want"
"(14bel)"hbject Percent

Total
Score

Percent

*Remember that criterion performance is based upon both responses in the chain being correct
or acceptable, i.e., the student must ffrst label the item correctly and make the appropriate
request for the same item. - 1

0



Beatd

Student

Scoring Form fpr Step 9 (Phase II)

Trainer

Type

6ircle Speech Level: A B C Circle Trainer's Stimulus:
Speech Plus Speech Nonspeech
Nonspeech Alone Alone

Symbolized Items: 1) 2) 3) 4) 5)

*Nonsymbolized Items: 6) 7) 8) 9) 10)

a: WHAT IS THAT? "(label)"/"no card" b. WHAT DO YOU WANT? "I want" "(label)"/object
----*b a a----,b

201
19 2

18 6

17 3

15 8

1.4 4

13 =9

_X_. _X__ _X_ _X._ -X__ _X_ _X_ _7E_
_X_ _X_ _X_ _X_ _X_ _X_ _X_ _X_

_X-- -X-. _X- -X-- -X- -X- -X- -a-
_X- _Jt X X_ _X_ _X \L X L _X_ _X_ _X_

-X-- -X- -X-- _X- 5t 2
2L _X_ _X_ _X_ _X_ _X_ _X_ _X_

7X- _X_ _X_ _X_ _4.X_ _X_ _X_ _X_ -X-
_X_ _7C_ _X.. _X_ _X_ _5t_ _X_ _X_ JL X_ _X.:

12 -X- -X_ _X_ _X_ _X_ _X_ _X_
40 _X_ _X_ _X_ ...X._ _X_ _X_ _X_ _X_ _X_
10 c46 t)3 X- _X_ -X_ _X_ _X_ _X _X._ __X_ _X_ _X_ 1_7E_

_X__ _X_ -X_ _X_ _X_ __X_ x _X_ _X_ _X.
2 8 7 _X_ _X_ _X_ _X_ _X_ _X_ _X_ _X_ _X_ _X_

ei)

7 8

6

5 3

4 4

3 9

10

1 5

.4cL3

COMMENTS:

_X_ _X_ _X_ _X_ 1 5t X_ _X_ _X_ _X_ _X_
_X__ _X_ _X_ _X_ _X_ _X_ _X_ _X_ _X_
_X_ _X_ _X_ _X_ _X I 7L X AL _X_
_X_ _X_ _X_ _X_ _X_ :X_

_X_
_X_ _X_ _X_ _X_ _X_ t_5r._. _X_ _X_ _X_ _X_ _X_

X X' X X -XX 5X'X X X X X

5 5



Board

Student

Speech Level:
Summary Form for Step-9

Trainer's Stimulus:

Trainer

Date Training Started Date Training Ended: Total Sessions to Criterion

Percent Correct Responses-icross Sessions

Session #

go-

Phase I Total
>

Speech Approxi.mations

Phase II Total

Phase I Totaf

Date

2 F,

Sesslon #

Speech Approximations

/ /

(Circled percentages represent criterion based on 12 consecutive correct responses.)

2


